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trorcioitizati,,,,,::P."'.:.:I:)I*:,yourcomputer
nrust have:

' The processor must be a 486 or better, ancl the system speed should be at least
33 Ylllz (megaherlz). We recommend at least a 66 MHz system speed for
best results.

. You must have a CD-ROM drive running with MSCDEX (the Microsoft CD-ROM
Extension) version 2,2 or newer.

You must have either Windows 95 or a version of DOS numbered 5.O or higher and
Microsoft Windows version 3.1 or higher. Almost all new computers include one or
the other in the siandard soFtware package.

There must be at leas[ B Mb of RAM inslalled in your computer.
Since the installation program will copy parts of Ciuilization If onto your hard disk,
you must have sufficient empty storage space on your hard drive. lf you're using DOS,
when the flashing cursor on the screen is right next to "C:\" (what's called the C
prompt), type chkdsk and press @"i. One of the last things listed will be how much
hard drive space you have free. [f you're using Windows 95, double-click on the "My
Computer" icon and set the view to "Details." The amount of space you have free is
included in the detailed listing for your hard drive.



Important Note: With the aduent of larger hard disks, a peculiar problem has arisen.
Different sizes of hard disks harse different sized "clusters" (the smallest unit of file
space that the drive can read and write). Without getting into too much technical
detail, the result is this: The larger your hard disk, the more space each file takes
up. To preuent misunderstandings, we'ue prepared the following chart of
necessarA free space (in megabytes) DS. hard disk size for Cittilization II:

DISK STZE: O-128 Mr 128,256 Ms 256.512 Ms 512 Mn-l Gs l-2 Gr 2.4 Gs

Required l8l5l512t2II
Recomm€nded 27 373l2927

Full 424t

The graphics must be SVGA quality or better, capable of at least 256 color, 640 x 48O
mode,

You must have a mouse attached to the computer. The mouse driver must be
MS-Mouse or something fully compatible with this.

If you think you have all of these, but still have a problem running the game, please
contact MicroProse Customer Support for assistance.
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INSTALLING
Before you can play Ciuilization II, the installation program must copy some files onto
your hard disk. To have it do so, foilow these instructions:

. Turn on your computer. The Microsoft CD-ROM Extension should load when the
computer starts up. (lf you have problems installing, this extension might not be
loaded. Check your computer manuals for instructions on making it load itself.)

. Open the CD-ROM drive, place the Ciailization II CD in there, and close the drive.

. If you're using Windows 5.1, type win to start Windows (if it's not already running).

. Double-click on the File Manager (in 5.lx) or My Computer (in 95) icon.

. In the window that opens, double'click on the listing tbr your CD-ROM drive (normally 'D').

. Finally, double-click on the file setup.exe. That runs the installation program.

. Choose the directory into which you want the game installed. The default directory
is c:\mps\civ2.

. You have the option of doing a Full installation or a Custom one. If your hard drive
space is limitecl, Custom allows you to decide what you want installed and leave
nonessential files on the CD-ROM. Note that the game will not function unless you
install the Required files, and there will be no sound effects unless you install the
Recommended files.

. Once you've made your choices, the installation program copies the files you
requested to your hard drive from the CD-ROM, [hen creates the Ciuilization II
program group and icons. Windows 95 users have the option of adding
Ciuilization II to their Start Menu.

. Next, the instailation program installs two pieces of utility software that are necessary
for the game to work properly-WinC and h-rdeo Video for Windows.

. When the installation is done, the program returns you to Windows.

Note that even the Full installation does not copy the multimedia files to your hard
drive. These files take up so much space (and the access time you save by having them on
your hard drive is hardly noliceable) that very few of you will actually want them installed.
If you do, however. wish to have these files on your hard disk, here's how.

. Copy all of the files from [he CD-ROM directory \civ2\video into a sub-directory of
the directory into which you installed the game. This sub-directory must also be
named video. So, for example, if you used [he default installation directory, the
videos would go into c:\mps\civ2\video.

. Next, copy all the files from \civ2\kings the same way, into a sub-directory
called kings.
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PLAYING
Once the automated installation and set-up are complete, the game is ready to play.

To start:
. If you want to see and hear the uninstalled video and multimedia portions of the

game, make sure that Lhe Cioilization If CD-ROM is in its drive. (Note that, if you did

not install the Recommended files, there will be no sound effects regardless of
whether the CD is in the drive. There will be some music.)

. If it is not already running, start Windows.

. Now simply doubte-click on the Cioilization II icon (or click Citt2 on the

Windows 95 Start Menu) to start the game.

FEATURES UPDATE: CHANGES TO THE CHEAT MENU
Remember, the CHEAr menu comes with no guarantees-use it at your own risk and don't

blame Customer Service if they can't help when it causes problems'

Though it has other uses, the CnERr menu is intended to supplement the map editing

utility. Once you've created a world in which to play. you can use the CHEAr menu options

to further customize the situation. You can create your own game scenarios-and save

them for later play. In combination, the Map Editor and CHEAr menu can give you the same

power as the "Mission Builder" included with many of the best flight simulations.

To this end, the DrscovER Au, TEcnriolocres option described in the manual has been

replaced with the more specific Dolr Trcnnolocrns. (The shortcut key hasn't changed; it's
still lctrrlts,lrtl @.y This gives you complete control over the technological status of every

civilization in the game, including yours. One by one, you can select then give or take away

advances. Use the CrvE/Thrr, ALL button to bestow every advance there is, except for Future

Tech. Ctick on it again to ruthlessly strip them all awayl Note, however, that some

technologies (lnnrcmon, for one) are known by all civilizations at the dawn of time; you

cannot take these away.

A Tnnnarx button has been added to the Cnnncn Trnnatn nr CunsoR option. This allows you

to change the terrain type of the square at the current cursor location. Note that you cannot

specify special resources for any terrain square; theyjust happen'

Four new options have been added to the Cnnar menu'



Eorr UNrr @tsriltlU
Use this to change the attributes of any unit at the current cursor location. The veteran

status, movement points, hit points, home city, and fortification status are maniputable. lf
you're editing a caravan or Freight unit, you can change the type of commodity it is
carrying. You cannot, however, change a unit to another type.

Eorr Crry@tshril@
This option allows you to meddle with the status of any city on the map-as long as you

position the cursor on it first. You can set the size (population) of the town, determine
exactly how many shields are in the PRoDUCTToN Box, make all the Wonders of the World in
that burg suddenly disappear, or copy all of the improvements in some other city to this
one. lf the city is in disorder or celebrating a we Love the _ Day, you can clear either
state of affairs. Finally, you can make the city an object[ue of the scenario (the number in
parentheses will change to 'l') or remove it from the list of objectives (,O,).

What good is an objective? Read about the Scenario Parameters option to find out.

Eotr KrNc @tshrtlB
No, this doesn't let you change what the rulers of other civilizations look like. you can,

however, specify any ruler's treaty status with every other civilization, the most recent turn
when two civilizations had contact, the ruler's current attitude toward other rulers, and any
ruler's current reputation. In addition, you can clear a ruler's patience counter (making
them very tolerant for a while), set or clear a research goal for any civilization, and
determine how far each ruler has progressed toward the advance currenfly being
researched. You can copy the technology of one civilization to another-quite a shortcut
from doing it one advance at a time with the Dorr Tncnnolocres option. Finally, you can
change the name and sex of every leader in the world.
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Sctsep.to PARAMETERS @ @ E 
- ,r +6ors for seuing up scenarios' Most of

This is a catch-all ,nra r*ril"" sorne wwllll tools for setting up sc(

these options trave fittfe or nL" a"ing a game already in progress'

rEcH PARADT.M affects how rong it takes t "-::H:r::::T:?i* }|:ii::j;E"t'':!+j
is lO/lO' tsy lowering the numerato"''"'rll"'ui:;-to'f'og'"" is l/lO' Conversely'

,i.*"uouuni"t; the fistest you can allow

increasing tnt rr""ti"itt-m'xt' scientific progress slower'

Tunn Ynan INoREMENT allows you to decide t'o* m'L time passes wltleach game turn'

rr you ,eave ,n," Xi'H-lli iiiition.n ^1";**jjll*U::il?';ffi'*:11l*:
with time as described in the manua' ll"ffi;;;i 

'nJnu't 
to pass per turn'

"iki*^'I[:ll;"#{:]T:ldTr}$'}[#lxl,r"'::[:i[T''^li"r;"t u"t the Tunn Ye'qn IncRemenr '" ' l$;,;;a uny t'tgutiue number is Bc'

number of years;' Any positive number t:

Ilaxtrqum'fuon' afo*" 
'o' 

t 
""t 

the length of the game in turns'

roccmscENARror"*i"u'cioitization"l$::i'ffi #!#"'^y3::"':-:'Ht:li'"^tTI;
setup as a scenario' Note that the Cnnnr

sets this toggle for You'

Wtrs Rt't' ooo" uo^"t '""'ou"" 
all of the villages of minor tribes from the world'

permanently' 
'-^-^-+Dcall of th€ minor tribe villages in the world' except for

RESToRE ALL cooDy BoxES recreate" 1i^*i-".Ti;: #;";;i;;.rpied by a citv or unit'

those which *"['"t'git'ny on a terrain square that is now occupt

Rrve'ql wnole ** tun"Jthe scenario t*:,rt:ffi"','l'i #""$'':"":1"iff ffi;""'ff:;
excluding enemy units but including the

the game. take place in an unexplored world' the

CoveR wttot-n MAP makes the scenarlo

iittitiz ation standard'

Snr Scnrinruo NnuE' allows you to give your scenario a title'

rocoeromr'wnnnr'nosilences!":::11''.':;H:l?':::it":"fiHffi',Tt'"+:Ht 
j'

'.-l1l 
to rorce ttre assumrtion;l**ffi ili#;; ;*irc l''u, u"" errectivelv stirled

and that the
for the duration'

i



Eorr VrcroRy Conorrrons itself contains multiple options:
. The first, Tocclr UsE Ozuncrrvr VrcroRy Fr,Rc, must be set to'l'; otherwise,

the game ignores the rest of these settings. Essentially, the objective victory
flag tells Cioilization II to completely ignore the usual scoring
conventions. Rather, all that counts is the taking of the pre-set objectives in
the scenario. Using the Eorr Crry option on the CflEAr menu, you can make
any city a scenario objective.

. Toggle Count Wonders as Objectives determines whether or not captured
Wonders of the World also count toward the objective score.

. Next, you decide which civilization will be the protagonist; this is not the
player's civilization. This setting only determines which civilization is used
as the benchmark for the four final settings.

. These last four allow you to set conditions for the types of outcome possible
in an objective scenario. For each, enter the number of objectives that the
protagonist civilization must control (that is, have conquered or kept) at the
end of the game in order to accomplish that level of victory or defeat. Other
civilizations are automatically assigned the corresponding outcome. For
example, if the Romans as protagonists achieve a Marginal Defeat, all other
groups win a Marginal Victory.

Eorr Srncrnl Rulns also contains a few sub-options, each of which is fairly
straightforward. You can prevent any civilization from euer changing its form of
government, make it impossible to obtain advances by taking over enemy cities,
and remove the spectre of pollution from the game. One caveat is necessary;
you should NErzEfi use the last option-SrEcral WWII-onr,v AI. This was put in as an
aid for the game designers and will almost certainly cause your scenario
to crash.
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sid Meier's ciuilization rr improves on a beroved classic. ciuitization,
its predecessor, cast you as the ruler of an infant civilization, struggling to

surrzive and prosper in the earliest moments of history. Eventually, growth and
exploration brought you into competition with ruthless, competent, but

sometimes predictable computer opponents. cioilization rr adds depth to the
diplomacy and smarts to the artificial intetligence, as well as tweaking features that

millions of ciu players had come to know too well. The result is the same compelling
quali[y and fresh challenges for the expert player- and a wide-open world to explore

for the novice.

Both you and your opponents begin with a small band of settlers surrounded by the
hazards and delights of unexplored territory. Each decision you make can have
important ramifications later. Shoutd you build a city on a coast or inland? Shoutd you

concentrate on military production or agricultural improvement? Innovative disptays make
it easy to understand the shifting situation and implement action. Il you prove an able ruler,
your civilization grows larger and even more interesling to manage. The inevitable contact
with neighboring civilizations opens new doors of opportunity: treaties, embassies,
sabotage, Irade, and war.



As time passes, you are confronted with increasingly difficult decisions. First, you must

think tactic;lly. Where is the optimum location for another city? When should you produce

specific military units and city improvements? How rapidly should you explore the

surrounding land? Soon, circumstances demand that you formulate strategic plans' Should

you pursue war or peace with neighbors? when should you explore and expand overseas?

is if advantageous to change your type of government? Where should you focus

technological research?

The success of the civilization that you build depends on your decisions' As ruler, you

manage the economy, diplomacy, exploration, research, and the war machine of your

civilizition. your policies must be flexible to fit an evolving world. Milita-ry units inevitably

become obsolete and need replacement as you gain more advanced technologies' The

balance of power among your rivals shifts often. You might have to modify your economic and

gou".nrn"rrirl policies, lest you fall behind in a critical area' The empires of Alexander the

creat, the Hittites, Napoleon, and cenghis Khan (to name just a few) all held pride of place

on the world,s stage at one time. All eventually collapsed. ln Cioilization II, th,e challenge

is to build an empire that stands the test of time. You might succeed where great

predecessors have failed. If you locate cities properly, build them soundly, defend them

iggressively, and neutralize the danger from potential enemies, the descendants of your

rirst tiny tribe might not only survive, but lead the colonization of space.

FOUR IMPULSES OF CIULIZATION
There is no single driving force behind the urge toward civilization, no one goal toward

which every culture strives. There is. instead, a web of forces and objectives that impel and

beckon, shaping cultures as they grow. In Cioilization II, there are four basic impulses

that seem to be of the greatest importance to the heatth and flexibility of your

fledgling society.

ExproRnrtoN
An early focus in cioilization Ir is exploration. You begin the game knowing almost

nothing about your surroundings. Most of the map is dark. Your units move into this

darkneis of unexplored territory and discover new terrain; mountains, rivers, grasslands,

and forests are just some of the features they might reveal. The areas they explore might

be occupied by minor tribes or another culture's units. In either case, a chance meeting

provokei , uuii.ty of encounters. As your units "map" the unknown by revealing terrain

squares that once were black, they also lessen the likelihood that you will be surprised by

random barbarian attacks.

I
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'- -..1 cirilization grows, you need to manage its ever-more-complex production and

..- ----e requirements. Adjusting the tax rates and choosing the most productive terrain for
".- r,rrposes, you can control the speeds at which your population grows larger and your
'.s produce goods. By setting taxes higher and science lower, you can tilt your economy

:-- a cash cow. You can also a{ust the happiness of your population. Perhaps you'tt make
-. \-.:ies more available, or you might clamp down on unrest with a larger military presence.

: ,,t can establish trade routes with other powers to bring in supplemental income every turn.

f.ir-owrEocE
On the flip side of your economics management is your commitment to scholarship. By
setting taxes lower and science higher, you can increase the frequency with which your
population discovers new technologies. With each new advance, further paths of learning
open up and new units and city improvements become available for manufacture. Some
technological discoveries let your cities build unique Wonders of the World.

CoNryrsr
Perhaps your taste runs to military persuasion. Cioilization II altows you to pursue a range
of postures from pure defense through imperialistic aggression to cooperative alliance.
One way to win the game is to be the last civilization standing when the dust clears. Of
course, you'll face both random barbarian attacks and calculated sorties by your
computer opponents.

THE BIG PICTURI
A winning strategy for Cinilization II, is one that combines all of these aspects into a
flexible whole. Your first mission is to survive; your second is to thrive. It is not true that
the largest civilization is necessarily the winner, nor that the wealthiest always has the
upper hand. In fact, a balance of knowledge, cash, and military might allows you to
respond to any crisis that occurs, whether it is a barbarian invasion, an aggressive rival, or
an upsurge of internal unrest.



WINNING
To win cioilization II, you must follow one of two broad strategies to a final goal: Either

win the space race or conquer the world. The first civitization to colonize Alpha centauri

wins; this nation most often has a large factory base dedicated to producing the specialized

components of spacecraft and a head-and-shoulders lead in technological development'

However,it,spossibletouseindustrialespionageandjudiciousinvasionstostealthe
necessaryadvances,whilesabotagingtheproductionleadofamoreadvancedbutless
well defended opponent. A leader who pursues the second option' conquering the world'

is likely to focui on military strategy, though buitding a strong economy and financing

insurrections can be pretty successful, too' See Winning the Game for an in-depth

analysis of Cirtilization II's scoring system'

THE VARIOUS DOCUMENTATION
lt,SatruismatComputergameCompaniesthatmostCustomersneverreadthemanual'
Until a problem rears its hlad, the average playerjust bulls through by trial and error; it's

partofthefun.WhenaProblemdoescomeup,thistypeofplayerwantstospendaSlittle
timeinthebookaspossible,thengetbacktothegame.Forthoseofyouwho,|ustneed
a quick reference, the Keference: Screen by Screen section is the place to go'

Fortherestofyou,We,VetriedtoorganizetheChaptersintheorderthatyou,llneed
them if you,ve never ptayed Cioilizatioi or Cioilization II before. lf you're new to Cir''

the sidebars on concepti should help you understand the fundamentals of the game'

The Technical supPlement is the place to find installation and startup instructions

and any late changes to the gr-". sin." it was written later, the information in it
supersedes anything in the manual'

The READpIE file that comes on the GD-ROM has the rundown on the very latest changes

(duetoprintingandbindingtime,themanualhastobecompletedbeforetheplaytesters
recommend their final tweaks). That info supersedes even the Technical Supplement'

In addition to the printed stuff and the RtrADME, Cirtitization II comes with a unique

compendiumofon-screenhelp.ClickontheClVlLoPEDlAmenutoCallupalistofoptions
describing units, improvements, governments' and even game concepts' trntries are

hyperlinkedSothatyoucanjumpfromoneentrytoanotherwithease,andthenewSE'ARCH
feature allows you to brows alphabetically through every topic'



. -:r.F\cE CoNVrNrtoNs
. .. ciuilization rr using a combination of both mouse and keyboard. Many people find

, r.: short-cut keys on the keyboard significanfly speed up their play.

Lsing a Mouse: Throughout the text, we assume that you understand basic mouse
iirnclions and terms, like "clicking and dragging." since not everybody knows these
things, we've provided brief definitions of how we use the most common terms.
one preliminary note: ciuilization rr puts both buttons on a two-button mouse to
use. lf you are using a three-button mouse, the center button has no function fcrr
this game.

' "clicking" refers to placing the mouse pointer over an area of the screen and
clicking with the left mouse button.

. "Right-clicking" is clicking with the right mouse button.

' "Click-and-holci" means keeping your finger on the mouse button longer than
usual (long enough that the game recognizes the ,,hold,,).

. "Dragging" means holding the left button down while moving the mouse.

. "Selecting" means clicking on something.
n "Pressing a button" with the mouse means clicking on one of the on-screen

buttons.
. You can "scroll" some of the menus and boxes in the game by dragging the

button along a slider bar that's on one side of the box.
Menus: The Menu BaR runs across the top of the screen. As is standard in windows games,

clicking on the name of a menu opens that menu, giving you access to the menu
options. If you prefer not to use the keyboard and have enabled mouse movement
of units, you can play cioilization rr using the mouse and menus exclusively.

Short-Cut Keys: Almost all of the menu options in Cioilization II have a short-cut key
(@ for Roads, for example), which is noLed on the menu. pressing this key (or
combination of keys) has the same effect as selecting the option from the menu.
Another quick way to use menu options is also a windows standard. The name of
each menu has one underlined letter. Holding the firr I key an<J typing that letter opens
the menu. The name of each option on the menu also has one underlined letter.
Typing that letter when the menu is open activates the option.

cursors: The mouse pointer, or cursor, has many different shapes in citsilization II,
depending on what task you're currently attempting.
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Most often, the cursor looks like an arrow. If you have chosen a

special "desktop theme" in Windows 95 or otherwise customized your
cursor, you'll see your own cursor sometimes, too'

An oufline around a terrain square indicates that you are in Vmw PIEcES

mode. By moving the cursor with the number keypad on your keyboard,
you can use this cursor to count squares from one location to another or
move around the map without moving units. Toggle back to the arrow
cursor by pressing the $ key or choosing Mol'E ftncEs from the VIEw menu.

A bold (black) arrow indicates the direction the unit on which your
mouse pointer is positioned will move when you click. If you don't like
this unit-movement cursor, you can disable it by unchecking the MovE

Unns Wrrn Mousr option under GAME OmloNS in the GnmE menu.
Cioilization II starts with this option disabled.

A cross-hair indicates that you can click on the spot where your
mouse pointer is positioned in the World Window to center the active
Vrnw Unrrs window on that sPot.

The word "Co" and a bent arrow indicates that when you release the
mouse button, the active unit will begin moving toward the indicated
square. See GoTo Orders in the Terrain and Movement section for
complete details.

A parachute indicates that the active paratrooper unit will make a
paradrop into the designated square; a "crossedout" parachute indicates
that the designated square is not a valid paradrop target. See Paradrop
Orders in the Terrain and Movement section for complete details.

As in most Windows Programs, an I-beam or vertical line indicates
that you can type in text from the keyboard.

As in most Windows programs, a double-ended arrow indicates that
you can resize the window frame on which your mouse pointer
is positioned.

As in most Windows programs, an hourglass indicates the program is
working; please wait.

w
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Those who have prayed either cioitization or cioNet are arready familiar
with most of the concepts presented in this tutorial. However, even if you
are well acquainted with the DOS, Windows, or Macintosh version, you will
find that there are many new features in Ciuilization II. Also, many ofthe game's existing elentents, including screen layout, icons, and

controls have changed from the earlier games.
The primary purpose of this tutorial is to introduce new players to' the basic elements of cioilization II. rt provides an overview of the

basic ganre elements, and gllides you through several centuries of
a sample game. New actions ancl events are explained as they. occur. The tutorial game has been set r-rp in such a way that most. of the events should Lre fairly predictable; however, one of the
things that makes ci,irization II exciting game after game is the
element of random chance that exists. The way your computer_
controlled opponents act and react to one anolher (and to you)
might cause certain events to deviate from the path described in
this tutoriar. If you feel that things have gotten too far out of
control. feel iree to reload the saved game and start again.



To begin the tutorial, start the game and select LoAD n Crrvre from the' G'q'me menu' Load

the gamJ called tutorial.sav. The tutorial game is se,t to cHrEmA\r,, leve\, the easiest

oifficutty option available. The game starts on the first turn, in 4ooo BC, with you taking

the pari of Abraham Lincoln, leader of the Americans. You might want to go to the

Gnme Orflons in the CnnE menu and turn off the lnsrRnr ADvlSoR and TUTORIAL HELP oPtions'

if you find the pop-up boxes distracting.

lnstructions aou are to follow are set in italics. trxplanations and descriptions are set

in regular type. Keep in mind that this tutorial is a simple walk through, and only touches

briefly on game concepts and control features. lf you want more information on anything,

detailed descriptions can be found in the other chapters of this manual'

BUILDING YOUR FIRST CITY
At the start of the game, your civilization
consists of a single band of wandering
nomads. This is a Settlers unit. Atthough

Settters are capable of performing a variety
of useful tasks, your first task is to move

the Settlers unit to a site that is suitable for
the construction of your first city.

Finding suitable locations in which to
build cities, especially your first city, is one

of the most important decisions you make

in the game. In order to survive and grow,

each city must have access to all three
resource types: food (represented by grain),

production (represented by shields), and

trade goods (represented by arrows). The

map in Cittilization II is divided into
individual "squares," each of which
contains a different type of terrain. Each

terrain type yields resources in differing
amounts. A good city site provides all three
resource types. Normally, the lines dividing
the map riru.." are invisible. To get an idea of how the terrain is divided, turn on the map

grid by choosing SHow lvlAp GRto from the VIEw menu, or holding down [cr'l and pressing @'

a



"-- \oLr nrove your Settlers, take time to examine the surrounding terrain. You will
:- onl\ 2l map squares are visible. This represents the extent to which your

.. -r has explored the world. (This 2l-square pattern is significant with regard to
: :: ,,rell, as you will see later.) The surrounding black areas represent unexplored

-. ': \ou can build a city on any terrain square except for Ocean. As mentioned earlier,
rrrain type yields differing proportions of resources, so the type of terrain you

.: for a city site determines the level of the city's success.

: rirr Settlers currently occupy a Crassland square. Normally, Crassland produces two
-'. :' irhen rvorked by one of your ci[izens. Note that a srnall shield symbol appears in the
- :::er of this particular Grassland square. That means that, in addition to its normal

-r:.urces, this Crassland square also yields one shield when worked. Normal Grassland
>:rares (without shields) appear to the northwest and northeast of your Settlers.

Directty to the north and directly to the west of the Settlers are Plains
squares. The Plains terrain type produces one grain and one shield when
worked by one of your citizens. Southeast, south, and southwest of the
Settlers are Ocean squares, which produce one grain and two arrows each
when worked. Surrounding the edge of the visible terrain are a Plains
square with a river running through it, two additional Crassland squares,
and four additional Ocean squares. There are also two Llills squares and a
Mountains square along the northwest edge, two Forest squares to the
southwest, and an Ocean square two squares to the southeast with a
Whale in it. We'll look at these in a moment.

You have the option of moving around to find a suitable city site. If the
nearby terrain is iess than optimal it is worth doing so, considering the
importance of proper city placement. l'ou shouldn't waste too much time
looking, however. Settlers move only one square per turn, and 20 years
pass every turn this early in the game. Luckily, your starting position here
is excellent: The local terrain provides a diverse resource mix. you are
adjacent to a sea coast, and Crassland squares make good city locations.

Build your first city by selecting Butto Nrw Crv from the Onoens
menu, or by pressing the @ key. You can rename the city if you like, but
we'll refer to it as Washington.

9



Ex,c,\,uNtNc rns Crrv DrsPuY
.ls soon as the city is built, a new wintiltw

.rppears. This window is called the Ctrv

Drspr.\y. The CIrv DISPI-AY gives detailed

1r-riortnation cirr the city's current status'

includit.tg the arnount of resoilrces

ge il€ratec, the itern currently being built by

rtte ci,.y, and the size anrl attitude of the

citr"s poPulation.

Your first priority is to check the status of

ll-re c-ity's rqsourc€s. The FoPULATIoN RosrDR

shorvs thal there is one citizen in

lVashington, anrl he is contenl Under most

circumstances, each citizen in tlre city is

rrorking in one of the terrain squares

surrounding the city, generating resources

ior the city's use. As new citizens are added

to the poplrlaiion, the game Puts then: to

\vork in the terrain square iL considers the

tnost productive available. ln this case' the

city's sinEle resident is producing resources

in iire Ocean square that contains the Whale'

YouhavetheoptionofmclvingCitizenstodifflerentterrainsquaresiiyouwantto
produce different combinations of resources' As you can see ily th€ icons on lhe Resouncc

Mnr,theWhalesquareisgenera{-irrgtwograin,t-woshields,anr.itwoarrorvs.Ciic/tflrei',t/hale
square to,,ptck up..the-cittzen r.ir-orking there, then ctrick orl ihe J"iairi-r square witi. the

rioer running through it, directty ta thL east (r{ght) af the cttg. t{olire ihat. in ihe f'lains

squarenriththeriver,thecitizennowgeneratesonegrain'oneshicld'arlrionearrow'Click
an the plains square with the ririer awl th€n cllck on .,!n€ ai Ll't€' i'crest 'squares

sauthlj)estaftheCitlj,lntheForestSquare,thecitizenEe!-xeratesoni:qrainantl[wct
shields, but no arrorvs. since the l4hate square is one of ffte most pioLluctrlue t\pes of

terrain, clicle on the forest squafe and then on tt'rc t4lhale -sguare to reirrrli f'hc r:[lizen

to hi.s original Pr-rsf tion.

Asyoucansee,thecombinationofresourcesproduce<lisbasecionlerr;linlvi:e'Under
normalcirculrlstallces,eachcitycanassigncitizenslogenerateresour'{:a!'!nanyofr-he2o
terrainsquaressurroundinglihecity'ThePatternof2lsqual-esr,li|hihe.i{'Yaii[-reCenier
that is seen in washington,r R"rouoar, Mnr is calleri the cirv Ki\DrLr5. tri-t adr:ii'i*rrJo iLle: te'rai11

SquaresintheCrrvKADLUs,thecitysquareitselfa}lvaysget-.}Crates]"el:.f)UriC3.i-i}.'ethe
sqllaresrvcrkedbyyourcitizens'thenumberandtypeofresourceslrrldi-rrlr:rijntileritY
square is c!ependent on ihe terrain lype'
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j:- r'gton is currently generating four units of food. Each citizen requires two units of
. j -:: iLrrn in order to survive. Excess grain icons accumulate in the Fooo SroRRcE Box.

- - r. sr:rplus food the city generates, the faster it grows. Washington is also generating
-' - ::..elds. Shields represent raw materials used for supporting units and building new
. -': Since there are currently no units to support, the shields generated each turn go
'--..i intothePnooucrrontsox.Finally,thecityisproducingthreearrows,whichrepresent

'::< goods. Trade goods are divided into three separate categories: Taxes (gold icons),

-.. ' -jr-ies (goblet icons), and Science (beaker icons). Currently, one arrow is being used to
_-':':.rate tares, while the other two are generating science.

!\'ashington's IMpRovEMENrs RosrER shows that the only building in the city is the Palace.
::Lrr Palace denotes that Washington is your civilization's capital.

Frnsr Pnrorurrrs
Because there is so much information to assimilate at the start of the game, it's hard to
know what you should do first. There are four priorities that you must keep in mind early
in the game: defense, research, growth, and exploration.

Defense: Your top priority is to defend Washington from potential enemies. After all,
who knows who might be lurking in all that unexplored territory? To defend the city,
you must build a military unit. When the city is built, it automatically begins to
construct a defensive unit. The PRoDUCTToN Box shows that Washington is currently
producing a Warriors unit.

Research: The science portion of your trade income is used to research new
Civilization Advances. Civilization Advances are new discoveries and technologies
that allow you to build newer and better military units, city improvements, and
Wonders of the World.

Growth: The surplus food generated by the city eventually leads to population growth.
When the Foon Sronace Box is completely filled with grain, a new citizen is added to
the population. Steady city growth leads to increased productivity and the ability to
expand your civilization by building more Settlers to colonize the continent.

Exploration: lf you don't explore the dark areas of the map, you have no way of
knowing what benefits and dangers might be lurking there. By using spare units to
explore the world around you, you can discover the villages of minor tribes (which
often provide you with benelits such as money and new discoveries), sites for new
cities, and neighboring civilizations.

When you're finished examining Washington, close the Cnv Dnrr.av by clicking the
Exrr button in the lower right corner.

ll



RE S EARCH ING C IVI LIZATION ADVAN CE S

After closing the Cny Drcptay, press the lrnnei] key to end the turn. At the start of the next
turn, you are prompted to choose the first civilization advance you want to research.

When the game begins, your civilization has only
minimal knowledge, usually consisting of only
Irrigation, Mining, and Roads. (ln some games you
might be given additional advances at the start oF the
game, but in the tutorial this is not the case.) The bulk
of your knowledge throughout the game is gained
through research. There are many different strategies
dictating the order in which advances are researched.
For the purposes of this tutorial, we'll adopt a
conservative, defensive strategy. You can experiment
with research strategies of your own as you become
more familiar with the game.

When the menu of possible aduances appears,
select Bronze Working, then click OX. We have
chosen Blonze Working because the discovery of this
advance allows you to build the Phalanx unit.
Phalanxes are twice as effective at defending cities
as Warriors.

The amount of time required to research
discoveries is based on the amount of science your
city is currently generating. Remember, science is one
of the components of trade. Select the Tnaon Aowson
option from the Aowsons menu, or press the Fs-l key. As you can see from this display, it
currently takes five turns to make a new discovery. The more beaker icons you generate each
turn the faster you make new discoveries. Click OK to close the Tn,qor Aowson window.

As you can see by looking at the SrArus window, 20 years of game time pass. (On
CnrErrRr|r Ievel, turns start out spanning 20 years each. As the game progresses, the turns
get shorter, dropping to ten years per turn, then five. two, and eventually one year per turn.)

The amount of trade allocated to taxes, luxuries, and science can be adjusted to a
certain degree to suit your needs. Select Ttx Rarr from the Kmooon menu. As you can see,

there are three sliders in the Trx RArE window, each of which controls the percentage of
one of the three elements of trade. Moving a slider left or right decreases or increases
(respectively) the percentage of trade allocated to that element, and adjusts the other
elements accordingly so that the total Percentage equals 1O0 percent.

t2
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. -.. Ciuilization and CiuNet, Ciailization II limits the maximum percentage of
:tat can be allocated to taxes, luxuries, and science based on your civilization's

'rnenL type. You start the game in Despotism, so the maximum percentage you can
r:. lo any trade element is 6O percent. Note that the game automatically sets science

: percent and taxes at 4O percent. Since your focus should be on research at this time,
_roLr currently require no luxuries to keep your population happy, the default settings

: ., :ine for now. CLose the T,qx R,qre windotD by clicking the OK button.

MEANWHILE, BACK IN THE CIry...
\oh, let's take a look at what happened in the city after the first turn. Open Washington's
C it Drsrtay by clicking the city icon on the map. Several things have changed since you
rast looked inside Washington. Firs[. the information in the Trrue BnR indicates that your
treasury now contains 5l gold instead of the original 50. That is because Washington is
generating one gold coin of taxes each turn. Since there are currently no improvements in
\\'ashington that require upkeep, the gold is added to your treasury for future use.

Loolc at the fctoa SroRAcE 6ox. lt is no longer empty. There are now two grain icons in
it. This is the surplus food that was generated by the city on the first turn. It is stored in
the Fooo SroRncr Box for later use.

Finally, look at the Pxooucno,ry 6ox. Like the FooD SronRcE Box, it is no longer empty.
The Lhree shields generated on the first turn were used to help build the Warriors unit
currently under production.

An alternate way to close the CIry Drsrlnv is to click on the ffi button in the upper left
corner. lJse whichever method you find rnost comfortable.

Youn Frnsr Uxrr
Until your Warriors unit is completed, you have little to do. Press the ENTER key three
times. lt is now the fourth turn, and you have just built your first military unit. The Warriors
unit is now flashing on and off in the city square. The unit is now ready to receive orders.

There are two things you can do with your first military unit. You could use the unit to
defend your city. In most cases, it is unwise to leave a city undefended. This is especially
true if you know that an enemy unit is nearby. However, early in the game, the world is
sparsely populated, so you can take a chance and send the unit out to explore hidden
terrain outside the CrrY RAD|us.

Lloue the Warriors untt to the west by pressing the l! key on the numeric keypad.
Note that one of the black, unexplored terrain squares is revealed when the unit moves.
Most units can "see" one square in any direction. Your turn ends automatically when your
last unit linishes its movement. Since Warriors can move only one square per turn, your
turn is now over.

t3



Youn Ftnsr CrytuzertoN AoveNct
We'll go back to exploring the world in a moment. For now, something more interesting has
happened. At the start of this turn, your scientists announce that they have discovered the
secret of Bronze Working. Congratulationsl You have discovered your first civilization
advance. After the initial message of discovery, the Crv[oreDtA appears. The Clvlloreon is

an on-line encyclopedia of game facts. The CryrornotR screen that appears after the
discovery of each advance shows the units, improvements, and Wonders you can now build
as a result of the advance, as well as new lines of research available. Bronze Working allows
you to build Phalanx units and the Colossus Wonder, and allows you to research Currency.

tsronze Working also allows you to research Iron Working, but only after you have

researched Warrior Code. Close the Crwtorrott screen by clicking the Dxr button.

once again the list of research choices appears, allowing you to choose the next
advance you want to discover. Since Bronze Working has provided the ability to build a

good defensive unit, you can now move on to a research path that enhances your

exploration capability. choose lTorseback Riding from the menu, and click oK.

CHeNcrNc ProoucrtoN
tsefore you do anything else, its time to look inside the city again. Open Washington's Cnr
Dsetav by clicking the city's icon on the map. When you look at the PRoDUCTIoN Box, you'll
notice that the city has automatically begun to build another Warriors unit. In fact, a city
goes on producing unit upon unit until it receives orders to the contrary.

Since the city is still defenseless, you need to build a unit to protect Washington from
possible invaders. A Phalanx is a better defensive unit than Warriors, so that is what you

should build. Click the Cnaxar button aboue the Pnooucnox Eox. When you do so, a menu
listing the possible production options appears. Choose Phalanx by clicking on it. Click
OK to exit the PnooucrroN menu. The Phalanx's icon now appears above the PRooucrlon Box

to indicate that the city is now building a Phalanx. Click Exn to close the Cnv Dtsruqv.

FINDING A MINOR TRIBE
Remember your Warriors unit? It's flashing again, indicating that it is once again ready to
move. llove the Warriors one square to the west by pressing the@key on the numeric
keypad. Note that, as the unit moves, any unexplored (btack) terrain within one square of
the unit is revealed. Press [EnrEil to end the turn'

When the unit starts flashing again (indicating that it is the next turn) move it one square

to the southwest by pressing the @ key on the numeric keypad. Now here's something

interestingl Your exploration has revealed a "hut," one square to the southwest of the Warriors'

present position. This hut is home to a minor tribe. Minor tribes are not rival civilizations;

rather, they are small villages populated with People who might be inclined to help you.
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>.1.'e lJour game bA choosing the Savr O,v're option from the Oanr menu, or by
, r,q doutn fhe l ct - l key and pressing lE . You are about to make contact with the minor

',-: The results of such contact are random. You could receive a gift of knowledge or
. : the tribe might band together to form a mercenary military unit and join you; or the
- -. rlright decide to honor you by establishing a new city in your empire. Of course it is

- -,ssrble that negative events might occur as well: The village could be empty, or populated

-,, lrostile Barbarians. By saving the game prior to contact, you have the option of reloading
"orr the save if you don't like the results of exploring the village.

Ll'hen the Warrtors start flashing again, moue Aour unit onto the hut. As stated earlier,
one of a number of random events will occur as a result of contacting a minor tribe. For the
plrrposes of this tutorial, we'll assume that you receive a gift of gold from the minor tribe.

POPULATION INCRIASE
Continue your exploration for the next three turns. Moue the Warriors back toward
lltashington. twice to the east, and once north, so Aou are right next to the city.

On this turn, two things happen simultaneously. First, Washington completes the
Phalanx it was building. Second, the population of the city increases to two, as indicated
by the number next to the city's icon. Open Washington's Cnv Drcruav Notice that the Fooo
SroRnce Box has only two food in it now. Next turn it witl start filling up again. accumulating
grain for the next population increase.

Notice that the Porur,arrori RosreR now contains two citizens. On the RESoURC0 Mnr, you can
see that the new citizen is already at work generating resources; specifically, the citizen is
generating two grain and one shield in one of the Grassland-Shield squares to the north.
That's fine for now, so leave the citizen there.

As for production, its time to change again. This early in the game, one defensive unit
is more than adequate for city protection. Click the Cn,qxon button, and select Settlers
from the Pnoaucnox menu. lts time to start thinking about the next priority: growth. ln
order to expand your civilization, you need to build other cities; and for that, you need
Settlers. Close the Crrv Dnpuqv.

As noted on the PnooucrioN menu, it will take Washington ten turns to produce a Settlers
unit. You can speed this up a bit through the use of your Warriors unit. Once the CIry DISpLAv

is closed, the Warriors should be flashing. Moue the Warriors unit into the citA, and re-
open the Ctry Dsrtay. In the center section of the Crrv DrspLAy you should see t\.^/o icons: a
Phalanx unit and a Warriors unit. Click on the Warriors unit icon. from the menu of
options that appears, cltoose Drsrx,^vo and click OK. Now, look at the PRoDUcnoN Box.
Five shietds appear as soon as the Warriors unit is disbanded. When a unit is disbanded
inside one of your cities, half of its original cost in shields is added to the production
currently in progress. Close the Cn'v Drsrt,qv.
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Now, back on the map, the Phalanx is flashing. In order to protect the city, the Phalanx

must remain inside Washington. Units provide the best protection when they are fortified.
fortify the Phatanx by choosing fonnrv from the Onorns menu, or by pressing the @
key. Fortified units remain in their defensive position until you manually reactivate them.
For now, the Phalanx should be left alone to guard Washington.

INTERIM
Because you have so few units and cities early in the game, there are often periods of time
that pass without your having to take any action. After fortifying your Phalanx, press [rnteil
tlt)o times. At this point, your wise men discover Horseback Riding. ln addition to allowing
the research of several new advances, Horseback Riding allows you to build Horsemen,

fast-moving military units that are great for exploration.

Choase Code of Laws as the next aduance to research. For the purposes of this
tutorial, our goal now is to develop Trade. In order to do so, you must research both Code

of Laws and Currency. Code of Laws also leads to Monarchy, a more advanced form of
government that helps to increase your productiviLy. Continue pressingl-4.

About six turns later, you are notified that Washington has completed the Settlers it has

been building. Choose the Zoou ro Cny option on the notification menu to open the Ctrv

DrspLAy. Once there, change production so that Washington is building a Horsemen unit.
You'll be using the Horsemen to do some more exploration as soon as it's built.

You'll notice that Washington's population has dropped to one. That is because Settlers

units represent citizens that leave the city in order to improve the surrounding terrain or to
establish a new city. Also, one of the three shields generated by the city is now being used

for support. That is because, under Despotism, any units beyond the size of the city's
population require one shield each turn to support them. zught now, you have two units,
but only one citizen. At any rate. the Fooo SroRActr Box shows that the population is about
to increase again, so these situations are only temporary. close the cffv Drsprav.

EXPANDING YOUR EMPIRE
Now it's time to expand your empire. lvloue your Settlers direcilA west until theA reach
the sea coast, then moue them one square to the southwest. Use the Buno Cnv

command on the Onorns menu, or press @ to f uitd a new citA. Again, you can name the
city anything you want, but we'll refer to it by its default name, "New York."

when New York,s Crrv DrspLAy opens, you'll notice a couPle of differences from
Washington when it was first built. Although New York is generating just as much food as

Washington did, raw materials and trade goods generation are both significantly lower.

That's because there are no special resources, like Whales, to take advantage of within
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> C r) Raorus at this time. Which brings us to another oddity: the entire Crry RADTUS
'" : irh is not visible. That's because there is still some unexplored terrain nearLry. In

' : ihe city to take advantage of its entire Crrv Rnorus, all the terrain therein must be
...,: \'ou'll have to take care of that as soon as possible; you never know what useful

: . r.e s might be lurking in the dark.

'riice that New York is currently producing a Phalanx. Since this city needs to be
:.cfcd too, a Phalanx is just. what you want. Close the Cfi'r DrsrLqy.

\fter a coupie of turns pass, the Horsemen unit is compleied in Washington. When the
'' ,tsen7en unit appears, apen Washington's Ctry DtspLAy, and click the CfiAfior button.
:.:rce you have enough units for the time being, and you aren't quite ready to incur the
,rpke ep expense of a Barracks, let's builcl your first Wonder of the World. Choose Colossus
iront the Pnoaucrton ntenu, and cLose the Crn DtspLAy.

Meanwhile, let's go and explore that hidden terrain near New York. Moue Aour
Horsemen west, toward New York. Notice that Horsemen have twice the movement
capability of the other units you've used so far. That's why they are so good for exploring.

As you move toward New York, your wise men make another discovery: Code of Laws.
liihen you are offered the choice of what to research next, choose Currency.

On the next two turns, moue the lTorsemen southwest. Halfway through the second
turn's movement, the Horsemen should reach the coast just south of New York, revealing
several new terrain squares. One of these is a Whale. (Remember how productive that was
back in Washington?) Maybe it is inside New York's Clry RADrus...

Open New York's Crrv Drsn.a.. The entire Crry Raorus is now visible; and you're in luckl
The Whale square is inside the Crrv Raorus. Click the Orassland square northeast of the
city to "pick up" llour worker, then click the Whale square kt put him to work again. Note
that New York's resource generation has now significantly increased. Close the Crry Dsrunv

Moue Aour lTorseme.n directly east urtttl gou reach the Forest on the coast west of
Washington. Fiotice that your unit only gets to move once when moving into a Forest.
That's because it takes two movement points to move into Forest squares. Because of their
rugged features, many terrain types require more than one movement point in order to
move through them. llolr,, moL)e Aaur lTarsetnen east, past Washington, until Aou get to
the Riuer. Then, proceed roughlpl east-southeast, following the coast.

After your Horsernen unit is several squares past Washington, the Phalanx in New York
is completed. Fortify the Phalanx, just as you did tn Washington, and change the
production in New York to Settlers.

As you continue to explore, your Horsemen might encounter one or two minor tribes.
When Aou discouer Currencll select Trade as Aaur next research project. Saue the game
again, ancl enter these uillagesjust as you did the first time you met a minor tribe.
Restart frorn the sauecl game if you don't like the results.
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MrrrrNc ANorurn CmuzRrroN
If you continue along the coastline as instructed, you eventually meet your nearest
neighbors, the Sioux. Their capital city, Little Bighorn, is located some distance away, on
the opposite coast directly southeast of Washington. As soon as you enter Sioux territory,
their leader, Sitting Bull, requests an audience with you. Accept Sitting Bull's inuitation ba
clicking OK.

Establishing effective communication with your neighbors is vital to your success. Early
in the game, you should take any reasonable actions to ensure that nearby civilizations
enjoy your company. Not only does this keep your civilization reasonably safe from attack,
it can also lead to profitable exchanges of money and information. You can see your
opponent's attitude toward you when you make contact with one another. The attitudes of
rival leaders are based on your past behavior when dealing with other civilizations. Since
this is your first contact with any civilization, Sitting Bull should have a fairly good attitude
when you first meet ("cordial" at the very least).

The most likely result of this encounter is that Sitting Bull will offer to exchange
knowledge or sign a peace treaty. Whateuer Sitting Bull offers, accept his proposals.
Notice that each time you agree to his proposals, Sitting Bull's attitude steadily improves.
This is important, because you want to make friends at this stage in the game. If Sitting
Bull's attitude is particularlA good ("enthusiastic" or "worshipful"), offer to Succrsr a
zERMANENT srRArEarc ALLTANzE with the Sioux. A permanent alliance is better than a treaty,
because it allows both civilizations to move freely through one another's
territory. Whether the alliance is accepted or rejected, end the meeting
by choosing Corysroex rflrs D/scussror coMpLErE and clicking OK. If the
alliance was rejected, moue Aour llorsemen unit away from Little
Bighorn as soon as possible to auoid uiolating the peace treaty. lf you
establish a reputation of violating peace treaties, your opponents are less
likely to sign agreements and treaties with you in the future.

After this encounter, you have gained a friend (for now), and possibly
one or two free civilization advances as a result of technology exchange
with the Sioux. Now that you have made contact, you can chat with Sitting
Bull at any time by selecting the FoREIcN MINIsTER option from the ADVISoRS

menu, and sending an emissary to the Sioux. Sitting tsull can also contact
you at any time. You shouldn't pester your opponents too frequently,
however, because rival leaders quickly grow weary of interruptions.

lf you are contacted by the Sioux at anA time during the remainder
of this tutorial, agree to their demands. During the tutorial game, you
want to keep the Sioux happy so they won't attack you. During a real game,
use your ownjudgment as to how to respond to an oPponent's demands.

la



IMPROVING THE TERRAIN
:)ntinue exploring with Aour lTorsemen to the northeast of Little Bighorn. Auoid entering

-ittle Bighorn's Crry Raorus, because this uill be uiewed as a uiolation of your peace treaty.

After a number oF turns, your wise men discover Trade. Select Ceremonial Burial as
your next aduance. lf you already haue Ceremonial Burial (as a result of knowledge
exchanged with the Sioux), select MonarchA.

Several turns later, New York finishes building its Settlers. Open New York's Cffv DrsPrav

and click the Cn,qnor button. Notice that there are now several more options on the
PRoDUCTToN menu: the discovery of Code of Laws allows you to build a Courthouse, and the
discovery of Trade allows you to build Caravan units. Select Carauan, and close the
Ctv Dnrrav.

When the Settlers unit becomes actiue, moue it one square to the northeast of New
York (using the @ key on the numeric keypad), onto the Orassland-Shield square. For
the next couple of turns, keep exploring with the LTorsemen, but skip the Settler's turn
by pressing the [Spaceoal . Continue to do this until New York's population has increased
to two. When this happens, open New York's Crv DEPLAY.

When you look at New York's RESoURCE MAp, you see that the Grassland-Shield square
northeast of the city is currently generating one shield and two grain. That's not bad, but you
can use your Settlers unit to improve the production in that terrain square. Close the Crrv

Drsrtav. When the Settlers becames actiDe, choose BULD Roto from the Onorns menu, or
press the lE lc"y. For the next couple of turns, the Settlers unit spends its time building a
road. When the Settlers become active again, you see on the map that there is now a road
leacling out of New York to the northeast. Now, open New York's Ctw Dsrtnv again and look
at the REsou(cr M*. Notice that, after the construction of the road, the same Grassland-
Shield square is now generating one trade good icon in additiorr to its former resources. In
addition to this benefit, roads increase movement speed: units only expend one-third of a
movement point to move along a road, no matter what type of terrain the road occupies.

Close the Cny Drcprav. Believe it or not, the terrain can still be further improved. When

the Settlers become actiue again, choose BU|LD IRRIoArtox from the Onor,ns menu, or
press theJ)x"A.

Building irrigation takes a bit longer than building roads. While you're waiting for the
Settlers to complete their task, you discover another civilization advance. If you iust
discouered Ceremonial Burial, select Monarchy as Aaur next aduance' If you iust
discoDered lvlonarchy, select Writing as Aour next aduance. and choose Nor Jusr YEr...

when you are offered the chance to start a reuolution to change gouernments.
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MrrrrNc Axornrn CryrrrznrroN
If you continue along the coastline as instructed, you eventually meet your nearest
neighbors, the Sioux. Their capital city, Little Bighorn, is located some distance away, on
the opposite coast directly southeast of Washington. As soon as you enter Sioux territory,
their leader, Sitting Bult, requests an audience with you. Accept Sitting Bull's inuitation by
clicking OK.

Establishing effective communication with your neighbors is vital to your success. Early
in the game, you should take any reasonable actions to ensure that nearby civilizations
enjoy your company. Not only does this keep your civilization reasonably safe from attack,
it can also lead to profitable exchanges of money and information. You can see your
opponent's attitude toward you when you make contact with one another. The attitudes of
rival leaders are based on your past behavior when dealing with other civilizations. Since
this is your first contact with any civilization, Sitting Bull should have a fairly good attitude
when you first meet ("cordial" at the very least).

The most likely result of this encounter is that Sitting Bull will offer to exchange
knowledge or sign a peace treaty. Whateuer Sitting Bull offers, accept his proposals.
Notice that each time you agree to his proposals, Sitting Bull's attitude steadily improves.
This is important, because you want to make friends at this stage in the game. If Sitting
Bull's attitude is particularlA good ("enthusiastic" or "worshipful"), offer to Suoorsr x
zERMAxENT srRArEorc ALLTANzE with the Sioux. A permanent alliance is better than a treaty,
because it allows both civilizations to move freely through one another's
territory. Whether the alliance is accepted or rejected, end the meeting
bA choosing ConsrorR ?flrs DrscussroN coMpLErE and clicking OK. If the
alliance was rejected, moue Aour Ilorsemen unit away from Little
Bighorn as soon as possible to aooid uiolating the peace treaty. lf you
establish a reputation of violating peace treaties, your opponents are less
likely to sign agreements and treaties with you in the future.

After this encounter, you have gained a friend (for now), and possibly
one or two free civilization advances as a result of technology exchange
with the Sioux. Now that you have made contact, you can chat with Sitting
Bull at any time by selecting the Fonnrcn MINIsTER option from the Aovrsons

menu, and sending an emissary to the Sioux. Sitting Bull can also contact
you at any time. You shouldn't pester your opponents too frequently,
however, because rival leaders quickly grow weary of interruptions.

If you are contacted bg the Sioux at any time during the remainder
of this tutorial, agree to their demands. During the tutorial game, you
want to keep the Sioux happy so they won't attack you. During a real game,
use your ownjudgment as to how to respond to an opponent's demands.
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IMPROVING THE TERRAIN
. ''..8 e.\pLoring with Aour lTorsemen to the northeast of Little Bighorn. Auoid entering

.: . SLghorn's Cnv Rnorus, because this will be uiewed as a uiolation of your peace treatg.

-:rer a numLrer of turns, your wise men discover Trade. Select Ceremanial Burial as
- -,.' next aduance. If you already haue Ceremonial Burial (as a result of knowledge
' , -.,anged with the Sioux), select MonarchA.

Se\ eral turns later, New York finishes building its Settlers. Open New York's Crrv D$pLAy
:itd cLtck the Cnnxor button. Notice that there are now several more options on the
?n.DLCroN menu: the discovery of Code of Laws allows you to build a Courthouse. and the
Ciscovery of Trade allows you to build Caravan units. Select Carauan, and close the
Ctt Dtsrtay.

When the Settlers unit becomes actiue, moue it one square to the northeast of New
York (using the @ key on the numeric keypad), onto the Orassland-Shield square. for
the next couple of turns, keep exploring with the llorsemen, but skip the Settler's turn
by pressing the @ . Continue to do this until New York's population has increased
to two. When this happens, open New York's Clry DrspLAy.

When you look at New York's REsouncE MAp, you see that the Crassland-Shield square
northeast of the city is currently generating one shield and two grain. That's not bad, but you
can use your Settlers unit to improve the production in that terrain square. Close the Crrv
DtspLAy. When the Settlers becomes actiDe, choose BUrLD Ro,ao from the Onoexs menu, or
press the E key. For the next couple of turns, the Settlers unit spends its time building a
road. When the Settlers become active again, you see on the map that there is now a road
leading out of New York to the northeast. Now, open New York's Crv Drcru,tv again anrl look
at the RrsouacE MAp. Notice that, after the construction of the road, the same Grassland-
Shield square is now generating one trade good icon in addition to its former resources. ln
addition to this benefit, roads increase movement speed: units only expend one-third of a
movement point to move along a road, no matter what type of terrain the road occupies.

Close the Crv Drsrrav. Believe it or not. the terrain can still be further improved. When
the Settlers become actiue again, choose Burro Inruoauox from the Onoras menu, or
press the D xeu.

Building irrigation takes a bit longer than building roads. While you're waiting for the
Settlers to complete their task, you discover another civilization advance. If yott just
discouered Ceremonial Burial, select MonarchA as AOur next aduance. If you just
discouered Monarchy, select Writing as Aour next aduance, and choose Nor Jusr Yet..
uJhen Aou are offered the chance to start a reuolution to change gouernments.
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MrErrNc ANorHrn CIvrrrzerroN
If you continue along the coastline as instructed, you eventually meet your nearest
neighbors, the Sioux. Their capital city, Little Bighorn, is located some distance away, on
the opposite coast directly southeast of Washington. As soon as you enter Sioux territory,
their leader, Sitting Bull, requests an audience with you. Accept Sitting Bull's inuitation by
clicking OK.

Establishing effective communication with your neighbors is vital to your success. Darly
in the game, you should take any reasonable actions to ensure that nearby civilizations
enjoy your company. Not only does this keep your civilization reasonably safe from attack,
it can also lead to profitable exchanges of money and information. You can see your
opponent's attitude toward you when you make contact with one another. The attitudes of
rival leaders are based on your past behavior when dealing with other civilizations. Since
this is your first contact with any civilization, Sitting Bull should have a fairly good attitude
when you first meet ("cordial" at the very least).

The most likely result of this encounter is that Sitting Bull will offer to exchange
knowledge or sign a peace treaty. Whateuer Sitting BulI offers, accept his proposals.
Notice that each time you agree to his proposals, Sitting Bull's attitude steadily improves.
This is important, because you want to make friends at this stage in the game. lf Sitting
BulL's attitude is particularlA good ("enthusiastic" or "worshipful"), offer to Succrsr a
qDRMANENT srRArEorc ALLTAN.E with the Sioux. A permanent alliance is better than a treaty,
because it allows both civilizations to move freely through one another's
territory. Whether the alliance is accepted or rejected, end the meeting
bA choosing Coxsnnn ?flrs Drscussro/y cor'tpLlrE and clicking OK. If the
alliance was rejected, moue Aour lTorsemen unit away from Little
Bighorn as soon as possible to aooid uiolating the peace treaty. lf you
establish a reputation of violating peace treaties, your opponents are less
likely to sign agreements and treaties with you in the future.

After this encounter, you have gained a friend (for now). and possibly
one or two free civilization advances as a result of technology exchange
with the Sioux. Now that you have made contact, you can chat with Sitting
Bull at any time by selecting the Fonucn Mrnrsrnn option from the Aovrsons
menu, and sending an emissary to the Sioux. Sitting Bull can also contact
you at any time. You shouldn't pester your opponents too frequently,
however, because rival leaders quickly grow weary of interruptions.

If you are contacted by the Sioux at anA time during the remainder
of this tutorial, agree to their demands. During the tutorial game, you
want to keep the Sioux happy so they won't attack you. During a real game,
use your ownjudgment as to how to respond to an opponent's demands.
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IMPROVING THE TERRAIN
. '- ':).plori1g with Aour lTorsemen to the northeast of Little Bighorn. Auoid entering

: -'..rn's Cnv Raorus, because this will be uiewed as a uiolation of Ljour peace treatlJ.

' ..: a number of turns, your wise men discover Trade. Select Ceremanial Burial as
" :..,.t adL)ance. If you already haue Ceremonial Burial (as a result of knowledge

.'.qed wtth the Sioux), seLect MonarchA.

::, eral turns later, New York finishes building its Settlers. Apen New York's Crry Dmtny
' , 'rick the Cnaxor button. Notice that there are now several more options on the
' . - - - . lor menu: the discovery of Code of Laws allows you to build a Courthouse, and the

::J!erv of Trade allows you to buitd Caravan units. Select Carauan, and close the
- D tsrt,cv.

llhen the Settlers unit becomes actiue, moue it one square to the northeast of Neu
: ',rk (ustng the @ keA on the numeric keypad), onto the Crassland-Sh ield square. for
:.,e next couple of turns, keep exploring with the lTorsemen, but skip the Settler's turn
5y pressing the Ispareoail . Continue to do this until New York's poputation has increased
to two. When this happens, open New York's Cny DEpLAy.

When you look at New York's RrsouRce Mnr, you see [hat lhe Crassland-Shield square
northeast of the city is currently generating one shield and two grain. That's not bad, but you
can use your Settlers unit to improve the production in that terrain square. Close the Crcv
Drsrtay. When the Settlers becomes actiDe, choose BUILD Ro,to from the Onorns menu, or
press the @ XeU. For the next couple of turns, the Settlers unit spends its time building a
road. When the Settlers become active again, you see on the map that there is now a road
Ieading out of New York to the northeast. Now, open New York's Ctrv Drsetav again anrl took
at the RrsouncE MAp. Notice that, after the construction of the road, the same Crassland-
Shield square is now generating one trade good icon in addition to its former resources. ln
addition to this benefit, roads increase movement speed: units only expend one-third of a
movement point to move along a road, no matter what type of terrain the road occupies.

Close the Crrv Drsruav. Believe it or not, the terrain can still be further improved. I,,t/hen
the Settle,rs become actiue again, choose Buro Innrcauon from the ORDERS menu, or
press the ll xeU.

Building irrigation takes a bit longer than building roads. While you're waiting for the
Settlers to complete their task, you discover another civilization advance. If you just
discooered Ceremonial Burial, select Monarchy as yaur next aduance. If you just
discouered Monarchy, select Writing as Aour next aduance, and choose Nor Jusr Yrr...
when yau are offered the chance to start a reuolution to change gouernments.

m
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Several turns later, the Settlers complete their irrigation project; the terrain square is now

marked to show that it is irrigated. Open the Crv Drsrrav for New York. Notice that the resource
production has not changed as a result of irrigation. Normally, this would not be the case:

irrigation usually increases the grain output of Crasslands by one. However, under Despotism,
your current system of government, any terrain square producing three or more of any resource

type has its production reduced by one. So, instead ofthree grain, the square still produces

only two. This illustrates the drawbacks of Despotism, and explains why your research is
now proceeding toward Monarchy, where such penalties do not exist. Close the Cnv Dtsruav.

While you're waiting for the next aduance to be discooered, use the Settlers unit to
build a road between New York and Washington. Floue one square toward Washington
and build a road. Continue until you haue connected the two cities. This will facilitate
fast travel between your cities. After the road is built, use the Settlers to start improuing
the terrain around Washington.

EsresrtsHtNc A TRADE RourE
Shortly after you start building your inter-city road, the Caravan in New York is completed.
you'll be using this Caravan to establish atrade route between New York and Little Bighorn.

Trade routes increase the amount of trade goods generated in both their home city and the

city with which the trade route is established. Trade routes also give the Caravan's home
city a cash and science bonus on the turn when the route is established. Each city can

operate up to three separate trade routes.

After you are notified of the Caravan's completion, a menu appears listing the possible

trade goods that the Caravan can carry. Select each commodita in turn, and click the

Suprry Axo Drnano button to reuiew urhat cities traffic in that item. If Little Bighorn
demands one of the items on aour list, select that item and click OK. Otherwise, select
any item and click Off. You get both the trade increase and a cash and science bonus no
matter what your Caravan carries, but the cash and science bonuses are bigger if you supply
goods demanded by the destination city. Confirm Aour choice by clicking CoxrBil ANo

Zoon. When New York's Crv Dserav appears, change the citA's production to I'Iarketplace.
The Marketplace improvement increases both tax and luxury output in New York.

As soon as the Carauan becomes actiDe, start mouing toward Washington. It takes

a while to get to Little Bighorn, because aQaravan moves at arate of one square per turn.

It's worth the trip, though. The farther away the destination, the higher your cash and

science bonus.

+-
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En-route to Washington, you discover
another civilization advance (Monarchy or, if
you're ahead of the game, Writing). For
now, don't declare a reuolution. Select
your next aduance: Writing (if you don't
alreadA haue it) or Map Making. We,ll corne
back to Monarchy shortly. you will, in fact,
discover another advance before your
Caravan reaches Little Bighorn. This time,
choose Map Making (if gou don't haue it)
or Warrior Code.

Meanwhile, back on the trade route, your
Caravan reaches Washington. Moue the
Carauan into the city. When the Caravan
enters Washington, you get a list of options.
You can establish a trade route with
Washington (which you don't want to do)"
You are also given the option to HELp BurLD
Wonorn. (Remember, Washington is still in
the process of building the Colossus.) If you

wer.e to ctroose this option, the Caravan would be disbanded, and 60 shields would be
added lo the produclion of the Colossus. This is an excellent way to accelerate the
construction of Wonders of the World which, obviously, take quite a tong time to build. For
now, however, your goal is io estabtish a trade route with Little Bighorn . Choase Kr.np
Mownc anrl cLick OK.

Cantinue ntouing the caraDan untit you reach Litile Bighorn, then moue the unit
lnto the citg. Cltrtose Esr,qnusn Tnaor Rourr from the menu. you have now established
;vour first i!"ade routel A message appears telling you how much money you receive as an
imrnediate bonus. An equivalent number of beakers is added to your current research
project at the sarne time. Open New Yark's Ctry DrspLAy. Note that the trade route is now
listed in the Llottom center portion of the Crrv Disrmy, and that New York's arrow production
has increased as a result of the trade route.

l
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CHANGING GOVERNMENTS
By now, you have established a small, but thriving, civilization. You are doing well, but you

could do better. The last thing you'll learn in this tutorial is how to improve your civilization

by switching to better forms of government.

Open New york's Crv Dsruay. Note that the city is currently generating six grain, five

arrows, and four shields (assuming that the trade route with Little Bighorn is generating one

arrow. Your actual number of arrows might vary slightly.) close the Cnv Drcilav.

Now, it,s time to change governments. Select the Rnvotunon! option from the KIN1D2M

menu and confirm your choice to ouerthrow the gouernment. within a few turns, a

menu appears listing the systems of government currently available to you. choose

IvIoNARctry and click OI{. Your civilization is now ruled through a Monarchy. The Tax Rarn

window appears, giving you the opportunity to reset your division of trade between taxes,

luxuries, and science. Note that your maximum rate is now capped at 70 percent and

close the window. Now, you'll make discoveries more quickly'

Let,s take a look at the effects of the government change. open Neu York's cnv

Dsetay.l,ook at the production changes. The city's grain production has increased from six

to eight. Note that the Grassland-Shield square you irrigated earlier is now generating three

grain instead of two. The other extra grain is coming from the city square itself (it is

automatically irrigated when the city is built)' Trade has also increased as a result of the

change in government. The whale square is now generating one additional arrow This has

the effect of increasing the number of beakers from three to four' Shield generation has

remained the same because none of the terrain currently in use around New York is

capable of producing more than two shields under the Present circumstances. If you look

atlhe Cnv Drsruy for Washington, you'll notice similar increases in that city as well'

CONCTUSION
So ends the tutorial. you should now be familiar with many of the basic concepts of

Cililization II. Feel free to continue playing the tutorial game and see how you do, or go

back and start a new game on a randomly generated world. Remember, you have only

scratched the surface when it comes to learning the game. use the rest of this manual and

the on-line crv[ornon in the game to help you with new concepts as you encounter them.

Have fun, and good luckl May your reign be long and fruitful'
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Beginning a game of citsilization rr means choosing the circumstances in
which you want to play. your options include specifying the number and
location (physical starting point) of your opponents and manipulating the
environmental and physical parameters of the world you,ll expiore.

YOUR FIRST DECISION
To launch the game, click on the Cioilization II icon. After the game has initialized itself.
choose the language in which you'd like text to appear. when you click oK, the opening
animation begins (if you chose to instalt it). you can wait for it to end or press any key to
cut it short. Setting up a game means making easy decisions on a series of tptions screens.
At the first of these, you decide whether to start a new game or continue a previous one,
among other things. The full list of options is described below. once you,ve chosen an
option, you'll need to click OK to continue.
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start a New Game: Begin an entirely new game. choosing this option means going

through the basic pre{ame options screens, as we explain below'

Start on Premade lllorld: Play on a custom map created with the CivMaps utility. A
dialog box lists all of the saved maps available in the current directory. Choose the

map you wish to load. You can switch directories to find maps you've saved in other

locations.

Customize Illlorld: Buitd a world right down to the picky details of land form, climate,

and geologic age. when you choose this option, you see all of the set-up screens,

not just the imPortant ones'

Begin Scenario: Choose this option to load a pre-set historical scenario. A dialog box

lists all of the available choices. You choose which side you want to play.

Load a Game: Load and continue a previously saved game. A dialog box lists all of the

saved games available in this directory. choose the game you wish to load. You can

switch directories to find games you've saved in other locations'

view llall of Fame: see the standings of previous conquerors and despots.

Use the OK button to confirm your choice, or the CANCEL button to quit Ciailization II.

CUSTOMIZING GAME SET UPS

These option screens progress from whole-world effects down to the name of your tribal
leader. If at any point you realize that you'd like to reset an earlier parameter (you suddenly

wonder what a jungle planet woutd be like, but you're past that screen), you can click the

CANCEL buttons located on each screen to "turn back the pages" to a previous screen, then

make another choice. When you are happy with the choices you have selected, click the

OK button to continue on to the next screen. If you want to be surprised, you can click the

RANDoM button to let the game select a parameter for you'

Srmcr Stzt oE Wonro
By choosing the size of the map, you can determine how much territory there is, and to a

targe degree, how long the game takes to play.

Small: This size map leads to short, intensely contested games. Tribes find each other

quicklY.

Normal: This is the standard size map.

Large: This sprawling map takes longer to explore and exploit. consequently, games go

on longer.

custom: choose this option to specify the height and width of your map. The dialog

box explains the limits of your choices.
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Cusroptrzr: LRNpulss
Ttris parameter sets the number of terrain squares that are land.

Small: choosing this option gives your world a small number of land squares and a
larger number of ocean squares.

llormal: This option yields about equal numbers of land and ocean squares.
Large: This option produces a large number of land squares, and a small number of

ocean squares.

CusrourzE: LAND Fonu
This parameter determines the way in which your world's land is shaped into
land masses.

Archipelago: This option produces relatively large numbers of relatively small
continents.

Varied: Choosing this option gives your world an average number of average sized
continents.

Continents: This option yields one or two large land masses.

Cusrourzt: CLTMATE

This parameter sets the relative frequency with which particular terrain types occur.
Arid: Choosing this option gives your world a larger number of ,,dry,, terrain squares,

such as Plains and Desert.

Normal: This option yields about equal numbers of "wet" and "dry" terrain squares.
Wet: This option produces a larger number of "wel" terrain squares, such as Crassland,

Forest, and Swamp. It also increases the number and length of rivers generated.

CusromrzE: TEMPERATURE

This parameter determines the relative frequency with which particular terrain types occur.

Cool: This option produces larger numbers of polar terrain squares, like Tundra and
Glacier.

Temperate: Choosing this option gives your world an average number of each terrain
type.

Warm: This option yields a larger number of tropical terrain, like Desert, Plains, and
Jungle.



Cusrou.tzE: Acr
This parameter determines whether like terrain squares clump together, or are widely

scattered.

5 Billion Years: This option yields a young world, one in which terrain squares seem

to occur in clusters.

4 Billion Years: This option yields a middle-aged world, one in which glaciation and

plate tectonics have been acting to diversify terrain'

E Billion years: This option produces an old world, one in which the forces of nature

and chaos have almost wholly randomized the terrain features'

Drrrrcurrv LEvErs
Choose the level of difficulty at which you wish to play. Although Cioilization If is not

necessarily more difficult as a whole than its predecessor, there are new features and

a-djustments that will not be familiar to players of previous versions. (New players don't

n""O to worry, as they have no bad habits to break.) Ifyou are used to playing Cittilization
at a particular level, we recommend that you start your first Cioilization II game at one

level easier difficultY.

A number of factors are adjusted at each difficulty level, including the general level of
discontent among your citizens, the average number of barbarian units encountered in a
surprise attack, the pace of technological advancement, and the total number of turns in
the game.

Chieftain: This easiest level is recommended for first-time players. The program

provides advice when a player must make decisions.

Warlord: Civilization advances take longer to acquire at this level of play. Warlord level

best suits the occasional player who doesn't want too difficult a test.

Prince: At this difficulty level, advances come much more slowly. You need some

experience and skill to win.

King: Experienced and skilled players often play at this level, where the slow pace of
advancement and the unstable attitude of citizens presents a significant challenge.

Emperor: This level is for those who feel the need to be humbled. Your opponents will

nolongerpulltheirpunches;ifyouwanttowin,you'llhavetoearnil'
Deity: The ultimate Ciuilization challenge, for those who think they've learned to beat

the game. you'll have to give a virtuoso performance to survive at this level. And

yes, some of us can actually win (sometimes). Good luckl
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tl: Co,r,tprrtrtoN
- :. ,r e e Il three and seven civilizations in the world. More opponents do not necessarily- :.t danger, although tnore opponents means earlier contact and an increased risk

.-' :ortrse, contact wilh other civiiizations also offers opportunities for trade, alliances,
- :.\\ ards of the spoiis of war when ),ou ernerge victorious. The fewer your opponents,' '. time you have tc' peaceably expand and develop before encountering rivals.

-.-..rns are a factor in either sit.uation, and do not count as a rival civilization.
-rt'citilization counts as one of the cr-lltures, so if you choose a world with three

ratrons, you only face two rivals. seven civilizations (you and six others) is the
:..,r'irLu-n number for any Ciuilization trl game .

Lir rr oF BAR.BARTAN Acrrvny
': 11.rrl feature in Citsilization I1 is your ability to set the aggressiveness of barbarian units
I tlle game.

Villages Only: Players who reaily hate barbarians can choose to play in this ,,ideal

world." There is a significant scoring penalty, however, so you,ll have to make the
most of it.

Roving Bands: Barbarian bands and pirates occasionally appear, but half as frequently
and in smaller numbers than at higher levels. There is a slight scoring penalty at this
level.

Restless Tribes: Barbarians, in moderate to significant numbers, appear at intervals.
This represents the "standard" level of barbarian activity found in the originat
Cioilization. Your score is unaffected at this level.

Raging llordes: You asked for itl rhe world is full of barbarians, and they appear in
large numbers. If you survive, you receive a scoring bonus.

l
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SErEcr Gel,tr Rurrs
The default option here is Usn Sranoano Rulns. If you want to tweak the parameters of the
game, choose the Cusror'rrzn Rur-Es option to change the whole flavor of the challenge. The
SEr-Ecr Cusrorq FnATURDs screen offers several different possibilities.

Simptified Combat: When this box is not checked, units have hit points and firepower
statistics. When it is checked, combat is absolute - the unit that wins is completely
whole, and the unit that loses is demolished.

Flat Ulorld: When this box is checked, the map edges are the boundaries of the world,
and no ships can cross from the east margin of the map to the west margin.

Select Computer Opponents: The location of your first unit and the proximity of your
rivals is usually determined randomly. However, you can choose to specify the
identities of your opponents. For each rival position, a dialog box gives you three
tribes from which to choose, and a RANDoM button ifyou have no strong preference.
You can select the starting locations of some or all of your opponents if you create
a custom map of the world. See Customizing Maps for details.

Accelerated Startup: When this box is checked, you can choose from a starting date
one or two millennia into the game. The computer settles your first city (or two) for
you, builds initial units, and completes initial research into advances, all in the blink
of an eye.

Bloodlust (no spaceships allowed): When this box is checked, no
player can build spaceship parts, and the only way to see the
winner's animation is to conquer the world.

Don't Restart Eliminated Players: Normally, when a civilization is
wiped out, the computer looks to see if conditions are right to
settle another civilization carrying shields the color of the
eliminated culture. When this button is checked, no colors are
resurrected, and each opponent eliminated is one less power in
the world.
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Youn GrNnrn
' -iloose to play a male or a female leader. Each civilization has one default leader' te nder, and of course, you can customize your leader,s name.

' -T Youn Tnrsr
' - :he name of your tribe from the options available, or click on the CusroM button. The
f ustomize Your Tribe clialog box includes spaces for you to enter your LEADER,5 NAME, your

: : \ \yE, and the adjectival form of your tribe's name (for messages and announcements).'. iefault options give examples of each entry.
Titles: Choose this option to specify the titles by which you prefer to be addressed for

each form of government in the game.

Portrait: This option offers several rows of portraits from which you can choose the
face you'd like to present to the world.

\lrhen you're satisfied with your choices in each screen, click the oK button.

Srrecr Youn Crry Sryrr
He re yoLI can choose the style in which your citizens build. The default style is chosen to
reflect your tribe's national origins as closely as possible.

Bronze Age Monolith: In the style of the Mayan and sumerian empires, your city icons
build from simple stone boxes to complex clusters of megarithic proportions.

classical Forum: Foilowing the creek and Roman styles, your city icons progress from
neat marble structures to gleaming colonnaded vistas.

Far East Pavilion: ln the Oriental tradition, your city icons build from red-tiled gables
to elaborately layered pagodas.

Medieval castle: Foltowing European models, your city icons grow from narrow
thatched cottages to tightly packed labyrinths of humanity.

l
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READY SET, GO

After you are satisfied with your settings, click OK

to start the clock ticking on your civilization. A

screen pops up welcoming you to your position as

leader and detailing the accomplishments of your
culture thus far. When you have finished reading
the screen, press any key or click the OK button
on the screen to begin the game.

I

fi
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If you're already famiriar with ci,irization in one of its previous incarnations _the Macintosh version. the DOS version, the Windows version, or the multi-player version - there are a lot of features that are famiriar. Flowever, thatfamiliarity can lead you into some pitfalls, because the game has evolvedand grown, so that this new version is substantiary ctifferent. Take a fewts to peruse this section for a summary of the changes youet can expect.

l
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CryILIZATION'S NEW LOOK

As cioilization has matured as a game, the quarity of graphics has arso matured.cittilization rrhas high resolution graphics now, scaleable fonts and windows, and wholenew units and improvements. setllers units are no longer represented b,y those old, familiarcovered wagon icons. But more is new than simply different pi.tr."". -
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THr DtsPuYs
ManyscreensanddisplayshavebeenredesignedtobetterPresentnewinformationandto
take advantage or il'e mt"tt!"pr'itii(]'tta gr-aphics "o* 'uuil'bl"' 

Most of the information

shouldbeself-explanatory;allthemajorgamewindowsareillustratedinReference:
Screen bY Screen.

NEW COMBAT CONCEPTS

PlayersofCioilizationwereoccasionallydisconcertedwhena,,Iucky,,VeteranPhalanx
unit,fortifiediran.n"*y'city'Oestroyeaal.atlalXinSBattleshipunit'Mathematicallyitwas
possibte, but the i-'s" l;;';J 'p 

ju"t didn't sit rif,trt' now could ancient spearmen take

out a modern steel warship? To smooth ort .i.rt freakish reaches of probability'

cioilizationrr nas aaoellwi new statistics for each unit: htt points and firepower'
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Hrr Porxrs & FrREpowER
Hit points are graphically indicated by the colored strength bar across the top of each unit's
shietd. Both the tength of the strength bar and the color are significant. As a unit loses hit
points in an attack, its strength bar gets shorter. In addition, when the unit is reduced to
approximately two-lhirds of its iull strength, the strength bar changes from green to yellow.
When a unit's hit points are reduced to around one-third of its full strength. the bar changes
from yellow to red.

Hit points represent a unit's relative durability in combat situations. Ancient and
unarmed units generally have ten hit points. Units with firearms have 20, and units with
steel .armor have 30. Battleships, with their extraordinarily thick a(mor, are unique in
having 40 hit points. A unit with ten hit points can be hit ten times before being destroyed.
This does not necessarily mean that ten units each hit it one time. Units also have a new
statistic, firepower, which indicates the number of points of damaqe that unit does each
time it successfuliy scores a hit.

These new statistics tviden the gap between primitive technologies and modern
weaPonry. A Musketeers unit with a strength of three attacking Pikemen oi strength two has
an "effective strength" of far greater than three, simply because its increased hit points (2o,
representing its firearms) allow it to sustain twice as much damage as the pikemen. A
veteran Phalanx unit might siill clamage a Batileship, but the chance of utterly demolishing
it is negligible.

RrsroRar-rctN
The new stats also bring with them the neecl for restoration. When combat was all-or-nothing,
defeated units were always destroyed, and victorious units emerged unscathed. Now, victory
is not always withoui cost. A damaged unit might suffer curtailed movement points and is
vulnerable to counterattacks by further enemy units. So how clo you regain full strength?

A damaged unit can partially restore itself by skipping its entire turn - pressing the
lqeElq] ). Units repair faster when they remain in cities for a full turn. lf the city they occupy
has certain improvements, they can heal even more rapidly. Along with its former capacity
for turning out veteran units. a Barracks can repair grouncl units. The new Port Facility city
improvement can repair naval units, ancl the new Airport city improvement can repair air
units-in all three cases, the damaged unit is restored to full strength in a single turn.
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Nrw eNo CHeNcro UNrrs
People have been suggesting new units to include in Ciailization since the initial release
of the game. For Cioilization II, we wanted a more continuous progression of
development in the three types of ground troops: the basic, all-purpose Infantry, the swift-
moving Cavalry, and the heavy-weapon ArtiUery. In addition, there are more gradations in
ships and in air units. Modern units often fulfill specialized roles, and more units have
special abilities and unique capabilities. Finally, each non-combat unit of old gains an
advanced version, so that Settlers are followed by Engineers, Diplomats by Spies, and
Caravans by Freight. Engineers work and move twice as quickly as Settlers, and can
transform terrain using modern technology. Spies can perform normal diplomatic
missions more effectively than Diplomats, and have several new missions available,
including poisoning water supplies and even planting nuclear devicesl nreight units move
more quickly than Caravans, and provide greater economic bonuses for trading.

The existence of all of these new units gave rise to the opportunity to rebalance some
old ones. Chariots have been toned down to an ADM of 5/l/2, for instance, while Legions
have been beefed up to an ADyl of 4/2/1. You'll find the full details in the CrvrLopEDrA entries
for each unit.

Sprcw Corvtnnr Cesrs
To better reflect their real-world abilities and handicaps, many units have unique combat
rules and abilities. For instance, when a ship bombards a ground unit on shore, the
firepower of both units is reduced to one. This simulates the low accuracy of shore
bombardment. Similarly, ships defending in port have their firepower reduced to one,
because of the limitations of maneuverability. Air units attacking ships in port have their
firepower doubled, to represent the vulnerability of their targets. The Combat section of
Units gives the full details for each exceptional case.

NEW PRODUCTION CONCEPTS
We've tweaked the economics of the game a little to help fill in some gaps and to make
playrng more of a challenge for experienced loophole dodgers.

Wnsrr
In previous versions of Ciailization, trade is modified by corruption. When an empire
sprawls over a great area, and its form of government is low on the scale of sophistication,
corruption lowers the total trade goods intake in cities on the fringes and frontiers, The more
sophisticated the government and the smaller the sprawl, the less effect corruption has.
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Ciuilization II extends this concept oi modification to include another resource. Now
shield production is also affected by the level of government and the sprawl of empire. In fringe
locations, some proportion of the shields that workers generate each turn is lost as uaste.

PrNarrrrs FOR SwtrcHtNG PRoDUCTIoN
A city can produce three different types of things: units, improvements, and wonders. To
close several loopholes that players had been exploiting, Ciuilization II introduces a
significant penalty for switching production between different types (changing a city,s
production from City Walls to Knights, for instance, or from City Walls to a Wonder of the
World). Switching from one type of production to another in mid-stream (or mid-build) costs
a 50 percent reduction in the number of shields already accumulated. Switching
production within a type-from one unit to a different unit, for instance-incurs no
penaltv.

Nrw RNo CrnNCAo IrttpROvrir,trNlS
Along with new units, cioilization rr also includes new city improvements. These
improvements address needs that have arisen because of other changes in the game. For
instance, the new concept of restoration (mentioned under New combat concepts) led
to the development of facilities where restoration could take place in one turn. port
Facilities repair naval units, Airports repair air units, and Barracks restore ground units (as
well as continuing their "old" function of producing veteran units). The new Superhighways
improvement grants a 50 percent increase in trade to citizens working land within a Crrv
Rrotus, and the new Supermarket improvement allows workers on irrigated land to produce
5O percent more food. To compensate, laying railroad track in a square now only increases
workers' shield production in the underlying terrain, instead of increasing all resources. All
of these details are listed in full in the Clvrr-oeEorn entries for each improvement.

In addition, some classic city improvements have been adjusted to fit the new demands
of play. Colosseums (which in Ciailization made three citizens content) now make four
citizens content once your tribe discovers the Electronics advance. This represents the
effects of television on the masses. On the other hand, a Cathedral is less effective as an
improvement (making only three citizens content instead of four). Further, other discoveries
can improrre or undermine a Cathedral's influence. Achieving the advance of Theology
increases the effectiveness by one citizen; however, the discovery of Communism reduces
it by one citizen. This represents the diminished influence of organized religion in the
rrodern world, Courthouses, under a Democracy, now make one content person happy in
addition to their classic effect. Under other forms of government, Courthouses now also
make a city more difficult for opponents [o bribe. You cannot build a Manufacturing plant in
a city that does not yet have a Factory. Further, plants in cities where the Factory has been



sold or lost increase output 5O percent (not IOO percent) until the Factory is rebuilt.
The same loss of bonus applies to the Bank & Marketplace combination and to the
University Er Library pairing. City Walts are cheaper and no longer cost maintenance.
Aqueducts are now required for cities to increase beyond size eight; they used to be required
above size ten. The full details are listed in the CrvrlopEon entries for each improvement, so
be sure to check them out.

NEW TERRAIN CONCEPTS
Redrawing the squares as isometric diamonds doesn't affect the gameplay in
Cioilization II. However, there were some elements of terrain that we decided could be
jazzed up, including new special resources and upgrades for city squares.

Rrvrns
ln Cioilization, rivers were considered their own terrain type. Now, they are features that
can be found running through almost any terrain, making their appearance more true-to-
life. To simulate the beneficial effect rivers had on trade, especially in ancient times, any
ground unit can follow a riverbed (either upstream or down) for a cost of only one-third of
a movement point per square. The presence of a river in an adjacent terrain square still
indicates access to water for irrigation, if that adjoining terrain can be irrigated. Rivers still
convey a defense bonus of 50 percent, and squares through which they run can still be
worked for trade goods in addition to the yield of the basic terrain.

Nrw Sprctnl TERRATN

To spice up your world, special terrain resources have been re-allocaLed in Cioilization II.
Now each terrain type (except Grassland) has two associated special resources, each with
its own developmental bonuses. trach special resource has an icon that rests on top of the
basic terrain square. To allow for these new resources, some of the special icons with which
you are familiar have been renamed and adjusted-for instance, the special resource for
Swamp used to be Oil. This resource yielded an extra four shields, along with the one food
that basic swamps could generate. Now the Peat resource allows workers to produce four
extra shields. In addition, Swamps might also be enhanced by Spice, which allows citizens
working them to produce four extra trade arrows, but does not yield any shields. The
Special Terrain Chart on the Poster summarizes all special terrain resource icons,
names, and statistics.
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Close Up of unit on riverbed

UpcneorNc CrrY Squanes
It makes sense that city squares should improve as civilizations become more advanced.
ln Cioilization II. city squares are automatically improved from roads to railroad once
your tribe discovers the Railroad advance. Now units can slide through them without losing
one-third of a movement point. Once you have rliscovered Refrigeration, each city square
in your empire is automatically improved to farmland.

NEW MOVEMENT CONCEPTS
To simulate the effect of river transport, which was particularly important to early
civilizations, ground units moving along rivers only use one-third of a movement point for
each sguare (i.e., as if [hey were moving along a road). Note that the unit must follow the
main river channel to receive this benefit: Simply hopping from one bend to another doesn,t
count. See figure for details.

In addition, some new units (tike Alpine
Troops, Explorers, and Partisans) have the
abil,ty and equipment to move quickly
through even the most difficult terrain. In
game terms, Lhey treat all terrain as roads.
This means that it never costs them more
than one-third of a movement point to enter
any square - regardless of the terrain type
or the actual existence of roads. Units with
the ability to treat all terrain as roads can
still use railroads for free movement, just as
any other unit.

Sailing experience accumulates with
new aduances. In the early days, your
Triremes have a 5O percent chance of being
lost at sea each time they end their turn in a
square that is not touching the shoreline.
However, once your civilizalion discovers
Seafaring, your crews' experience of the
coastal waters is vaster, and they are less
likely to panic, only foundering 25 percent
of the time; the chance of a Trireme being

lost at sea is correspondingly reducecl. Once you discover Navigation, the crews' knowledge
and confidence is greater still, and their likelihood of unexpected foundering is reduced to
one in eight. (lf you possess the Lighthouse Wonder, the chance of foundering is eliminated
altogether - but we'll tell you more about that in New & Improved rvonders later on).
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Finally, teamwork counts in Cioilization IL Two Settlers (or Engineers, as we'll
explain in just a moment) improving a square (irrigating, building railroads, or whatever)
will work as a team and finish the job twice as fast. You can add even more Settlers or
Engineers on a tough task, like draining and irrigating a Swamp. The full details are
explained under Settlers & Engineers.

Nrw Onotns
There are three new orders available to Settlers and Dngineer units once you've discovered
the appropriate advances. The new Engineer unit (which becomes available with discovery of
Explosives and works twice as quickly as a regular Settlers unit) can TnaNsroru{ terrain into a
vastly different type. Which terrain results from transformation is noted in the Terrain Chart.

Once you have discovered Radio, Settlers or Engineer units can Buro ArRsnse in any
square in which they could ordinarily build a fortress. An airbase allows friendly planes to
land and refuel.

Once you've discovered Refrigeration, Settlers or Engineer units can IMpRovE Fnruumrio to
prepare high-yield market gardens.

GOVE RNME NT IMP ROVEME NTS
There have been significant changes in the way different government types function. In
addition. a new type of government, Fundamentalism, has been added to round out your
choices. A quick rundown of the most important adjustments follows; for complete details,
see Governments.

Monarchy has been vastly improved in that the first three units from each city
cost no shield support. We now strongly suggest switching to Monarchy as soon as it
becomes available.

Similarly, Communism does not have to support the first three units from each city, and
units are twice as effective at imposing martial law (so up to six unhappy citizens can be
suppressed). No corruption occurs under Communism, and all Spy units produced by
Communist governments are considered veterans.

Republic has been improved in that the first unit away from a city does not cause unrest
and the Senate only concludes unwanted peace treaties 5O percent of the time.

And perhaps most importantly, units in Democracies and Republics do not cause
unrest i/ they are in a fortress square within three squares of a friendly city. This is
intended to allow realistic defensive frontiers.

You can no longer avoid Senate interference in your foreign policy by simply refusing to
meet foreign emissaries. However, in the Senate of a Republic the "Doves" are in power about
5O percent of the time (in a Democracy the Doves are always a force to be reckoned with).
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When you undertake a Revolution to change your government, you experience the
usual period of Anarchy. However, once the menu appears allowing you to select a new
form of government, you may freely and instantly change your government for the rest of
that turn (by selecting Rrvolurrox from the KTNCDoM menu). This allows you to compare the
effects of various government types.

Note that science, tax, and luxury rates are now restricted by your government type.
Under Despotism, for instance, no single rate can be set higher than 6O percent. Under
Monarchy the maximum rate rises to 70 percent. The other government forms all allow up
to 80 percent, except for Democracy which allows complete control with rate caps only at
the IOO percent mark.

NEW CONCEPTS IN DIPLOMACY
Diplomacy has expanded significantly in Cioilization II. The AI (Artificial Intelligence) has
been improved so that rival civilizations remember your actions and can learn from their
past dealings with you, adding a topic to your Foreign Minister's report known as reputation.
To complement this concept, there are finer gradations of hostilities between the extremes
of peace and war, and a variety of new ways to progress between them. No longer are you
considered at war with a rival merely because you have no treaty with him or her.

Once you make contact with a rival, you can speak to him or her at any time by calling
up the noREIGN MINISTER'S report and clicking the SExo EMrssARy button. You are no longer
limited by having to set up an embassy with a rival civilization first. However, constantly
chatting up opponents makes them weary, and you can exhaust their patience with too
many requests.

RspurerroN
Rumors of your past transgressions will proceed youl Breaking a treaty or an alliance
carries a slight but permanent diplomatic penalty in all future negotiations with alt other
players. The more treaties you break, the less other players trust you. If you break treaties
systematically, the other players learn from their mistakes and become as ruthless as you.
If you have an excuse for breaking a treaty (the rival in question uses a Diplomat to steal

technology from you, for instance, or another opponent offers you money to break
..* an alliance or treaty), the diplomatic penalty is eliminated or reduced.

$
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\\ Since keeping your word is more important than behaving peaceably,

=< 
refusing to sign a peace treaty or opting for a temporary cease fire instead are

-

honorable alternatives. It is possible to maintain a spotless reputation while
waging a war of conquest.



DrrLorultc Srnus
\e,r io Cioilization II arethe states of cease fire, neutrality, and alliance; they fill out
--he classic ciuitization states of peace and war. lf you don't want to be friends for all

:irxe but you'd like time to regroup, or to pull a city back from the brink of disastel you

no\\ha\.etheoptiontoproposeatemporaryceasefire.lngameterms,Ceasefiresexpire
a[ter approximatety l6 turns, and they are automatically extended when tribute is paid by

either side. You are informed when a cease fire has expired'

Neutrality is the state your civilization adopts by default. Neutrality exists when you have

not yet encountered a culture, and when you decline to enter into a cease fire or

permanent Peace agreement.

If you'd like an even closer relationship than simple peace' you have the option to

p.opoi. a permanent alliance. ln game terms, alliances allow you to ignore your ally

civilization,s zones of control. This means your units can move freely through his territory

and his can move through yours. Your atly's nearby units will not disrupt production in your

cities, and vice versa.

Finally,peacetreatiesnowrecognizeterritorialborders.Movingintothecityradiusof
anenemycitymightbetakenasaviolationofyouraccordandusedasanexcuseto
declare war. Rivals will warn you when you are violating their territory'

CouNrrrusPIoNAGE
ln addition to their foreign service tasks, envoys can engage in counterespionage when

they stay home. Diplomais and Spies stationed in friendly cities have a chance to thwart

"steal technology" attempts by enemy Diplomats and Spies'
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NEW & IMPROVED WONDER.S
'' .r1g with adrling altd rebalancinll units, improvements and advances, we couldn't resist the
:rance to dress up the wonders of the wclrid. In fact, there are seven new wonders

.rritrliled in the Renaissance and Indusirial ages. More important to veteran Cioilization
-iavers, several of the old wonders have changed considerably in effect, and many have had
crpiration dates tweaked. Some Wond€rs no longer expire at all. A quick summary follows.

The Pyramicls norv act as a granary in every one of your cities. In acldition to the old
plus-one movement effect, the Lighthause now allows Triremes to move across open
ocean rvithotit fear of swamping, and all new ships start with veteran status. The Creat Watt
doubles your units' combat strength against barLrarians in addition to forcing your
opponents to offer peace and acting as a City Wall in every one of your cities.

Magellan's Expedttion nou' confers a plus-two movement bonus on all yr:ur ships.
Michaetangelo's Chapel now counts as a Cathedral in every one of your cities, instead of
its previous ability of increasing the effect of existing Cathedrals. The Unifed /Yations, in
addition to its classic effect also counts as an enrbassy with every player and gives
Democracies a 50 percent chance to override the Senate's interlerence in foreign policy
negotlations. Finally, the Sf,fl Prograrn now counts as a Research Lab in every one of your
cities, which reduces its scie nce benefit from the previous I O0 percent increase to a more
balanced 5O percent.

The effect of lhe Colos.sus expires once your tribe discovers Flight.
The Areat Lihrary expires once your tribe discovers Electronics. The
Qreat Litall expires once your tribe discovers Metallurgy. Ancl finally, J.S.
Bach's Catherlrai now requires the adrrance of Theology to build.

For the fuli scoop on these and all the other Wonders, see WonoeRs or.
TnL WoRr-D in Ihe Ctr,rtrorrorn.
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MISCELLANEOUS CHANGES
some civilization advance prerequisites have changed slightly, mostly to eliminate

redundancies. Physics, for example, used to require Navigation and Mathematics; however'

Navigation already presumes that your culture discovered Mathematics (via Astronomy).

fhysics now requires Navigation and Literacy. Since some people find the Advance Chart

{found on the Poster) difficult enough to follow without memorizing the additional changes'

we,ve provided help in a variety of places. When deciding which next civilization advance

to research you can use the conl, button to help you find your way through the chart' In

addition, each crv[ornon entry includes the relevant segment of the "advance tree'"

Many civilization advances which used to be dead ends (e'g., chivalry, Feudalism,

conscription, Pottery) now lead to bigger and better things. chivalry, Feudalism, and

conscription, for instance, are all directly on the prerequisite chain for Mobile warfare

(Armor Unit).

computer players are no longer "given" wonders of the world. They must build them'

You will be told whenever a computer player has begun construction of a wonder.

When you disband a unit in a city square, it contributes half of its production cost in

shields to the city's current project. This represents your ability to "retrain" old troops with

newweaPons,ortomakeanall-outefforttoCompleteacityimprovementorWonder.
Caravans and Freight units retain their special ability to add their /ull production value to

Wonders of the World when they enter a city which is producing one'
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When you start a game of Cioilization II, your Setflers unit stands
on a terrain square surrounded by the darkness of the unknown.
Though you can choose to let this single group of Setilers (if you,re
really special, you could possibly have two Setflers units) wander

the world alone, that's not the point of the game. As soon as you,ve
found a decent site. you want your Settlers to build a permanent

settlement - a city. You must build at least one city, because only cities
can produce new units, allowing your civilization to grow and develop.

You'll probably build a dozen or more cities over the course of the game.

Cities are the residences of your population, the sources of tax dollars, and the homes
of your scientists. Each city organizes the development of the area surrounding it,
harvesting the nearby agricultural land, natural resources, and potential trade goods, then
converting these resources into food, industrial production, technology, and cash.

One way to measure the success of your civilization is by the number and size of the
cities you have built or captured. Larger cities collect more taxes, conduct more
technological research, and produce new items faster. Civilizations with small numbers ol
cities and small city sizes risk being overrun by larger and more powerful neighbors.
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CIry CONCEPTS
To comprehend the Crrv Dlsrlay in Cioilizatiom II, yoll must understand the symbolism the
game uses to represent the concepts relevant to population growth and urban dynamics.

Take a look at the crry Drsrmy while you're reading- it'll make things a lot clearer.

Cities arose when stationary poputations banded together to produce not only enough

food to feed themselves day to day, but sufficient leftovers to store for later use. Once food

storage developed, not every citizen had to produce food all day, and some peoPle

speci;lized in producing other goods. Eventually, cities accumulated enough surplus food

and goods that they could trade their excess with nearby populations'

To represent the accumulated population in a game city, Cioilization II maintains a

PopuLAloN RosrEB. Each citizen icon - a small symbol - stands for a segment of that city's

population (the exact number of people he or she rePresents changes as the city grows).

The roster displays both citizens who work the tand around the city'and citizens whose

speciatizations produce other effects. The PopulArton RosrER tells you more than just how

lirge your city has grown (you'll find lots more details under Population Roster in

Reference: Screen by Screen), but there are other points of interest in this display, so

we're moving on.
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other icons in the crrv Drsruv represent a city,s. production of food, raw materiars, andtrade goods' we're coing to carr t#se riliJrirr" rnl ,""orri""'oit-r,]. citv. production islinked to terrain in the game' just as it is in itre real worrd (deserts are not the best food-producing areas in either caie). o rrri-oi".r"sion of th"'i;;;";t-"..uin avairabre inf:ill11*"#"'J"il"'"T1Jn#;",.:f ',:#,.oo"oi*,J'.i-,Jt..'rvo,.,rinditunder
:ilff :ff [1".:,J.x:*1mm:lli:"".,t*:i*l:T'H:I'i.T,:,T:[;ffii::
which represenr trade soods. on ";;; ;=J#'{;.t::';::;;.rT.1:.11. j'il[J;proportion of one than of the others. on ,oal'"qrrres, workers can,t produce any of onetype (a citizen working on Tundra proOr.." .,J 

"ni*",,r"-rr*::;: 
, ,

The resource icons _ grain, shields, andrecapiturated in other 1:t,*:. *."r" .,.""y.""*, ?JffiiffL :fffi:.;;.",i:#ffi #;growth' we'll explain all the details in arr. ."r""."rce sections that iescribe those displays.

GAINING NEW CITIES
You can acquire new cities in three ways. Most frequenily, you build them with setilersunits' If you are aggressive, you.can .orq"*.an"J.iti". or vor. *inni'"I".'o..rsionalry, youcan gain a city when a minor triue oiscoier"J'ul, vor. units erects to join your civilization.

FouNolNc Nrw Crrrrs
The most common wav to gain new cities is to send out setflers to tame the wilderness. Inil.j ,l?:r,'j1:,J:. 

rril" with a setrrer.;"it ;;. primary tash is to iound your first city.
possib,e pru." r* vo,. ;dXti:-',Jr#fl:%iil:.;"" ii:: ffiIf":n*;*","...*jump right in' choose a square with rivers, piains ano70. grassrands near it.when your active set,ers unit stands on the square where you wish to buird a new city,choose the option Burr-o New c,v from *; ;; menu. If you accidentally buird a city bymistake' you can select the c,qncel button o, th;;;r. crry screen to retrieve your set ers unit.Your advisors propose a name for the new city; you can type in a different name if you
il:iil:?ff.:li"n;i:;y."n you are ;;iln"d i,i* .n. name. press lrntEit or crick the oK
economicdeveropmentiff 

I,ii:i"T,J;il#..1.:TT#:,.1'f ,'Ji:'"11m;"*;-t:set'ers unit disappears, having.onu"it"o i"a"a-rr" first citizens of your new city.
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CuoosrNc Youn Locartos
When building a new city, carefully plan where you place it. Citizens can
work the terrain surrounding the city square
X-shaped pattern (see City Radius for a diagram showing

in an
the exact

dimensions). This area is called the CtrY RADlus (the terrain square on
which the Settlers were standing becomes the city square)' The natural
resources available where a population settles affect its ability to produce
food and goods. Cities built on or near water sources can irrigate to
increase their crop yields, and cities near mineral outcroppings can mine
for raw materials. On the other hand, cities surrounded by desert are

always handicapped by the aridness of their terrain, and cities encircled
by mountains find arable cropland at a premium.

In addition to the economic potential within the city's radius, you need

to consider the proximity of other cities and the strategic value of a
location. Ideally, you want to locate cities in areas that offer a combination
of benefits: food for population growth, raw materials for production, and river or coastal

areas for trade. Where possible, take advantage of the presence of special resources on
terrain squares (see Terrain & Movement for details on their benefits).

lr.oxrutrv Or Ctrtts
Another consideration when planning new cities is the current or potential location of other
cities. You want to minimize the chance that one city's radius overlaps another's. Since a
map square can only be used by one city at a time, radius overlap restricts the potential
growth of one or both cities. Explore nearby lands as soon as possible to begin planning
the placement of future cities. You want to take best advantage of the terrain. Of course,
the geography of your particular continent will limit your choices. If you find yourself on a
small island, your potential city sites will necessarily be more crowded than if you can

sprawl across a vast continent.
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StRlrrcrc Valus
The strategic value of a city site is a final consideration. A city square's underlying terrain
can increase any defender's strength when that city comes under attack. In some
circumstances, the defensive value of a particular city's terrain might be more important
than the economic value; consider the case where a continent narrows to a botfleneck and
a rival holds the other side. Good defensive terrain (Hills, Mountains, and Jungle) is
generally poor for food production and inhibits the early growth of a city. If you need to
compromise between growth and defense, build the city on a Plains or Grassland square
with a river running through it if possible. This yields decent trade production and gains a
50 percent defense bonus.

Regardless of where a city is built, the city square is easier to defend than the same
unimproved terrain. In a city you can build the City Walls improvement, which triples the
defense factors of military units stationed there. Also, units defending a city square are
destroyed one at a time if they lose. Outside of cities. all units stacked together are
destroyed when any military unit in the stack is defeated (units in nortresses are the only
exception; see Fortresses).

Placing some cities on the seacoast gives you access to the ocean. you can Iaunch ship
units to explore the world and to transport your units overseas. With few coastal cities, your
sea power is inhibited.

CeprunrNc Crrrus
other civilizations normally defend their cities with one or more military units (armies for
short), and sometimes with the city improvement City Walts. A defended city flies a pennant
showing its owner's color. A walled city is surrounded by a short wall. There are two ways
to acquire enemy cities: force and subversion. If you choose force, you must destroy the
defenders by successfully attacking with your military units. Once the city is undefended,
you can move a friendly army into the city and capture it. If you prefer subversion, you must
successfully bribe dissidents in the city with your Diplomat or Spy unit (and sufficient
funds-see Diplomats & Spies for all the details on such espionage). The dissidents
capture the city for you, as their armies automatically convert to your side. Once captured,
the city becomes yours to control and manage as you would any other.

Capturing an enemy city can also lead to side benefits, such as the discovery of a new
technological advance and plundered cash to add to your coffers. capture, however,
eliminates one point of population (unless the City Walls, which can prevent this loss, are
still standing). Therefore, when your units enter a city with only one point of population
remaining, it is destroyed instead of captured. Dipiomats and Spies can incite dissidents
(see Diplomats & spies) to capture a city without reducing its population below one.
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O(cupation of an enemy city destroys roughly half of the improvements the city has

!t.. including all Temples and Cathedrals. Certain military units, such as Fighters and

nb,ers are also destroyed rather than captured. Capture does not affect Wonders of the
rld though, of course, destroying a city does-see wond€rs of the ltllorld for more
ails . Inciting revolt creates less damage to the city, as the dissidents rely less on
nbardment, and their familiarity allows them to pinpoint targets more accurately. A city
[ured b\ revolt loses only the Temple and Cathedral improvements (if it had them).

)\\ ERTTNG MINOR TNTSTS

lour units explore the world, they might encounter the villages of minor tribes-
iiizations too small or too peripatetic to count as "settled" (see Minor lfibes for the
np on these situations). Minor tribes react to contact with a range of emotions, from
ight to hostility. Occasionally, a minor tribe is sufficiently awed by your emissaries to
nediatell form a new city and become part of your civilization.

Xore lour exploring unit onto the village icon to discover the tribe's attitude towards

rr cir ilization. If they choose to form a new city, you need do nothing: Your advisors
)po.se a name for the new city (which you can change if you prefer something else).

€n )ou are satisfied with the name, press [EnGil or click the OK button. The ClrY

.':-{r opens so that you can arrange the city's initial production and economic
,etopment. When you close the display, your new city appears on the map. The

age icon is replaced by the new city square, and members of the tribe settle in as

r first citizens of your new city.



THE PARTS OF A CIry
THr Crrv Sqgenl
The terrain a city occupies is especially important because it is always under development.You cannot take workers off of this square when adjusting .""or.." deveropment on the
RES.URCE MAp (see Resource Map in Reference: screen by screen). If this area is notuseful, especiaily for producing food, then popuration growth in the new city is handicapped.For this reason, you'il find new cities do best wtren itrey are buirt 

"n 
pirir, 

";;;rrrl;"d";squares or squares with rivers. These terrain types provide the best food production and,thus, faster population growth.

Note that all beginning civilizations possess the technologies of building Roads, Mining,and Irrigation. when you found a city on a plains, crassrand, Hiils, or Desert square, (or thespeciar terrains based on those types) incruding squares with rivers running through them.the city square is automatically improved ny roaas and irrigation. when you fbund a city onany other type of terrain, the city square is automaticaily improved by roads and, ifapplicable, mining' You cannot assign a settlers or Engineer unit to further improve a citysquare by, for example, adding mining or railroads, regardress of terrain, arthough you canchange the terrain to another type (Forest to ptains, for example). Move a setflers orEngineer unit into the city square and check the oRDERS menu to see what changes arepossible' City squares do automatically improve with the discovery of certain advances.

THE Crrv Reorus
The potentiar area of development, cared the city Radius, extends two map squaresout from a city in every direction except vertically or horizontally. since the developmentarea only extends one square from the city square in these directitns, the resulting ,,radius,,

actually looks rike a fat x, not like a circre. If the city grows Iarge enough, its citizens canbring all of this area into development. when planning , n.* .ity, .on"]d". the rong-termbenefits of all the terrain squares within this radius.
For the city's population to increase, the radius must encompass terrain that workerscan cultivate to produce food. your (potentially) most important cities arso have rawmaterials available. These cities can quickly build and 

"rppoit 
military units and wonders.Hills and Forests allow your citizens to produce good quantities of raw materials, as dosquares containing special terrain icons (pheasants, buffalo, coal, fish, and others_seeSpecial Terrains for complete details).
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The importance of trade in generating
taxes and civilization advances makes river
squares especially good sites for cities early
in the game. Where you have no rivers or
coastal areas, you can generate trade by
building roads on Plains or Crasslands.

When a square within your CIrv RADIUS is

outlined, it indicates that another city is
claiming that terrain's resource production.
It could be one of your cities, if the city radii
overlap. If you own both cities, you can flip
between Resource Maps to adjust
production in each to the best benefit of
both locations. It could also be a rival city
that one of your opponents has built close
to you. Finding an outlined square in your
city's radius might even lead You to
discover a rival city in unrevealed territory
or outside of your units' observation range.
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Once you've founded, captured, or gained a city, you need to direct its growth
and production. Each city has different assets and demands, so each should
be managed individually. you must keep several goals in mind when
managing a city: maintaining population growth, maximizing a useful mix of
economic development (food, raw materials. and trade), producing tax
revenue, producing technological research, and producing useful units and

improvements, all the while maintaining an attitude of contentment and thereby
avoiding civil disorder. For cities to grow and prosper, they need to balance

economic output with the citizens' needs for infrastructure and services_

es
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Crrr MeNncEptsNr CoNCEPTS

As, yorri,clty, ,lncreases !n'size1 its population expanas, and it Produces rhore and *-." 1s6d;:ishields; 'and
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under,,Itadg tlAnagemeni Couce-1rts, If liour city runs short of the raw rnaterials,it"r.equilgg gggb lurn;,,o&e],,

c.:luiriiatttin,:acqurres::Iuxuriis;,taxes,,ai.d science. These commodities.each have.r'theii:,<rwn'lcQnsr''il'ui.iriesir":",

areildpieseiited !y,gOltetsl iiaxesralerepressnted by gqld, and Science or research iE iepresented:'byrtieakefs ''

The-,iyp€,of,,gpvernrrrent yoqr people develop and the distance iemote cities-are'located from your 'pala!sr'.:

affecta your:trade income, sometimes.trade.qan be lost to corruption.r'You can read alt, about the,defailsrof--

irade'transactions under Trade Management €on€epts'
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POPUIATION GROWTH
Keeping a city's population growing is important because each additional citizen
contributes something to your civilization. Each new citizen brings a new terrain square
under production in your CIrv Raolus until there are no empty squares to work. After this
point, each new citizen becomes an Entertainer (see Specialists for details on what
Entertainers do). Thus, population growth increases your economic power, and
concurrently, the strength of your civilization. The size of your population is a major factor
in determining your civilization score, and is a measure of how welt you have ruled.

RESOURCE DEWLOPMENT
The citizens of a city that work the surrounding countryside harness the economic
resources within the city's radius. Depending on the needs of your civilization, there might
be times when you prefer increased industriat output from a particular city over population
growth. At other times, you'll want increased trade revenues. Still other times, sheer
population growth might be the most important goal.

You can manipulate the output of a city by reassigning workers on the RESouRCE MAp. Each
terrain square that shows resource icons is being worked by a citizen. Click on one of those
squares, and you take the citizen off work. An Entertainer icon (a little Elvis) appears at the
end of the PoruLRrtori RosrER. Now click on an empty terrain square. Elvis disappears from
the Porularron RosrEn and resources appear in that square, indicating that a citizen is now
working there. By experimenting with the placement of workers on the Resouncr Mar, you
can find the optimum production ratio of food to raw materials to trade for that city.

Having an Entertainer on your PopulArroN RosrEn might change the attitude of one or
more of your citizens. For more information on this reaction, see tlappiness &
Civil Disorder"

Thx RrvrNur
The percentage of your trade that is converted into tax revenue, or gotd icons, is
determined by the tax rate you set .- see Trade Rates for information on how to
manipulate the ratios of taxes, science, and luxuries. why do you need tax revenue,
anyway? You need revenue, or cash, because most improvements you build within cities
require a stipend of gotd for maintenance. Gold is also useful for speeding industrial
production (see Rush Jobs), bribing enemy armies or inciting revolts in enemy cities (see
Diplomats & spies), and for negotiating peace with your neighbors (see Diplomacy).
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The combined tax revenues of all your cities must exceed their combined maintenance
requirements before gold can accumulate in your treasury. It is not necessary for each city
to have a positive cash flow. However, enough cities must do so to cover your civilizations'
expenses, or your treasury will be depleted to cover the deficit. You can watch your Srarus
window or check with your TRADE ADVlsoR to see if you have a surplus or a deficit, as we'll
explain under Advisors in Reference: Screen by Screen.

Some cities might not be especially suited for industrial production because of terrain
or other factors. But they might still be good trading centers, and capable of generating lots
of income. Develop these locations with roads (and later, railroads), trade routes (see

Caravans & Freight for the lowdown on trade route bonuses), city improvements like
Marketplace, Bank, and Stock Exchange, and Wonders to be your civilization's cash cows.
If you get to the point where you are no longer interested in building new items in a
location, you can use the Capitalization improvement to convert a city's shields into gold -
see the Crv[ornorR entry for details.

TtcsNorocrcAr RrsEencH
The greater the research contribution each city makes toward new civilization advances,
the faster your people discover each new advance. The science rate you set determines the
amount of research done in each city (see lrade Rates for the essentials of adjusting the
ratios of science, taxes. and luxuries).

A city's research contribution can be influenced by a{usting the city's total trade
income - research is a fraction of trade - by creating Scientists (see Specialists), and by
building certain city improvements. Improvements that can help are the Library, University,
and Research Lab which all increase research, and several Wonders. The Civilization
Advances chapter goes into detail about how to read the advance tree, so if you want the
nuts and bolts, flip there next.

INousrlre.r PRoDUCTToN
Your most valuable cities can be those with the greatest industrial capacity- those whose
workers produce the greatest number of shields. These cities can quickly produce
expensive military units with which you can extend the power of your civilization. They are
also best at producing Wonders of the World, as Wonders generally cost immense numbers
of shields. But city management is dynamic. You must regularly monitor the production of
your cities to ensure you are building the items you most need.
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Several factors influence a city's production of shields: The terrain within your Crrv
RRorus is most irnportant, as citizens working on some types of terrain produce no shields
at all (see Terrain & Movement for further explanations). You might find it worthwhile to
set Settlers (and later, Engineers) to improving the terrain squares within your Crry KcDrus
so that they yield more or different resources (see Settlers & Engineers for examples of
what improvements they can make).

Beyond terrain, the form of government your civilization chooses can cause each city
to spend some of its raw materials as maintenance for the military units that calt the city
home. It is possible that you can have so many units drawing raw materials frorn a city that
there are no surplus shields. In a city where this is the case, progress on the item under
construction (unit, improvement, or wonder) stops until the situation is resolved.

A number of strategies allow you to adjust industrial capacity. The simplest is to shift
citizens working on the Rnsounce MRr so that they produce more shields (see Resource
Development for instructions). You can also use Settters or Engineers to improve a terrain
square within the Cl"rv Raotus so that it yields more shields. Or, order Settlers units to build
a new city (they'll no longer draw support from the city that sponsored them when [hey,ve
settled their own town). You might also try reassigning units so that they are attached to a
different city (see Homing Units for the low down on how to do this).

Within each city, you can order the construction of
improvements such as a Factory, Hy<.lro plant, or Offshore
Platform that increase shield production. Several Wonders also
affect shield output. Consult the ClvlLopEDtA for the complete Iist
of possible city improvements and Wonders" It shows the
construction and maintenance cost of each item, its purpose,
and what advance is required to make it available.
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CITY PROTECTION
Great economic management of a city is worthless if the city is captured by rivals or

barbarians. Therefore, part of your management plan must concern the defense of each

city. The minimum city defense is one army, preferably one with a good defense factor. A

second defender can provide baclr-up in case the first is taken out (see Mifitary Units for
details of combat). An army with a strong attack factor is also useful. This unit can strike

at enemies that move adjacent to the city, perhaps destroying them before they can launch

an attack. Fortify any armies that you expect to defend a city (choose the Fonrrrv option

from the ORnnRs menu or press the E key) because fortified units gain an increased

defense strength - as we'll explain more fully under Military Units'

A city's defense can be substantially increased by building City Walls. an improvement

that triples any defender's strength against most attackers (although not against Howitzers

or air units). Veteran status and terrain bonuses are figured in before this tripling takes

effect. City Walls also prevent population loss when defending units are destroyed

(see Combat).
When civilization advances make available new army types with better defense factors,

take the first opportunity to replace old defenders with better units. Since the offensive

capability of your enemies improves as they acquire new advances, your defenses must

improve to keep up.

Linking cities with roads and railroads can be very helPful in speeding the movement

of units from one end of your empire to trouble spots elsewhere. This puts your defensive

armies on "interior lines," allowing them to move rapidly to where they are needed.
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IMPROVEMENTS
'r\ements represent the commercial. bureaucratic, edrrcational. and pttblic works

- .:tl)re that make large and efficient cities possible. In lhe real rvorlrl, New Yorl(
r itnse population depends on the extensive srrbrvav system for transporlation, and

- ,rctrical power generated bry distanl griris. [-os Anqe]es ic located in a decert and
. r rnuch of its water from sources htrndrecls of miles awaY.

' Ciuilization II, improvements are also critical to the grorvth and importance of
. Inadequate provision of ihese facilities can lirnit the potential size of a cit-y. I]ach

' ro\ement proviries some service or otherwise makes a city work more efficiently. Yott
' .i choose which improvement to implement at what time-- rloes yorrr city neeri a

l:rhctplace or a Library more? Would a Collrtholrse provirle more hene'lit than a

. ,lrrsseum? City improvements are listecl alphzrhetically in the CIvlr oet'nt:r. It erplains the
:-rilrling costs, benefits, and maintenance fees oi each improvement, along tt'ith anY

:onditions which make the improvement obsolete or non-ftlnclional.
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LosrNc ItvtpRovrurNrs
ImProvements are not invulnerable, nor are they guaranteed to be permanent fixtures in
an ever-dynamic city. The Barracks improvement, for instance, has a planned
obsolescence. Once your civilization discovers the advance of Gunpowder, your old
Barracks is rendered obsolete, and it disappears. (The same result attends your discovery
of Combustion. These military installations are sensitive to changes in technolory.) To
regain its benefits each time, you must rebuild a Barracks improvement in each city you
desire to have one.

Most improvements don't disappear over time, but they can be vulnerable to capture,
fire sale, and sabotage. If you're really strapped for cash, you can even sell a city,s
improvements.

CRpruRr
Some, all, or none of a city's improvements might be destroyed when it is captured by another
civilization. When a city is completely destroyed, all improvements are destroyed as well.

Frru Snrr
lf you have less money in your treasury than is needed to pay a city improvement,s
maintenance cost at the beginning of your turn, Cioilization II automatically sells the
improvement for cash. Deficit spending is not allowed - even if by the end of the turn you
would have had a positive cash flow again.

Snsomct
Foreign Diplomats or Spies can enter one of your cities and attempt industrial sabotage (of
course, your envoys can attempt to sabotage your rivals' cities, too). This might result in
the destruction of an existing improvement (or it might scrap the item that city is currenfly
producing - see Diplomats & Spies for complete details on diplomatic actions). There are
two defenses against this type of attack - destroying the Diplomat or spy before he or she
can enter your city, or stationing Diplomats or Spies of your own in the city for
counterespionage.
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SrrttNc ltvtpnovrurNrs
To raise cash, click on the improvement in the IMrnovnMENrs RosrER of the Crrv DrspLAy. A
dialog box shows how much gold you could receive for selling the improvement. Normally
you can gain one gold per resource invested in construction. If you sell, the improvement
disappears from the city and the money is added to your treasury.

Selling improvements can be useful when you are short of money and are threatened
with the random sale of an improvement. It can also be useful when you are under attack
with no reasonable chance of defending or recovering a city. By selling off its
improvements, you reduce its value to the enemy and salvage something. You can sell only
one improvement per turn in each city. You cannot sell Wonders of the World.

RusH Jons
There are also times when you need the specific benefits of an improvement right now, and
not 20 turns down the line. If you have sufficient funds, you can rush completion of a

partially built item by paying cold, hard cash. Ilowever, speeding construction in this
manner costs a premium. When workers are rushed, they receive overtime wages, and
must pay surcharges on material delivery and fabrication. The surcharges for a rush job
depend on what proportion of the work is already completed, whether the job is civil or
military or a Wonder, and can cost up to eight times as much gold as the normal

accumulation of shield icons.

To rush ajob without palng cash, you have two options. Any Caravan
or Freight unit can enter a city where a Wonder is under construction and
deliver its goods specifically to the project by choosing the flelr Butlo
WonoEn option when it arrives. It contributes the unit cost in shields directly
to the RESouRCE Box. Alternatively, any unit that disbands in a city
contributes one-half its unit cost in shields to the current construction,
whether it is a Wonder, an improvement, or another unit. This represents
the retraining of troops and redisbursement of their supplies.

Items completed by rush jobs are available at the beginning of your
next turn, so there is no advantage for rushing items that would be
complete on the next turn anyway. To judge whether an item can be
completed next turn without rushing, compare the surplus raw materials
the city is generating to the number needed for completion. For very
expensive items, it might be useful to consult your CIrY Sr,crus advisor

from the ADVTsoRS menu for an exact count of the remaining cost.
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RrNervtrNc Youn Ctrv
You may rename any of your cities whenever you
wish. This feature is useful when you capture a
city and wish its name to be consistent with the
names of cities you have founded, or when you
discover that you're confusing units from two
cities because their names are too similar.

Open the CIrv Drsrlnv and then click on the
RenauE Crrv button. A dialog box opens where
you can type in the new city name. Press lrrteil or
click the OK button to accept the name. If you
decide not to change it, click CANCEL.
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Trade is a fundamental force clriviilg civilizations. It introduces unique and exotic
valr"rables, s[imulates ihe econorn5r, and fines the imaginations of a culture's foremost
thinkers. The eflects ol trade permeate society in many surprising and subtle ways, and
your abiiity lo dirccl trade's impact is iikewise varied.



Tneor Malnc r,r,t rnr CoNcr prs

Taking up where we lett off in City Management Concepts, these are the Iurlher divisions that result from
tradelncome (arrow icons): luxuries (gobiets), taxes (gold), and science funding (beakers).

Luxuries make your population more content The availability of luxuries means that some citizens can

enjoy a mo.e pam[ered eiistence. Every two goblets make one contented citizen happy. We'lt talk more
aoout trappineis a litt!e laler.

.Taxes maintain city improuements and add to Aour treasur1. Taxes support basic city services, and
surplus funds accumulale inyour treasury. There are plenty of useful ways to spend money in Ciuilization II,
as we'll explain in a little while. If funding dries up, your city might be forced to sell off improvemenLs.

Research funding poluers Aour technotogicat research. Each new advance requires the accumulation of
a certain number oi beakers to achieve. The Civilization Advances chapter explains the details of the
search lor knowledge, but for now, you just need to know that new discoveries often allow you to build new
units and city improvements, and sometimes open up the possibility of building Wonders of the World. In
addition, each discovery leads to further discoveries, creating a chain of progress. Ifyour cities don't produce
many beakers, your civilization doesn't progress very fast'

Which of these three is the most important? That varies according to what you want to achieve right now.
To give trade management the most flexibility, Ciailization If lets you adjust the proportion of trade income
that is devoted to each of these three areas. The TAx RATE option on the KINaDoM menu lets you change the
ratio of taxes to science to luxuries by ten percent increments, and also shows you how these rates affect
your funding and the speed at which your knowledge increases.

ln City Concepts, we mentioned that the PopuLAroN RosrER can tell you more than just the number of
citizens in your city. It can also telt you your citizens' general level of contentment. Citizen icons appear in
three different attitudes: happA, content, and unhappy. When you start building cities, you start with content
citizens. The type of government your civilization develops and the tevel of difficulty at which you chose to
play affect- how rapidly unrest begins to trouble your populations. Unhappy citizens must be balanced by
ilappy citizens, or your city falls into ciuil disorder. Not only does civil disorder sound trad, it has all sorts of
nasty consequences, as we'll explain shortly.

For now. you need [o know that you can increase the happiness of your citizens several different ways,

among them: truilding specific city improuements like Temples and Marketplaces (we'll exPlain all about
Irnprovements shortly), 

" 
reassigniig military units (the dirt about martial law and foreign service effects

apper.. under Mitritary Units), adjusting the tax rates (as we'll discuss under Kingdom menu in Reference:
Scieen by Screen), and pulling citizens off production work to make them specialists (see Specialists
for ihe skinny on this).

phewl That's a lot of stuff to digest all at once" Just one more thing - we mentioned types of governments
two paragraphs ago. Discovering new advances encompasses more than just new gadgets to improve
sanitation and rnilitary might. The game counts philosophical concePts and theories as "new technologies,"
too. Every civilization starts out as a Despotism, but you can develop new forms of government. These might,
in turn, have a profound effect on the happiness of your citizens and the rate at which your citizens produce
raw materials, [ood, and trade.
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TRADE RATES
-' - 

_, rr start a new game of Cioilization II. none of your trade benefits are tied up in
, .'-,s-instead, 4O percent of your trade goes toward revenue from taxes, and 60

. '.'--,:: ol it is funneled into science. To change the proportion of tax and science income,
- :ilr,rn the KINaDoM menu and choose the option Tnx Rare. Choose a new rate by sliding
-. - r more of the buttons along the slider bars. A notation at the top of the box mentions
-. r.:rarimum any one percentage can be, given your current form of government. Another

- -:a..ion lists the income and outflow as gold per turn, and finally, an entry calculates how
-.::-l) turns it will take to achieve a new advance. If you are interested in focusing on
:.., jiization advances, you might want to increase the amount of science being conducted.
: rou rapidly build city improvements, you might want to increase your taxes to cover the

raintenance costs. If you are concerned about the attitude of your citizens, you might want
:o increase the availability of luxuries to make your citizens happier (we'll explain all about
happiness in a few moments). Experiment with different rates to see what levels of income
and science you can achieve.

If it is difficult to adjust all three sliders at once, you can click the box at the right end
of any bar to lock that value in place, Now only the other two sliders move when you drag
on one.

GOVERNMENTS
Another tool of city - and trade - management is the type of government under which your
culture operates. Dvery civilization starts out as a Despotism, but some of the advances
you can research are intellectual in nature, rather than technological, and these include
five new governmental concepts. Once you have discovered a new form of government,
you can choose to sponsor a revolution in order to change government types. (You can also
gain access to new forms of government by building the Statue of Liberty Wonder.)

Anarchy, or the lack ofgovernment, occurs only when you lose control, either because
civil unrest topples your current government, or immediately following a revolution. Civil
unrest continues as long as conditions are ripe for it. In the case of a revolution, your
people's attitude naturally stabilizes. After a few turns, once your civilization settles down,
a dialog box appears listing all the possible forms of government your culture has available.
Choose the one you like, and that regime takes effect immediately"

A new feature in Cioilization II lets you change governments instantaneously and
without penalty for the remainder of this turn. If your first choice turns out to be
unsatisfactory, pull down the menu again and select a different government. Once you
press [e'rtEil to end your turn, you must go through the entire revolution process (including
several turns of Anarchy) if you want to change governments aeain.
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There are three "ancient" forms of government-Despotism, Monarchy, and the
public- and three "modern" ones-communism, Fundamentalism, and Democracy.
e Republic and Democracy are the most sophisticated from an economic point of view,
t the) inlpose severe restrictions on your military forces. The other forms offer trade-offs
[been econornics and increased military flexibility. In essence, you could summarize
remnrental rariants this way: The more freedom you give your people, the less they will
nt to tight for you, but the stronger your economy will become. we,ve collected the
taiis of each form of government's bonuses and drawbacks in regard to trade, support
rided to units, production, and the attitude of the citizenry. Depending on your style of
n rou rnight not develop each advance in order of sophistication.

S.\RCHY

u hare temporarily lost control of the government. you continue controlling the
nements of your units, and cities continue to operate on their own, but some important
rctions of -rour civilization grind to a halt until control is restored.
Attitude: Up to three troops in each city can institute martial law; each makes one

unhappy citizen content (see llappiness & Civil Disorder).
corruption & waste: Corruption is rampant. Although no maintenance is charged for

citr Jrnprovements, no tax revenue is collected and no scientific research is
accotlplished while Anarchy continues.

f,esource Support: Military units do not require raw material support until the number
oi trl'rits r-naking a city their home (see Unit Roster) exceeds the number of citizens
on the PopulArroN RoslER. Each military unit in excess of the city's population points
requires one shield for industrial support. setflers require one food for support
each turn.

special Conditions: while Anarchy continues, citizens cannot work up to their
potential. The penalty for this atmosphere of tension is that workers produce one
ferr er resource icon in any terrain that can generate more than two icons of any one
hind. )lines, for example, which might normally be worked for three shields, only
output trr,o under Anarchy.



' i\\1
t\ absollrte fiat. The people just have to live rvith it becanse your rvill is enforced by

-' . DLre to the severe limits on economic ancJ personal freedom, production is at a
' '1. But total control makes cotrdttcting war relatively easy.

{ttitude3 Up to three troops in each cit.y can enforce martial law; each makes one
'!rnhappy citizen content (see llappiness & Civil Disorcler).

Cormption Et Waste: Cornrption and waste are hofh major prohlems trnrler Despotism.
Trade income losses clue to corruption and shield production losses due to waste
increase with the clistance a city is located liom if.=s capii-al

Resource Support: Under a Despotism, military rrnits do rrot reqttire reqorlrce support
until the nlrmber of units making a city their home (see thit Boster) erceeds lhe
numberof citizens on the Pontarror fiosrr:R. Each militarv unit in ercess of the city's
population points requires one shielcl for srrpport each tltrn. Settlers require one
foori for support.

Special Conditions: Citizens cannot work up to their Potential. The penalty for this
afmosphere of tension is that work"ers procluce one Fewer resotlrce icon in any

terrain that can generate more than two icons of any one kind" Mines, for example,
which might normally be worked for three shields. only otttput two under
Despotism. In ariclition, the maximum rate at which yott can set tar, lttxury, or
science productiot-t is 6O perr-ent.
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MoNencHy
Your rule is less than absolute, and an aristocracy of upper-class citizens influences your
decisions. The aristocratic classes, at least, have a certain amount of economic freedom,
and this results in the potential for greater production. Your feudal vassals are partially
responsible for helping to defend your kingdom, but they may in some cnses deduct a
share of your civilization's production as maintenance for mititary units.

Attitude: Up to three troops in each city can institute martial law; each makes one
unhappy citizen content (see llappiness & Civil Disorder).

Cormption & Illlaste: A certain amount of your economic output is siphoned off by
your aristocrats, particularly those farthest from your watchful eye- corruption and
waste are significant problems under a Monarchy, though not as severe as they are
under Despotism. Trade income losses due to corruption and shield production
losses due to waste increase with the distance a city is located from its capital.

Resource Support: Your feudal vassals support up to three units from each city at no
cost to you. Each additional unit requires one shield per turn. Settlers require one
food per turn for support.

Special Conditions: Under a Monarchy, the maximum rate at which you can set tax,
luxury, or science production is 7O percent.



Rrpurrrc
You rule over an assembly of city-states formed from the cities that your civilization
controls. Each city is an autonomous state, yet also is part of the republic which you rule.
The people feel that you rule at their request. They enjoy substantial personal and
economic freedom, and this results in greatly increased trade. A Senate reviews your
diplomacy, and has a chance to override your decisions. Military conflict is unpopular
among the masses, and your government must bear the full cost of supporting its army.

Attitude: trach ground and naval unit beyond the first that is not stationed in a friendly
city or in a Fortress within three squares of a friendly city (except units whose attack
strength is zero), and each tsomber, Stealth Bomber, Helicopter, or missile unit-
regardless of the city it occupies - makes one citizen unhappy each turn.

IYOTE: In Cioilization II. units are not penalized based on their home city; they
need only be in anA friendly city.

Cormption & Waste: Corruption and waste remain a problem under a Republic,
though not as severe as they are under a Monarchy. Trade income losses due to
corruption and shield production losses due to waste increase with the distance a
city is located from its capital.

Resource Support: Each military unit requires one shield for support each turn.
Settlers require two food per turn.

Special Conditions: Under a Republic your workers produce an extra arrow icon in any
square where they are already producing at least one. Your Senate can force you
into accepting a peaceful resolution to any negotiation, though it will only choose
to do so roughly 50 percent of the time. Finally, the maximum rate at which you can
set tax, luxury, or science production is 8O percent.



CorttrtztuNtstvt
you are the head of a communist government, and you rule with the support of the
controlling party. Although this form of government allows more production than
Despotism, the orthodoxy of the party restricts personal and economic freedom, limiting
trade. On the positive side, corruption is negated by the action ofthe local party apparatus,

the army and secret police suppress most dissent, and your large security forces recruit
excellent spies.

Attitude: up to three troops in each city can enforce martial law; each makes troo

unhappy citizens content (see llappiness & Civil Disorder).

Cormption & LIIaste: Under Communism, state control of the economy eliminates
organized crime, and none of your cities suffer corruption or waste.

Resource Support: Regardless of city size, each military unit beyond the third a city

supprirts requires one shield each turn. Settlers require two food for support.

Special Conditions: All Spy units produced under Communist governments are

veterans. under communism, the maximum rate at which you can set tax, luxury,
or science production is 80 percent.

FuNoeptrNTALIsM
Fundamentalism is a form of government based on the literal, forceful, and uncompromising
interpretation of religious dogma. Fundamentalist societies maintain that their own beliefs
are the only true path to salvation, and tend to be rigidly intolerant of any dissenting view -
a fact which tends to choke off intellectual development. On the other hand, the people in
such societies are often fanatically devoted to their beliefs. and may be willing to die, use

force, or commit great atrocities to preserve them. This unthinking devotion, often
obnoxious to neighboring Societies, can be harnessed by a clever and cynical leader.

Attitude: Under Fundamentalism, no citizen is ever unhappy! Improvements that normally
convert unhappy citizens to content citizens produce "tithes" (gold) equivalent to
the number of people they would normally convert, and require.no maintenance.

Cormption & Waste: Fundamentalism has very low rates of corruption and waste.

Resource Support: Because of your people's zeal, each city can support ten military
units at no cost to you. Settlers eat two food per turn. Only fundamentalists can

build Fanatic units, which never require support'

Special Conditions: Under Fundamentalism, taxlluxury/science rates cannot be set

higher than 8O percent. In addition, the rigidity of mindset and emphasis on doctrine
means that all scientific research is HALVED. The diplomatic penalties for "terrorist

acts,, (such as bombing city improvements, poisoning wells, and so forth) committed
by Diplomats and spies is reduced, since the world comes to expect no better.
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Drrr,tocnRcy
You rule as the erected executive of a modern Democracy. The people feer that you rulebecause they chose you. The degree of freedom alrowed unoer ttris gou"*t,,"r, resurts inthe maximum opportunity for economic production and trade. Howlver, the people arsohave a very strong voice- in determining how much economic production is devoted toimproving the standard of living. Any dipiomatic decisions you make are subject to reviewby your Senate-and the.senate arways opposes actions that wourd lead to war.Maintaining a military force in the fierd 

"o.n"" 
*ith great poritical and economic costs.

Attitude: Each ground and naval unit not stationed in a friendly city or in a Fortresswithin three squares of a friendry city (except units whose atiack strength is zero),and each Bomber, stealth Bomber, Hericopter, or missire unit-regardress of thecity it occupies - makes troo citizens unhappy in its home city.
ryorE: In cioirization rr, units are not penarized based on their homecity; theyneed only be in anu friendly c\. In addition, Democracy is fragile. If even one ofyour cities remains in civil disorder for more than a turn, yo* goJ"--ent coilapsesinto Anarchy.

corruption & waste: on9 o.f Democracy's greatest advantages is its ability to squerchcorruption and waste. Neither exists in your cities.
Resource support: Each miritary unit appropriates one shierd for support each turn.Settlers require two food for support each turn.
special Conditions: under Democracy, your workers generate an additionar arrow iconwherever at least one already exists. Patriotism ind strong democratic traditionsmake your cities and units immune to all forms of bribery. rinaily, the senate canforce a peacefur resolution to any negotiaiion, ano wiil do so whenever possible.



HAPPINESS & CIVIL DISORDER
Happiness and its inverse state, civil disorder, are indirectly related to trade. Lack of trade
leads to stagnation. and a slow economy means a lack of goods and services. The citizens in
your cities have one of three different attitudes or emotional states: happiness, contentment,
or unhappiness. The first citizens of your first city start out in a contented state. As the
poputation of the city grows, competition for jobs, commodities, and services increases.
Eventually, depending on the difficulty level at which you play, the form of government your
civilization employs, and the economic conditions in your city, some citizens start to
grumble and display unhappiness. If you don't take an active role in city management as
population increases, the natural trend of citizens' attitudes is toward unhappiness.

So what can you do to counter this trend? If your
population is already suffering civil disorder because of
an attitude imbalance, you need to take immediate
steps, as we suggest under Restoring Order. However,
you needn't wait until a crisis occurs; you can keep
citizens content by taking a longer outlook and
providing services as the demand becomes imminent,
or even ahead of demand.

The temperament of your citizens depends on the
level of difficulty at which you play. At Chieftain level,
your people are so even-tempered that the first six
citizens on the PopuLATroN RosrER start out content. Each
new citizen above this number starts with a bad attitude, and must depend on
improvements, luxuries, martial law, and/or Wonders of the World to improve his or her
state of mind. The number of citizens who start content decreases by one with each
successive Ievel of difficulty, until at Deity level, your people are so temperamental that
only one citizen starts out content. The second and subsequent citizens show their
unhappiness, and must be cajoled into better humor with any of the management tools at
your disposal.
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Sprcnr UNHepprNrss Fecrons
There are two special conditions that cause further unhappiness in some populations.
Under a Despotism, and to a progressively lesser degree under other types of government.
citizen unhappiness increases with the number of cities. This can lead to very unhappy
citizens who must be converted first to unhappy citizens before they can become content.

In Republics and Democracies, each ground or naval unit not in a friendly city or
fortress within three squares of a friendly city, and each bomber, Helicopter, or missile unit
regardless of where it is located, might create unhappy citizens. You can think of it as units
"in the field." Because of their routine flight training, most air units are always ,,in the field,,,
but the protective role of fighters makes them an exception to the rule.

In a Republic, the first unit in the field does not cause discontent. Each subsequent
army in the field creates one unhappy citizen. If your civilization is a Democracy, each unit
in the field causes two unhappy citizens. Units with an attack strength of zero (that is, an
ADM rating that starts with zero, like Transports and Engineers) do not cause unhappiness
in this manner. When a city is in disorder, disbanding distant military units, returning them
to their home cities, or changing their home cities can make some unhappy citizens
content and might restore the city to order.

Cmr Drsolorn
As we mentioned in City Management Concepts, cities that don't maintain a favorable
balance of happy people over unhappy people go into civil disorder. Cities in civil disorder
produce no tax revenue, technological research, or food surpluses, and the condition
suspends production. Prolonged civil disorder might bring down a government, and throw
your civilization into Anarchy. A nuclear reactor in a city suffering civil disorder might
experience a meltdown due to lax safety controls (see Nuclear Meltdown). Keeping a city
stable is a very high priority.

A city suffers civil disorder when unhappy people outnumber happy people. content
people and Specialists are ignored in the calculation. When order is restored, the city
returns to normal operation the next turn. you can restore order in several ways,



RrsronrNc Onotn
you can pay to complete an improvement, such as a Temple, that can convert sufficient

unhappy citizens to contentment (or content citizens to happiness) to restore the balance.

See Rush Jobs for instructions on how to do this.

you can also change the tax rates of your civilization. lncreasing the availability of
luxuries might convert some content people into happy citizens, allowing them to balance

the unhappy populace. see Trade Kates for information on economic manipulation.

you can take one or more citizens out of the work force, and make them Specialists.

This increases the number of happy people. For information on how to do this, see

Specialists. When creating Specialists, be careful not to also cause shortages of food or

,.1or..., that trigger starvation of the population or the scrapping of armies.

lf your civilization operates under Anarchy, Despotism, Monarchy, or Communism, you

can use martial law to restore order to a city. Up to three military units, each with an attack

factor of one or more, can be stationed in a city to enforce martial law. trach military unit

makes one unhappy citizen in a city content under the first three types of government.

When you are operating under Communism, martial law is doubly effective, and each army

makes two citizens content. If you have enough military units to enforce it, and a low

enough level of unhappiness, martial law might be enough to restore order.
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Wr Lovr rur Dev
If a city's population becomes sufficiently
happy, it (not your whole civilization - just
this one location) spontaneously holds a

celebration in honor of your rule. The
people declare a "We Love the (title of the
leader) Day" in thanks for the prosperity
your management has made possible.
While the circumstances that support this
celebratory mood continue, the city enjoys
certain benefits, depending on your
civilization's type of government. You will
see the effects of celebration begin on the
first full turn that a city celebrates, that is,
the turn after the party is announced.

To trigger a celebration day, a city must
fulfill certain conditions: there can be no
unhappy citizens in the city, there must be

at least as many happy citizens as content citizens, and the PoruLarrolr RosrER must number
a[ least three citizens. Specialists are considered content citizens for this calculation. For
example, a city with five happy citizens, four content citizens, and no unhappy citizens
celebrates. A city with ten happy citizens, three content citizens and one unhappy citizen
does not.

ANeRcHv
The celebration has no effect when your government is in Anarchy.

Drsportsr,t
The celebrating city collects resources as if its government is a Monarchy (see
Governments). This can increase the amount of food and raw materials your citizens can
produce in certain improved (irrigated and mined) terrain types.

I
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MoNencuv/ColttvtuN t str,t,/FuN onltrNTALI sM

A celebrating city currently ruled by any of these governments collects resources as if its
government is a Republic (see Governments). This increases the amount of trade your
citizens can produce in any terrain that generates trade goods.

Rrpusrrc/DEMocRACY
A city currently ruled by either of these governments increases in population by one point
each turn it celebrates, so long as sufficient food is available. This can result in dramatic
growth of the city.
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'': :' ': , ,' , Ttnxew &MovrrvtrNT CoNCEprs

Ttiei garner mab::llr., Ciniliration II is olvided into small independent part$, at terrain .squares, as we

mentioned in,City Concepts. For slmplicify, each square cohsists r:f a single type of terrain, even though the
real world ls,not as perfectly orgqnized as that. To represent that sorne types of terrain are easy !o Walk across

and others,,require rslogging lhrough mtd o{ hacking through thick underbrush, your units spend
mo:uemeft,t','po,intsr to enter each new square. E{ery unit has an ADM raling (1he acronym stands for
Attactrlpifenselflovement); the M, or third number in the iating, indicates rhow many movement points it can
spend in a turn.,You can firid out all about unit3 and their ADM ratings under lllllrtary Unlts,

Each,terrAin type hap its own moVe@nt point cost (and they'fe all conveniently listsd in th€ TenRrtx

Cnnnrs on the Foster). :Your Settlels,or En(ineer units qan improve (that is; lower) these mov_ement point
coats by tay-lng roadq and later railroddsiinrterrain squreres,(See Settlers & Engineers for the lowdown on
how they do'!hiE), When a unit moves into,a new.isquare;'it pays that square's moveirent poiflt cost: If it has
'an1, .movgment tpoinis - or:fractions of movement points - left after. moving one squalel a qnit can attempt
to move a$aini until it r€aihes the limit of its movement points. Attacking counts as movement * that is, your
rinits spend,movern€ht points to attack. You cari read about the dCtails under Mil-itaryq'Units; what you need
to know here is that a unit's attack strength might be reduced if it has less than a full movement point
rernaining :at the time of combat. You'll get a message asking if you want to continue with
lhe attack.
. .ttre proximitlr of e4emy units,or.cities:can also r'estrict a unit's movement options. Units and cities have

what in military circles is a€/J,led 'a-zane'of control;,their influence extends into the eight squares that
immediately surround them. Your units cannot move directly from one rival's zone of conlrol into another's
zone of control unless you have an alliance with the second tribe. This represen[s a unit's abiliLy to lhreaten
or pinl dorain enerny.troops ,nearby. When an enemy .Legion is nearb. y waitlng to pounce, your troops cannot
affotdrto exDose their vulnerabie flanks. The blockers don't have to be units or cities of the same civilization.
The l'loy;B€nt,,.tReetrictlou diagra.m should make it clearer..so.give it a look-see. Some units (such as
'Diplomats.: Caravan$, ,and .all arr and naval units) have special . abilities that allow them to ignore
these restrictions.
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ryPES OF TERRAIN
The differences in terrain are deeper than a variety of artwork and colors to make the game
map more visually interesting. Each type of terrain has its own economic usefulness, effecton movement. and effect on combat. Detailed information about the terrain types isprovided in the TEnnaln cnaRr on the poster, and from the crv'ornorn.

To get terrain information from the crvrlopEorR, click on the ClvnorEoln menu, and select
the TEnnntn TYPES option. A list of both standard terrain types and their special resources
appears. Ifyou don't recognize the icon for a special resource, click on the standard terrain
type to see what special resources are possible.

A Norr Anour Rrvrns
ln Cittilization rr. rivers are not a type of terrain unto themselves. Instead, they can flow
through any type of terrain. Rivers l-nake movement easier for ground units that follow the
line of the river becl either up- or downstream, because each square costs only one-thirdof a movement point, regardless of the underlying terrain. Seiilers and Engineer units
cannot build roads across rivers until your tribe discovers the Bridge Building advance.
Rivers count as sources of water for the purposes of irrigation. Citizens working terrain
through which a river flows gain a bonus arrow icon, re[resenting the ease with which
rivers facilitate trade. Finally, a river's presence enhances the defenie bonus of the terrain
through which it flows.

SreNpRno TrnnerN Sqgnxts
The standard types of terrain can be divided along climactic lines. Here,s a short summary.
Glacier and Tundra squares are both cold terrain. Neither produces much in the way of raw
materials, and neither can be converted into more profitable terrain. Swamp and Jungreare both wet terrain. Neither is easy to move through, and it costs a considerabre
investment of time to convert either into more profitable terrain. plains and crassland
squares are both open terrain. Both are easy to travel across, and when improved, both
produce substantial amounts of food as well as other raw materials. Hills and Mountains
squares are both vertically challenging. They take some effort to travel across and yield
more raw materials when developed by mining. ocean squares generate substantial
amounts of trade, and appropriate types of terrain bordering them can be irrigated. cround
units can move at a rate of one-flrird of a movement point per square if they follow a
riverbed up- or downstream. Desert squares are dry terrain that can be deveroped for
marginal production. Forest squares are difficult to traver through, but yield decent
raw materials.



Sprcnr TrnnelN Sqglnts
Each standard terrain square can be enhanced by one of two types of special resource. Where
special resources appear, they add significantly to the economic value of the terrain. Distinct
symbols mark the location of these resources. If your Settlers or Engineer units convert a
square containing a special resource icon into another terrain type, the original specialty is
lost. If the new terrain type can be enhanced by special resources, it is; if the new terrain
is Crassland, it remains a standard terrain. Right now, we'll give you a brief summary.

Claciers can be enhanced by Oil deposits, representing increased mineral wealth, and
therefore yielding extra shields when worked. Alternatively, the presence of Walruses
indicate the availability of lvory, with its greatly enhanced trade goods yield.

lvlusk Ox stand in some Tundra squares, indicating excellent food sources or the
potential for good grazing; workers in these squares can produce additional food. Other
Tundra squares display FuL indicating the high potential for arrows because of desirable
trade goods.

Swamp squares can contain Peat, whose usefulness as fuel is indicated by the
enhanced shield yield, or perhaps Spice exotic flavorings which are prized the world over,
and therefore represent bonus yields in both food and arrow icons.

Cems shine in Jungle terrain to indicate the presence of precious stones, ivory, spices,
salt, or other valuable commodities. These are good trade items and, therefore, the square
in which they appear generates substantial arrows. Jungles also have the potential to
produce exotic Fruits which naturally increase the food output.

Buffalo trotting across the Plains represent raw materials on the hoof; workers in these
squares generate extra shields. On the other hand, Crain represents a particularly fertile
piece of open ground, and a rich source of food.

Coal deposits, shown as black lump icons in Hills terrain, represent rich locations of
coal or metal ores. These areas produce greatly increased shields, especially when mined.
On the other hand, some hills are Wine country, especially suited for growing grapes. Wine
terrain yields greatly increased trade.

Cold gleams in Mountains terrain, representing a bonanza of precious metal ore. The
value of these deposits produces tremendous trade goods. Alternatively, workers might
discover lron deposits in mountainous areas, yielding a substantial number of shields.

fish swimming in Ocean terrain represent the location of underwater banks and reefs
where currents and nutrients create excellent fishing grounds. Fishing grounds produce
increased amounts of food. On the other hand, Whales indicate the bounty of the deeps,
and an increase in raw materials and trade goods as well as foodstuffs.
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An Oasis is a very fertile island in Desert terrain where workers can harvest substantial
quantities of food. Conversely, oil, representing the presence of mineral wealth, especially
petroleum, can also be found in Desert squares. As they do in claciers. oil squares in
Desert terrain yield extra shields when worked.

A Pheasant peers through some Forest terrain. The presence of game indicates
excellent food sources available. On the other hand, SIIk represents a luxurious product oF
mulberry Forests that brings increased yield from trade goods.

Oprlraer Crry SrrEs
The economic usefulness of the various terrain types is important when selecting city sites.
Citizens work the terrain within a city's radius to produce the food, raw materials, and trade
that the city needs to grow and be productive (see The city Radius). some terrain types
are more valuable than others, in that citizens working them produce more resources.
Other terrains start out yielding little, and only develop their full potential when they are
improved. These squares can be irrigated, mined, or surfaced for increased economic
value. other squares are important because they can be converted into more valuable
terrain, as we'll discuss soon (for instructions on how to irrigate, mine, surface, and
convert terrain, see Settlers & Engineers). The best city sites offer immediate food. raw
material, and trade production, plus the potential for long term development.

TrnnuN CopvrnsroN
When surveying sites for a new city, keep in mind the potential for terrain squares within
the city's radius to be improved. Hills and Mountains squares can be mined so that citizens
working them produce increased raw materials. Plains and Crassland squares, whether or
not rivers run through them, can be irrigated so that citizens working there produce more
food. Swamp and Jungle squares can be cleared to yield Crassland or planted to yield
Forest. norest can be cleared to yield a Plains. Plains and Crassland squares can be
retimbered to yield Forest if you need raw materials. An area dense with Jungle and Swamp
squares looks barren at first, but has the potential to become a very rich city site.

Improvements are not limited to agricultural effects. Setilers and Engineers also
improve terrain by laying roads across terrain squares. Roads allow better access to a city,
and therefore, increase the trade goods citizens working some squares produce. plains,
Grassland, and Desert squares all produce trade once penetrated by roads. Railroads
eliminate the movement point cost of the terrain across which they are laid and might
increase resource production as well. For more information on terrain improvements, see
Settlers & Engineers - they're the units that do the work.



PLANETARY CARETAKING
Manipulating terrain to produce the maximum number of shields has a downside, of
course. One cost of heedless industrial growth is a gradual polluting and poisoning of the

environment. Of the many dangers posed by pollution in the real world, the greatest might

be global warming. Theorists believe an unchecked rise in the planet's atmospheric

temperature threatens catastrophic geographic changes including melting polar ice caps,

rising sea levels, and parched farmlands. Different threats of poisoning occur if nuclear

weapons are detonated or a nuclear reactor melts down.

Cioilization II models pollution from industry and nuclear disaster as a balancing

factor for growth. As you steer your civilization into the industrial age, you must manage

your cities and monitor your terrain to minimize pollution and Prevent the disaster of
global warming.

PorlurtoN
Every turn, the game assigns a probability of pollution occurring within the economic

radius of each city. The likelihood of this contamination depends on two factors: the

number of shields produced (industrial pollution) and the population supported (smog). In

some cities, industrial pollution is the major factor in the calculation, and in other cities

smog is a bigger hazard. Below a certain level, the chance of pollution is negligible, but as

industrial output buitds, so does the likelihood of its darker side effects. Smog has no

effect on pollution calculations until your civilization acquires the advance of
Industrialization.

Smokestacks begin appearing on the Crry Drsrmv in the GEirnnnl Innonr'ntloti window

when the combined pressures of smog and industrial pollution begin to create a significant

threat of contamination. The number of stacks roughly indicates the probability each turn

of a square within the city radius becoming polluted. For example, a city generating a large

number of raw materials each turn (say 20) and inhabited by a large population might show

several smokestacks in its C5v Drsrlny. The exact proportion of smokestacks produced by

industrial pollution and smog depends on the difficulty level at which you set the game.

Certain city improvements can help the situation. A Nuclear Power Plant, Hydro Power

Plant, Solar Plant, or Recycling Center improvement in a city reduces the impact of
industrial pollution, in turn decreasing the accumulation of smokestacks' Solar Plants also

help prevent global warming by absorbing excess heat in the atmosphere. The Hoover

Dam, a modern Wonder of the World, acts as a Hydro Power Plant for all friendly cities. The

Mass Transit improvement eliminates smog.



Pollution indicator

Polluted square Engineer
Cleaning lJp

Pollution is icky!

N ucuaR CoNrarr,trNATr oN
The detonation of nuclear weapons or the meltdown of a Nuclear power plant can also
cause contamination. For game purposes, Cioilization II treats these threats identicalty
to industrial pollution, though in real life their effects might be considerably longer term.

NucLran Wr,troNs
A Nuclear unit not only destroys the army or city it targets, but all units stacked with the
target, and those in adjacent squares as well. lt also pollutes a number of map squares
around the impact square. Enemy units' zones of control (which are discussed under
Movement Restrictions) might make it impossible for your Settlers or Engineer units to
clean up this contamination in a timely fashion, and your rival might not spend the time or
manpower. Unchecked pollution significantly raises the risk of a global warming disaster.

Nuclren MrrroowN
If a Nuclear Power Plant melts down, half of the city's populalion is destroyed. Additionally,
some random number of squares near [he city become polluted.
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The risk of meltdown always exists whcn a city which has a Nuclear Power Plant goes into
civil disorder. Civilian unrest might resrrlt in safety proceclttres becoming so lax that a

catastrophic accident occurs. If you brrilcl Nuclear Power Plants in any of your cities, take
special care not to allow those cities to 51o into disorder.

When your civilization achieves the technological aclvance of Fusion Power, the risk of
meltdown disappears. Your Nuclear Plants automatically convert to fusion-powered
facilities once you have achieved this advance.

Pouuttott's EFFECTS

Pollution is represented graphically bv n skrr![ nn the terrain sqttare in whi<-h it occurs. It
reduces the production of for:cl, raw mat.eriils. and trade to on<: half (roundecl rtp) of pre-

pollution levels. Forexample, a square ulr.crc u,orkers prerduced fourfood. one shield, and

two trad€ before pollution blighted the eqrrare vields only two food, one shield, and one

trade after contamination. C)nce thr terr.rin is detoxified, u'orkers' production returns to
pre-pollution levels.

polluted terrain can be detorified bv ,iny Settlers or Engineer unit. The working unit's
shield is marked wilh a "P" to nole it has been ordcrr:d to deto.xifv a pollutecl square. After
four turns of work (an Engineer can clean rlp in trvo), the pollution disappears. Adding more
Settlers or Engineer units to a palh]t.erl square speeds the cleantrp" lf volt rtse the GoTo CIrY

order, your city list marks which locatiotrs suffcr frorn polllrtion. ilote that a polluted square

within the radius overlap of two citics is ljstccl r-:nce for ench citv; if vottr cities are close

together, this might give you an alarming o\'crstatenlcnt of the total pollution your
civilization suffers.

Mourron.tNG PoI-LUTIoN
your environmental advisors infornr vou imnrediatelv rvhen anv map -square within your

territory becomes polluted. A skull appe3r"s on the pollilt-ed sqttare.

you can monitor the extent of pollntion thro,.rghnut yoLrr civilizntion hy watching the
pollution indicator, a small icon in the ;qr.r-rus rt'indotr,. The color of the icon clepends on the
number of currently polluted terrain squ:.res and the number of turns they ha"'e remained
contaminated. lt inclicates the extent of '.he risk of qlobal warminq.

Grorer WRRutNc
Global warming might occur at any tinre that at least nine map sqtlares' anywhere in the
world, are polluted. The probability thet it rvill occrtr increases with the length of time
contamination on this scale is left untreated. If polluted terrain is left unattended for too

long, environmental damage occurs, as detailed under Disaste-rs.
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once an environmentai disaster has occurred, the cycle starts over again. The planet
achieves equilibrium at the new, higher temperatures. If pollution continues or increases
once more to high levels, another bout of environmental problems might occur. This cycle
can repeat endlessly if pollution is not controlled.

MINOR TRIBES
Thatch-roofed hut icons scattered about the map of the world indicate the
presence of minor tribe villages. These populations are too isolated, too
unorganized, or too migratory to develop into major civilizations. Minor tribes
react to contact with a range of emotions, from delight to hostility. There is no
way to predict a village's response, but most potential responses are
favorable. There is one unique situation: Air units cannot encounter minor
tribe villages. lnstead, their overflight scares the viltagers. and the hut icon
vanishes as the tribe abandons their territory in terror.

Playtesters and ciuirization fans alike calr these hut icons "goody huts.,,
Flere's what might happen when you rllove a ground unit onto terrain that a
minor tribe occupies.

occasionally a minor tribe is sufficienily advanced, yet awed by your emissary,
to immediately form a new city and become part of your civilization.
on the other hand, your unit might have stumbled upon a village which has
discovered an advance unknown to your civilization. craciously, they share
their knowledge.

To placate your emissary unit. a village might give your civilization valuable
resources (gold) as a gift. The gift is added to your treasury.
Your emissary unit stirs up the young bloods in the village with his tales of valor
and victory. All the impressionable warriors run off to join your army, creating a
new military unit "carrying your colors."
Your emissary makes a horrible faux pas, and the minor tribe turns vicious. A
random number of barbarian units comes boiling out of the terrain squares that
adjoin the village. Duck (or run, if you can)l
Your emissary arrives at a spot rumored to contain a village only to find the
inhabitants long gone and the dwellings empty. Nothing occurs.
Your unit catches up with a particularly peripatetic tribe, and impresses them
with his or her goods and possessions. The minor tribe is willing to join your
civilization, though not necessarily interested in setfling in their present location.
The villagers become a Settlers (or Engineer) unit carrying your shield.
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MOVEMENT
There are two basic methods of moving units a Square or two at a time: by keyboard

commands or (if you have enabled mouse movement) by mouse clicks. The keyboard
method uses the eight edge keys of the numeric keypad. The @ key in the center is
inactive; think of it as your unit's position. The keys surrounding the @ represent the points
of a compass. For example pressing @ sends your unit northwest. while pressing @ sends
your unit east.

The mouse method involves placing your mouse cursor near the edge of the unit in the
direction you want it to travel. When the cursor turns into an arrow pointing in the
appropriate direction, click the left mouse button to make the unit move. Note that this
method works only if you turn on the MovE UNrrs w/ Mouse option in CauE OrrloNS. You can

also use the CoTo order to send a unit over long distances, as we explain in detail under
GoTo Orders.

Units can move up to the limit of their movement factors, with a few caveats. The most
important exception is that a unit can always move at least one square in a turn, regardless

of the movement point cost of the terrain. Are we saying a unit can always move? Not quite.
An enemy unit or city's presence can hamstring any unit with the zone of control restriction,
as you'tl see in a moment. There are other, common-sense restrictions on where units can

move and where they can't, which are elaborated under Movement Restrictions'

Back to movement factors. A unit with a movement factor greater than one must
compare its movement factor with the movement point cost of the terrain square you wish
it to enter. The unit pays the movement point cost (subtracts the movement point cost from
its remaining movement factor) for each new square it enters, until you choose to stop
advancing, or the unit's movement factor is smaller than the movement point cost of the
terrain square. There's a small chance that a unit can enter a square, even if its movement
factor is lower than the movement point cost of the terrain, which is why sometimes Chariots

can cross Mountains squares, and sometimes they can't. When an army is unable to
complete a movement order because it doesn't have enough movement points to proceed,

its movement is finished for the turn. The map then centers on the next active unit.

Roads and railroads speed the movement of ground units. They do this by lowering the
movement point cost of the terrain over which they are built. Any terrain square with a road
across it costs just one-third of a movement point to cross. Any terrain square with a

railroad costs no movement points to cross - zerol Cities automatically have roads in their
city squares, so entering a city square always costs one-third of a movement point. Once
your civilization discovers the Railroad advance, city squares are automatically upgraded to
railroads, so your units can slide through them for free.
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THE ACTIVE UNIT
How do you know whose turn it is? Every turn, Ciailization II activates each unit in turn
by centering the map around the unit and making it blink. You can give orders to each unit
as it becomes the active unit (see the Orders Menu in Reference: Screen by Screen). Five
special orders deserve fuller explanations here.

No Onorns
To skip a unit for the turn, press the Snrr Tunri t;pCSAg! key or choose the option from the
ORoeRs menu. Once you've skipped a unit's turn, [he troops are on liberty for the day - you
can't recall them [o duty again this turn.

GoTo Onorns
To send a unit on a long trek, you have two options. You can click-and-hold on any square on
the map until your cursor turns into a crooked "Go" arrow. lf the destination square isn't
visible in the Mnr window, you can use the ZooM Our button to enlarge the area you are
viewing, click on the Wonlo window to shift your view to another area of the map, or switch
to VrEW PrECr,s mode by pressing the [v] key or choosing the option from the VrEW menu, and
move the cursor with the number pad keys. If you'd rather send a unit to a city, you can
press the GoTo [e]key or choose the option from the ORoERs menu. A screen pops up listing
all of your cities; click on the ALL PLAYERS button to see every destination city in the world.

Once a destination is established, the unit automatically "goes to" that square, whether
it takes only one turn to complete its orders, or many turns. If the unit is attacked, or an
obstruction prevents the unit from completing its journey, it becomes active once again.
Ground units cannot travel between continents on a GoTo order.

Wmr OnoEns
To skip a unit temporarily, press the Wnrr !,i] Xey or choose that option from the Onoens
menu. This passes you on to the next unit and sends the skipped army to the end of the
Iine. You'|l see this unit again after all the oLhers have had a chance to move.

Penaonop Onoens
Paratroopers that have not moved this turn have the special ability to make paradrops
when in a city or Airbase. Press the PARADrtop [! key or choose the option from the ORDERS

menu. Your cursor turns into a parachute. You can make a paradrop in any land square
within ten of the origination square, that is not occupiecl by enemy troops. As you run [he
mouse over the map, the cursor changes from a parachute to a crossed-ouL parachute to
indicate "illegal" destination squares. Click on a square to make the drop. Paratroopers
have one movement point after they drop to attack or change position.
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ArRrtEr Onotns
onceyourcivilizationhasdiscoveredtheRadioadvance,youcanbuildAirport
improvements.OnceyouhavetwoormoreAirPorts'youcanairliftoneunitperturninto
or out of each Airport. Activate a unit in a city, then press the Atxltrr key I or choose the

optionfromtheoRDERsmenu.AlistofcitieswithAirportsapPears,andyoucanSelectyour
destination'EnemyFightersandStealthFighterswithinrangeofeitherthetargetor
destination city have a chance to scramble and interdict the airlift'

AcrryertNc FotrlrtrD AND SrErptNc UNtrs
Fortifiedandsleepingunitsdonotbecometheactiveunit.lfyouwantthemtomoveor
changeposition,youmustactivatethemfirst.Clickthemousepointeronthesquarein
which fortified or sleeping units are stationed. This opens a box displaying all units in that

square. click again on the icons of all units you wish to activate. Fortified or sleeping units

withinacitymustbeactivatedfromwithintheCrrvDtsPLAY-seeCityDisplayfor
instructions on how to do this. sleeping units automatically activate when enemy units

move into an adjacent square.

NAVIGATING THE MAP WINDOW
We'vetalkedaboutmovingyourunitsaroundthemap'butthereareseveraltoolswhich
allow you to look at oiffelent map areas and move around the game world. First, let's

describe the two modes of cittilization Ir. In Move Ptncns mode, the active unit blinks' and

youCanusethenumberpadkeysorcursorarrowstomoveitacrossthemap.InVlewPtrcEs
mode, the square-ouline cursor blinks, and you can use the number pad keys to move it

acrossthemap.YouareautomaticallyplacedinMovePtecEsmodeatthebeginningofeach
turn, and automatically switched to VIEW PtecEs mode when ,,end of turn,, is flashing. Toggle

between the modes by pressing the @ trey (or selecting your choice on the vtEw menu)' You

cannotswitchtoMovEPlncnsmodeunlessthereareunitsstillwaitingtomove.
ofcourse,youCansimplyclickonamapsquaretocentertheMnrwindowthere.Ifyou

wanttomovealongdistance,youCanusetheZooMbuttonstoincreasetheacreageshown
in the window, or click on the WoRLD window'

Ifyourcursorisoveraunit,stackofunits,orcitysquareinVtEwPtncrsmode,youCan
p.."riyr. o.r,vAr' uilrr @ key to activate some or all of the units in that square. If there is

more than one unit, u 6p-"p box allows you to choose among them. lf the active unit in

Move prncns mooe nappens io ue standing in a city, the AcrrvArE uNrr key also works to

activate any fellow units in the city, without opening the Crrv DISPLAY'
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MOVEMEN'T R[SIruCTIONS
Most of the restrictions placed on unit rno!,cnrcnl are a matter of common sense, as wementioned earrier. we're spelri,g thern au out here, in case you try to order a unitsomewhere that seenrs possible and the gatre wull,t let you do it.

GnouNo UNrrs
Qround units (all non-ship and non-air units) nornrally rnove only on land. To traverse thewide (or narrow) oceans or even to get across lahes, they must board naval transport. Notall ships take passengers; see Naval Units under Mobile units for a list of those that do.

Boarding a ship uses up all a unit's movenrent points for the turn and puts it to sleep.If you attempt to move a naval unit into a lalrd square tltat does not contain a port city, anypassengers are offered the option to M,chr LAi.,DTALL and disembark. lf a naval unit carryingground troops makes port, all passengers automatically wake up.

NevRr UNrrs
Ships normally move only on the ocean, alth<-rugh they can also sail across inland lakes.ships cannot navigate rivers, dcltas, or sharrrps iii the game, though of course some clo inreal life' Instead. river navigation is represented by the reduced nrovement point cost forground units following riverbeds. City squares that touch a shoreline along one side or atone corner are the only "land" squares that ships can enter- here they make port. Makingport costs one nlovemerrt point.

Arn UNlrs
Air units can cross both ra,d and sea squares at a cost of one movement point per square,but they must land [n a friendly city, at an Airbase, or on a carrier unit to refuel every turnor two. Though planes can sometimes fly above rival ground units in real life withoutcausing an incident, they are arways required to encounter enemy ground units that theyoverfly in Ciailization lI. To avoid attacking rival units uy acciaeni, carefully guide yourplanes around them. Air units have the advantage in maneuverability. Neither ground norship units can attack air units that appear ,,next to them,, because oflne disparate verticallocations. The one exception is the Diplomat or spy unit's ability to bribe adjacent unitsinto switching sides. See Diplomats & Spies below.
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ZoNEs or CoNrRor
Ground units cannot move directly from one square adjacent to an enemy army or city to
another such square. The squares that surround a unit are in that unit's zone of control-
the same holds true for a city. Neither ground troops nor Settlers units can move directly
from one rival's zone of control into another square within a rival's zone of control. The

prohibited square might be adjacent to the first enemy army, to another army (even one

from a different civilization), or to any enemy city. Cround units can only move into such a
controlled square if a friendly unit or city already occupies the square, or if you have

formed an alliance with a rival ptayer (which we'll explain fully in Diplomacy)'

Some units have special abilities which allow them to ignore zones of control. Air units

have the whole sky in which to maneuver; naval units have the open sea. Diplomats and

Spies use social convention and diplomatic immunity with equal aplomb, and Caravans

and Freight units can argue neutrality and engineer special deliveries. Partisans use

intimate knowledge of the local terrain to good effect. Explorers' solitary nature and

singleness of purpose get them out of tight Places, and Engineers' training includes
techniques to infiltrate and bypass enemy positions. The Movement Restrictions diagram

offers a graphic representation of a unit confronted by enemy zones of control.
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X moves are OK if those squares already contain an army from your civilization.

Movement restrictions do not apply to ships, air units, diplomats, and caruvans.
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The major dynamic of change throughout the history of civilization has been the continuing
advance and accumulation of knowledge. As humankind progressed by fits and starts
through the ages, civilizations rose and fell, their success or failure due to what knowledqe
they acquired and how they employed it.

Those who first acquire new knowledge are often able to employ it to build a more
powerful position, but there are many cases of civilizations that obtained some new

invention first, then failed to use it to their advantage. The pace at which a society
develops and implements new knowledge depends on many Factors. including its

social organization, economic organization, geographic location,
leadership, and competition.

The concept of progress being not only inevitable, but
even a good thing is a relatively recent phenomenon. Only

in the last several hundred years have we actively studied
history and considered the evidence of the historical record. For

mosi of human history, the pace of progress was so slow as to be
barely detectable but since the Industrial Revolution, the pace of advance and change has
dramatically increasecl. Rapid change is now considered normal. For much of the world, new
discoveries are continually expected and are not a surprise.



THr CoNcEPT or CrytuznrloN Anveucts- - - \JlvlLlzl\l t\Jt\ l1JJv,a-- . ---

As we said in City llanagement Concepts, scientific research is what drives your civilization's scientlfic and

intellectual growth. The science (beaker icons) each ci:ty generates every turn represents a percentage o{ the
total trade, that city brings in. You can adjust the amount of sciencg generated with the Tax Rare option in
the Kncoom menu, A low sclence ratlo generates advances slowly; a high ratio generates them more quiay--{y.

You want to accumulate research, in the form of beakers, to gain advances, or new technologies. Each

new advance allowo y<rur civilization to build new units or city improvements; 6qmetimes.a,.new advance

makes possible the construction of a hew Wonder of the.World. Each $ew civillzation advance:al;so opens up
a path to researching further technologies. You could look at the connectlons between advance$ as a flow
chart (see the Poster for an example), as a web, or ao a tree. The importalt concept is that each technologlr
is a building block that allows research into further advances. You can €ven research into the realms of
science fiction; each futitristic advance. you discover adds bonus Points to your final score, a$ 'we'll explaih
in Future Technolory, coming right up.

Accumulated research isn't the only way to gain advances. Contact with a minor tilbe mlglt also net you

a new civilization advance - see Irlinor TIibes for all the possible outcomes of an encounter. final$ parley

with other civilizations can result in an option to exchange technologies, and war offers the opportunity to
wrest them by force from cities you subjugate. We'll give you the full details under Dipl,omacy.

The sciertific research performed in each city you own is totaled in the Scmnce AaYisoK-$ Report (see lte
Advisor lrlenu in Refercnce: Screen by Screer. fior more about the Scienc€ Advisor.and his dutierr; Each neril

advance that your civilization discoveis "costs" a certain amoufit of science (accumulation ofbealrers'), A$.time
progresses, new advances require more funding to research. The Scrnncn..Aovson'1 Beport alqo lists the
technologies you have already discovered or been given, and the current advance ltour scienti-stS are r99earching.
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CLIMBING THE TECHNOLOGY TREE
Once your civilization begins to accumulate scientific research, your Science Advisor asks
you to choose a new civilization advance to research. Before making your choice, you can
immediately get help concerning the available technologies. Press the CoAL button to see
a list of all the advances in the game. Select the one you're most interested in pursuing,
and click OK to find out which of the options you now have will further your research
toward your goal. A message informs you if none of the options is suitable. Technologies
you should be able to research but that are not on the current list of possibilities eventually
show up (at a later choice-point). Once you have chosen a direction foryour research, you
cannot change your mind. Your scientists pursue that topic until they learn the new
civilization advance. If you are unfamiliar with the advantages of a particular advance,
hightight it and click on the Her-r button to see the Crvtoreorn entry.

Advances are divided into five broad categories: Military, Economic, Social, Academic,
and Applied. The icons in front of each advance show which category each advance belongs
to. They can help you decide which advance will further your general strategy if you are, for
instance, following a militaristic path, rather than an economic one. These icons also appear
in the diplomatic screens, to help summarize the technology paths of your opponents.

When research is complete, your chief investigator announces the discovery. The
CtvlloreotR screen appears detailing the impact of the advance, including any new units, city
improvements, and Wonders that have become available. The PRooucrroN menus in each Cry
DtsPt.AY are immediately revised to include these new items wherever they are appropriate
(for instance, inland cities can never build ships, so ship units never appear on their
PRooucrron menus, even if you have discovered Navigation or later seafaring advances).

As each new advance is acquired, your advisor appears again to ask for a new topic to
research. The list of choices is updated with each new discovery to reftect your growing
knowledge base. Technologies you acquire through means other than research (see
Diplomats & Spies and Minor Tribes for details) no longer appear on the list of choices -you've already discovered them. If by chance you're given the civilization advance your
scientists are currently researching, your Science Advisor immediately switches the
research effort to a new topic of your choice-the accumulated beakers that represent
research into the gift advance are transferred to the new topic.
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THE POSTER
The poster contains a graphic technology tree, or flowchart, that lists every civilization
advance in Citsilization If. For easier reference, advances are subdivided into the same

four ages as Wonders of the World. The age of your civilization does not limit the advances
you can research in any way.

Each entry on the chart gives the name of the advance and any new units, improvements,

Wonders, or spaceship parts your civilization can now build as a result of this discovery.

Some advances also allow your Settlers or Engineer units to undertake new orders.

Many technologies are the synergy of two diverse threads of inquiry. As a result, a

second prerequisite advance might be listed in parentheses below the name of the current

advance. By following the arrows along the chart, you can see that Alphabet leads to
Mapmaking. By reading the second Prerequisites, you can see that Mapmaking (along with

Astronomy) leads to Navigation.
you can use this flowchart as a quick reference to what you want to discover next, or

to plan an extensive research effort that culminates in an important technology like

Railroad or Nuclear Fission. It can also remind you of advances you are ignoring.

Furunr TrcuNorocv
After your scientists discover the Fusion Power and Recycling advances, they can begin

researching futuristic advances. These not-yet-imagined civilization advances are

collectively known as "Future Tech;" when your civilization accumulates enough scientific
research (beakers) to finish one unit of Future Tech, you can research another. trach Future

Tech you discover adds five points to your final score (see Scoring for other ways to boost
your final total).
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Srrcrer AoveNcr Errrcrs
A number of the advances in Cioilization II have effectsand improvements you can build. We,ll summarize these
Clvrloreorn entry reminds you of these effects.

Achieving the corporation 
-advance 

alrows you to focus a city.s production onrevenue' The discovery of the corporation advance allows your citizens to"buird" the capitalization improvement, ano market a city,s research to producehigh-tech consumer goods that generate tax income.
The discovery of the Democracy advance a,ows each courthouse improvementto make one content citizen happy.
once your civirization discovers the Erectronics advance, your colosseums canmake four unhappy peopre content in each city, notjust three.

' The discovery of Fusion power eliminates the possibirity of a mertdownNuclear power plants. ln addition, it gives the Thrust Componentsspaceship 25 percent more power.
. 

ff",Iri:::lation 
and seafaring reduce the chance of your rrireme units being

' once your culture has embraced the Nucrear power advance, a, of your Navalunits gain one extra movement point.

' Ifyou discover the Philosophy advance before any other civilization has done so.you earn a "free,, advance.
. Once your civilization has achieved the Railroad advance,are automatically upgraded from roads to railroads. Itmovement points to enter cities.

once your civilization has achieved the Refrigeration advance, a, your citysquares are automatica,y.upgraded from irrigated Iand to farmland, if the terrainis suitabre' once you buird the supermariet improvement, your workers canharvest 50 percent more food from these spaces.
The discovery of Theorogy makes your Cathedrars more influentiar. Instead ofmaking three unhappy people per city content. a cathedral now relieves four.

independent of the new units
effects here. Each advance,s

ln your
of your

all your city squares
no longer costs any



There is one disadvantageous special effect. Once you
discover the advance of Communism, the effect of the
Cathedral improvement (which discovering the Monotheism
advance allows you to build) is lessened. Instead of making
three unhappy people per city content, a Cathedral now
only relieves two.

If your culture has discovered both Theology and
Communism, the special effects cancel each other.
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THE CoNCEPT oF WoNPrzu

Wonders of the World are Iike extraordinary city improvements, in that they are structures (or achievements)
that your civilization can undertake to "build." Unlike city improvements, each Wonder is unique, existing
only in the citA Ll)here it is constructed. Each one confers a specific, unique benefit on the civilization that
owns it (you can find the specifics in the Crvrorr,ora listing f,or each Wonder). If one of your cities is captured
by a rival power, and you had built a Wonder there, that Wonder no longer benefits your civitization. Instead,

iti bonuses now appty to the conquering civilization. The same holds true if your units capture a city
containing a Wonder lrom a rival player.

tf a Wonder is destroyed by the decimation of the city in which it stood, it can neuer be rebuilt. lts
benefits are lost to the world forever. Further, some of the glories of the ancient and Renaissance Wonders

dim over time. Objects and accomplishments thal awed the ancients lose their luster for people of the

Modern Age. The achieuement of later aduances can negate the benefits of otder Wonders, regardless of
whether your civilization or another discovers the canceling advance.

CONSTRUCTING WONDERS
You can build a Wonder only if you have discovered the advance that makes it possible,
and if it does not already exist somewhere else in the world (if it exists in another city, it
won't appear as an option on your PRoDUCTIoN menu). However, you can start construction
of a Wonder even if another civilization is working on the same project-you just race to
see who gets done first. A message warns you if another civilization's production of a

Wonder is imminent.

If you are building a Wonder in one of your cities and the same Wonder is completed
elsewhere before you finish, you must convert your productioil to something else. Any
excess shields you have accumulated beyond the number required to construct your new
project are lost, so be careful what you choose. As you click on each potential project, you

see a graphic representation of the shortfall or excess of shields you currently have with
respect to the new project's requirements.

Wonders are not destroyed when an enemy captures the city in which they exist.
However, if a city possessing a Wonder is destroyed (that is, if its population is reduced to
zeroby siege or bombardment), that Wonder is lost forever and cannot be rebuilt.
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Wonders of the World are often Iong-term
projects (as befits their magnificence). If you want to
accomplish conslruction of a Wonder faster than the
city that is building it can generate shields, you have
several options. You can divert trade goods into the
Wonder's coffers by moving a Caravan or Freight
unit in[o the city of construction and accepting the
choice HELp Burr-o Woxonn - see Caravans & Freight
for details about Caravan interactions. You can also
spend cash directly from your treasury. Click the Buy
button at the top ofthe PnooucroN menu; ifyou have
enough cash on hand to purchase the Wonder, you
can choose to pay, and the Wonder will be
completed next turn. In addition, you can disband
troops currently in the city that is constructing the
Wonder. Each disbanded unit contributes shields
equal to one-half its construction cost directly to the
ResouRce Box, representing the reallocation of
support from the unit to the construction.
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Wonders can be built in any city
and more than one may be built in
the same city. Each Wonder has
both specific and general benefits.
You can read about the specific
benefits in the appropriate
CrvrLorrora entry. The glory that
accrues to your civilization for
possessing a Wonder is one of the
general benefits conferred by such
great works; more importantly, this
glory continues to accrue even if
new advances make the Wonder's
specific benefit obsolete. ln
addition, each Wonder that your
civilization possesses adds to your
Cioilization II score. The presence
of Wonders is significant to the
calculations determining the top
five cities in the world. Further, the
presence of Wonders influences
historians, such as Cibbon, who
periodically rate the world's
civilizations. Finally, Wonders also
sway your people to improve your
throne room (see Throne Room for
the particulars).
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Units are groups of citizens, soldiers, and
envoys that can move around the world of

Ciuilization II and. interact with other units and
civilizations. Some non-combat units, like Caravans, Explorers, and

Settlers, have special functions which are explained separately.
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UNIT CONCEPTS

Units are the pieces you move around on the map in Cioilization Il. E-achcivilizal-ion's units carry a different
color shield. Units carrying red shields are always barbarians.

Units can be divided into types according to the way they move: ground {or land) units, air units, and
naual (or sea) units. Each unit has statistics for attack strength, del-ense strength, and movement points.
These stats are lisl"ed in a shorl"hand, code-like set of numbers, which we've already mentioned is called the
ADM - this stands for Attack/Defense/Movement. You can find each unit's ADM numbers in the Crvrroprorn.
In addition, each unit- even non-combat units- has stal-isl-ics for hit points and firepower, which are also
found in the Ctv[oreorn. The strength bar at the top of a unit's shield indicates how many hit points that unit
currently has, both by its length and by its color.

Attack strength shows the likelihood of inflicting damage when atlacking an opponent. Units wilh a
high attack strength are uselul for offensives in which they are attacking.

Defense strenglh represenls lhe abitiLy of a unit to defend ilself when attacked; it is the tikelihood
that damage will be infticted on an attacking unil. Units with high defense strength are useful for defending
cities and other positions againsl enemy lroops. The terrain on which a unit stands can increase its defensive
strength, as you'll find in Terrain & I[ovement.

Mouement points indicate hou far a unit can lrauel-or how many times a unit can attack- in a turn;
they're explained in detail in Terrain & Movement, too.

flit points indicate how much damage a unil can withstand before it is destroyed. Units with a greater
number ol- hil- points can absorb more damage in combat. A green strength bar indicales thaL a unit hai more
than two-thirds of its hit points remaining, a yellow strength bar means the unit has between one^third and
two-thirds ol- its hit poinLs, and a red strength bar show thai a unit has less than one{hird of its total hit points
remaining. Hit points can be restored by skipping lurns, especially in cities with repair facilil"ies.

Firepower indicates how much damage a unil can infiict in a round of combal. Units with a high

A unit's status is important when you want to give it orders. Units can be on act[ue status, which means
l-hey blink each time they become the acLive unit. Units on sleep stafus remain inactive until an enemy unit
comes within one square of them. At this point, they "wake up" and become aciive. Units on fortified status
are also inactive (their status is indicated by the letter "F" on the unit's shield, and by the brown
"enlrenchment" icon which appears around the base of the unit- in fact, they are entrenched in a defensive
posture. They remain inactive even if rival units approach them. Clicking on either a sleeping or fortified unit
allows you to change its status to active. When the unit becomes the active unit, you can give it new orders.
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Every unit has an obseroation factor. Most units can only "see" units and objects on the edges of the
-errain squares directly adjacent to their own. Early in the game, when most of thl map is black, the limitsli this observation area are obvious, as the blackness rolls back only so far with each move, ,"ft *rX.*iren afteryou have explored a continent, barbarians and rival units can appear,,out of nowhere,, u"carre
-hey are lingering outside the Iimits of your units, observation.

Some advanced units have greater observation factors. They can "see" into a second square in alldjrections, which makes them useful for monitoring rival's movemenls and anticipal.ing surprise attacks.
Exceptional observation factors are noted in unit descriptions in the crvnoreora.

MILITARY UNITS
Through the years, the majority of your time is spent moving and positioning
armies. A strong military is the best defense against rivals and barbarians.

Military units are alsc the eyes of your civilization, exploring the world as
they move. Finarry, they can serve you offensively by defeating the armies

f of your rivals and capturing their cities.
t i Armies can be ground units (Legions, Cannons, and Armor, fori example), navar units (Triremes, Ironclads, Batfleships, etc.), or air units
I lnignters, Bombers, and Nuclear units). several non-combat units needj further explanation, so they're discussed in detail a litLle later. All units,
f whether they are combat or non-combat oriented, are described in the' MrLmny Unrrs option of the Crvrr_orEorn.

, GRoUND UNrrs
.,,'. The majority of cititization rl,s units are ground units. These armies'..,:; move over the map terrain square by terrain square. They spend
. _movement 

points according to the type of terrain they are entering,
observe movement restrictions like zones of control, and attack rival

runits when you move them into a square containing an enemy army. Most
ground units have an observation of one square.

PrLlect
Armies can strip the countryside through which they roam of any improvements any
Settlers or E,ngineer units have built, tearing up roads, trampling crops, and collapsing
mines. The occupying army destroys your choice of one improvement each time you presi
the [sri.rtl and @ keys simultaneously, or choose Prlnce from the onoens menu. It takes one
turn to pillage one improvement.
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Arn UNrrs
Air units operate under some special movement rules. These units can cross any terrain
square at a cost of one movement point per square. Because they are airborne, they get
no bonus for crossing squares improved by roads or railroads. All air units except missiles
have an observation range of two squares in any terrain.

Most air units must end their movement in a friendly city with an airport, at an Airbase,
or on a Carrier unit, as these are the only areas where they can safely land. tsombers and
Stealth Bombers must land for refueling every second turn, giving them effective ranges of
16 (8 out and 8 back) and24 (12 out and 12 back), respectively. Bombers and stealth
Bombers can only attack once, regardless of their remaining movement points. In addition,
attacking uses all a unit's remaining movement points for the turn. Therefore, if you attack
during a Bomber or Stealth Bomber's return flight, it does not have enough movement
points to return home safely, and it crashes and disappears. Fighters and Stealth Fighters
can attack targets as many times as they have movement points. However, be sure you save
enough movement after the attack to return to a landing area, or your pilots kamikaze!

Both missile units are one-shot attackers; the icons represent missiles that are spent in
the aggression. If you have miscounted the number of squares to your destination, or
another unit's movement or position prevents a missile unit from reaching a target city or
unit, you can attempt to return the missile to a friendly city or Airbase, or to a Submarine
or Carrier unit. lf your missile gets stranded - that is, there is no target unit or city within
reach, and no safe landing area - the missile is a dud that falls to earth harmlessly. lt
disappears from the game.

If a city is the target of a Cruise missile atta.k, the strongest military unit defends
against it (the unit in that city with the largest defense factor). There is no collateral damage
to city improvements from Cruise missile attacks. If a city is the target of a Nuclear missile
attack, half of the population is destroyed. All military units in and adjacent to the target
square are destroyed as well, regardless of the civilization to which they belong. If a military
unit or stack of units is the target, all units in the stack are destroyed. In addition to the
loss of units, all land terrain squares adjacent to the impact square become polluted.

Helicopters are unique air units in that they don't need to return to a base for refueling,
giving them an unlimited movement range similar to a ground unit. However, every turn a
Helicopter starts in the field-not taking off from a friendly city, Airbase or Carrier-it
suffers a small amount of damage. Eventually, it must return to a friendly city or Airbase
for repairs. A Helicopter can only make one attack per turn; attacking uses all remaining
movement points for that turn.
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Never Usrrs
Naval units also adhere to some special rules. Some naval units have the capacity to carry
passengers - ground units. These include Triremes, Caravels, Calleons, Frigates, and
Transports. Carriers can only transport air units. Submarines can only transport missile
units. When two ships occupy the same square, the one that leaves first takes up to its
carrying capacity of passenger units with it.

naval units can conduct shore
bombardments-that is, they can attack units
standing on the coastal squares of continents and
islands. Because of the high degree of inaccuracy,
the firepower of both the ship and its target is
reduced to one when a ship bombards a unit, city,
or stack on shore. Submarine and Transport units
cannot conduct shore bombardments at all.

Battleships, Carriers, Cruisers, Destroyers, and
Submarines have enhanced observation ranges at
sea. Each can "see" enemy ships and planes from
two ocean squares away. Rival Submarine units are
the only exception to this rule, as their ability to
travel underwater camouflages them from most
units' view (it likewise conceals your Subs from
your enemies), unless the Submarine is attacking
the observing unit. Destroyers, Cruisers, AEGIS

Cruisers, and Helicopters can all spot Submarines if they are adjacent to them. Note that
Submarines cannot spot rival Submarinesl

COMBAT
Combat occurs when a unit attempts to enter a map square occupied by a unit or city of
another civilization - unless the unit is a Diplomat or Spy, in which case it can offer bribes
to units or conduct a variety oF business in cities - or unless the unit is a Caravan or Freight
unit, in which case it can establish a trade route when it enters a city. trverybody else.just
fights. Battles are immediately resolved.

Most battles result in the destruction of one army or the other. When more than one
unit occupies the defender's square, the unit with the highest defensive strength (as
determined by comparing the second digit in the units' ADM numbers, and making
allowance for veteran status) defends. If it loses, then all other armies stacked with it are
destroyed as well. However, stacked units taking advantage of Fortress improvements or
taking cover in city squares are destroyed one at a time.
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THr Errrcr oE Deuacr
Successful attackers which have movement points remaining afler combat can continue
moving-and even continue attacking-normally, if they choose. However, successful
attackers often sustain damage in each battle. As a unit is damaged, its strength bar gets
shorter, and eventually changes color. Both the length of the strength bar and the color are
significant. When a unit is reduced to approximately two-thirds of its full strength, the
strength bar changes from green to yellow. When a unit's hit points are reduced to around
one-third of its full strength, the bar changes from yellow to red.

No Damage --
Panial Damage

Critical Damage

Different colored strength bars indicate different levels of hutt.

ln addition to losing strength, damaged units also lose mobility. A unit's damage is factored
into its movement allowance, so a unit which has sustained damage of 5O percent only has 7O
percent of its movement points. For example, if the damaged unit normally had three
movement points, damage of 5O percent would reduce its movement to two (even though it
would still have a green strength bar). There are two important exceptions to this rule: Naval
units are never reduced below two movement points per turn, and air units do not suffer
reduced movement at all.
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CarcuurrNc THE WrNNsn
Combat in Cioilization II is essentially like a rapid-fire boxing match. Units fight one-on-
one in rounds, with damage equal to the firepower of the winner being subtracted from the
hit points of the loser of each round. When one unit loses all its hit points, it is destroyed.
If the loser is defending a stack of units and they are not inside a Fortress or a city, the
whole stack is destroyed.

The important factors in combat are the attack and defense strengths of the
combatants as well as their hit points and firepower; the presence of veteran units on
either side; the terrain occupied by the deflender; and any defensive improvements in the
square. In addition to considering all of these factors, combat also includes an element of
chance. Imagine that sometimes, a unit just gets lucky. We don't want to drag you through
lots of heavy arithmetic for each combination of factors, but the calculations for each
round of combat can be boiled down to a simple comparison.

The total modified attack and defense factors are combined and the probability of
either side winning is approximately the ratio of each side's factor compared to this total.
For example, if an Elephant (attack factor 4) attacks a Phalanx (defense factor 2), the total
of the factors is 6 (4 + 2). The Elephant has about a 66 percent chance of winning (4 out
of 6) and the Phalanx about a 55 percent chance (2 out of 6).

Both the Elephant and the Phalanx have ten hit points and a firepower of one, so the
battle goes between ten and nineteen rounds, until one or the other unit is reduced to zero
hit points. It is possible for one opponent to win every round and take no damage at all,

and it is possible for the opponents to trade damage for damage until even the eventual
winner is badly beaten up. Most combats fall somewhere in the middle.

$ AoDTNG rN Ao,IusrinENrs

N How do those adjustments for veteran status and terrain and so on work?

S>' . They're added into each factor they affect before the total is determined. For
\=: instance, if both units are veterans, each gets a 5O percent bonus to attack

*i", s* and defense, giving the Elephant an attack factor of 6 (4 + 2) andthe phalanx
a defense factor of 3 (2 + | ). Of course, modifying each unit's factors also
changes the total: Instead of 6, it is 9 (the total of each modified factor,
6 + 3)" Now the odds are close to 6 out of 9 for the trlephant and about .5 out
of 9 for the Phalanx.

If both are veterans and the Phalanx is behind City Walls (which triples a
unit's defense factor, making the veteran Phalanx a 9), the odds are about 6

out of I 5 for the Elephant and close to I out of I 5 for the Phalanx. Though the
adjustments change the odds of each unit winning a single round, they have no

affect on the total number of rounds or on the amount of damage inflicted.
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There are a number of special combat situations, which have special rules,
detailed below.

Arn Berrns
Only Fighters and Stealth Fighters can attack tsomber or Stealth Bomber units. In fact,
Bombers and Stealth Bombers prevent enemy units (other than Fighters and Stealth
Fighters) from even entering, much less attacking, the square they occupy.

When a Fighter or Stealth Fighter attacks a Helicopter unit, the Helicopter's
disadvantage is represented by reducing its firepower to one and reducing its defense
factor by 50 percent.

When a Fighter or Stealth fighter is stationed in a city that is attacked by a Bomber or
Stealth tsomber, the defending units scramble, gaining a defense factor four times their
normal value. However, they gain no additional protection from SAM Missile Batteries
(because the SAMs don't want to down their own planes).

AtR DrrrNsr
When an ADCIS Cruiser is attacked by air units, it gains defense bonuses: The defense
factor is tripled against plane or Helicopter attacks, and it is increased five times against
missile attacks.

Crry Arr,rcrs
A successful ground attack on a city destroys only one defending unit at a time. However,
each successful attack also reduces the population ofthe city by one point unless the city
is protected by City Walls. Population loss does not result from naval or air attack, but is
caused by a Nuclear strike.

Crrv DrprNsrs
The City Walls improvement triples the defense strength of units within against all ground
units except Howitzers, and it protects a city's population from reduction. The Coastal
Fortress doubles the defense strength of all unils within a city against shore bombardments
by enemy ships. The SAM Missile Battery doubles the defense strength of all units within the
city against all air units except Nuclear missiles. See Nuclear Attacks for the scoop on SDI
Defense improvements.
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FoRrnrssrs
Units within a Fortress gain significant advantages. A unit stationed within a Fortressdoubles its defensive strength, and stacked units are destroyed one at a time. set,ers orEngineer units can build Fortresses on any terrain square (J."pi;;i, 

"qru.") once yourcivilization has discovered the Constructi-on advance; see Setflers & Engineers for thecomplete scoop.

Nuclr,rn Arrncrs
Nucrear attacks occur when a Nucrear unit attempts to enter a square occupied by enemyunits or an enemy city. A spy unit can make a suicide bomber attack by smuggring a Nucrearunit into an enemy city, regardress of the presence of an SDI Defense city improvement. Inany case, all units in the. target square and adjacent squares are destroyed. regardress oftheir cultural allegiance (in other words, both tieirs and yours). rn uoJitiln, a bombed cityloses half of its population. The defense against most nuclear attacks is the sDI Defensecity improvement.

An SDr Defense improvement is like an umbrera that extends three squares from a cityin any direction' The city and all units and improvements within this radius (includingAirports' Fortresses. and other city squares) are protected from all effects of a directNuclear missire attack, other than the suicidal bomber Spy mentioned previously.

Pmu H,rRnon
when air units or ground units_attack ships in port (navar units defend a city against airunits), the attackers' firepower is doubred against ttle defending units and the defender,sfirepower is reduced to one, to represent the defenders,rr;;;;;;;.lii rnit" also pickoff city defenders one at a time, except ror nuctear missiles (see Nuclear,rttacts, above).

S HoRt Borr,t seRollrN-rs
other than Submarines. any naval units with an attack factor greater than zero can attackenemy units on ad.iacent_land squares (they are conducting shore bombardments). Citiesalong the coasfline are vulnerabre to shore bombardments, ioo. Navar units can defend thecities they occupy against attack, though their firepower is reduced to one because ol theirlimited maneuverability.
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CARAVANS & FREIGHT
Caravan units represent shipments of trade goods and materials. Though the icon remains
a camel, as history progresses, your Caravan units are stand-ins for the continuum of trade
vehicles from camel caravans to wagon trains. They can be used to establish trade routes
between cities or to transfer resources for the construction of Wonders of the World.
Caravans become available once you have achieved the advance of Trade.

Once your civilization has discovered The Corporation, the Freight unit replaces the Caravan

unit on the Pnooucrron menu. Freight units have two movement points a turn. They represent
the modern movement of goods and materials by truck convoys and cargo containers.

Tnnor Rourrs
A Caravan or Freight unit can establish a trade route by entering any city, even a rival's city.

Your treasury gains an immediate cash payment for delivery of the first load of goods, and
your research scientists gain an immediate bonus for cultural exchange of an equal amount
of science (beakers). The home city of the Caravan or Freight unit gains an increase in the
trade generated each turn, which represents a continuing economic relationship. A listing
in the GENERAL INFoRrurArroN window shows the cities with which trade routes have been

established, and the amount of bonus trade generated every turn. The bonus is added to
the total amount of trade your city produces, so that indirectly this boosts your research,
tax, and luxury production in that city.

Each city can have up to three functioning trade routes, one for each commodity the city
produces. As each route is established, the commodity traded on that route is enclosed in
parentheses, to indicate a successful deal. Thereafter, when a Caravan is completed, loads
of that commodity are no longer available. Food loads are always available.

The amount of trade generated by a trade route depends greatly on supply and
demand, and partly on the size of the two cities. Bigger cities generate more trade. Trade

with a city from another civilization is of greater value than trade with friendly cities. The
farther apart the two cities are, the greater the bonus for trading between them. Trade

bonuses also increase when the cities are on different continents. Ifyou capture a rival city
with whom you were previously trading, the trade route remains active. However, the
amount of trade it generates is reduced, because items which were once exotic imports
have become domestic commodities.

Caravans and Freight can enter any city they can reach. They are not hampered by
movement restrictions like zones of control, but their ADM numbers are low enough that
they might find it difficult to smuggle goods into an enemy city without being destroyed.

Caravan and Freight units can take advantage of naval transport to trade overseas (you can

load them aboard any ship that carries units), and they can disembark into a city directly
from a ship.
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Supprv & DrveNo
Dach city in the game can supply three commodities because of their local abundance.
Similarly, each demands three other commodities, which are locally in short supply. While a
Caravan or Freight unit can deliver goods to any city, it gains the largest profits from
delivering a commodity to a community that demands it. You can check the marketplace
wisdom by clicking the Supplv & DEMAND button at the bottom of the Tnaon ADVrsoR's Report.
A list of commodities appears. Choose the commodity in which you're interested, then
click OK. A second list shows all known cities that supply the item and all known cities that
demand it. The list is updated to reflect your exploration and contact with other cultures.

Fooo CRnw,rNs
A fourth and always available option for trade goods is food. You can transfer one food per
turn to another city by sending a load of food from a city with a surplus to a city that needs
help. A needy city can be on the receiving end of more than one food route. Once a food
route is established, it cannot be countermanded. It is automatically canceled, however, if
the sending city runs out of food for its own people.

BurrorNc WoNoEns
A Caravan or Freight unit can contribute shields equal to its construction cost to any
Wonder of the World you are undertaking. Simply move your Caravan or Freight unit into
the city in which construction of a Wonder is underway. A dialog box offers you the choice
of contributing to the construction. If you decide to help build the Wonder, your Caravan
or Freight unit disappears and its worth is added to the production of the Wonder, speeding
its completion. If you divert goods to help build a Wonder, they are still available later to
establish a trade route.
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DIPLOMATS & SPIES
Diplomats are unique units that can act as ambassadors, envoys, secret agents, and saboteurs.
They can open contacts with other civilizations and establish embassies to gather information
about your rivals. They can steal information and otherwise disrupt your rivals. They can
bribe enemy armies. Stationing Diplomat or Spy units in your own cities reduces the
effectiveness of enemy Diplomats and Spies. When your civilization obtains the advance
of Writing, you can build Diplomats.

Be aware that enemy Diplomats can use all the same
techniques against your civilization as you use against theirs.

Once your civilization has developed the Espionage advance,
the Spy unit replaces the Diplomat unit on the Pnoouclon menu. A
Spy is superior to a Diplomat in several ways. Her greater
sophistication and more elaborate training allows her to choose a
specific technology or target improvement when entering a city
intent on mischief. In addition, she can travel more rapidly, moving
up to three squares a turn, regardless of the terrain. A Spy has an
observation range of two squares in every direction. When a Spy
successfully completes a mission, she has a chance of escaping
and returning to the nearest friendly city. The easier the mission,
the greater the chance that she will escape. For instance, stealing
a random civilization advance is easier than stealing a specific one.
Finally, Spies have the unique ability to plant nuclear devices in
enemy cities, as we'll explain in Entering Enemy Cities.

BRrsrNc ENruy UNrrs
You might convince an enemy unit to defect and join your civilization. Only units of
civilizations governed by Democracy are completely immune to bribery.

In game terms, simply move a Diplomat or Spy into a sguare occupied by a single enemy
unit (neither Diplomats nor Spies can bribe units that are stacked together). A dialog box
appears, showing how much gold the unit demands to defect. If the unit is immune to
bribery, a dialog box will remind you of this condition.

The farther a unit is from its capital, the less gold is required. If you accept, the gold is
deducted from your treasury and the army switches sides (becomes your color). The Diplomat
or Spy survives the discussion regardless of his or her success in negotiating; however, ifyou
do not choose to pay the bribe, the enemy unit might attack your negotiator later. Diptomats
and Spies can bribe naval and air units as long as these are not stacked with other units.

The nearest friendly city becomes the home city for a newly bribed unit (see
Unit Roster for information on this point).
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CouwrrrusPIoNAGE
Diplomats and Spies stationed in frierrdly cities have a chance to thwart "steal technology"
attempts by enemy Diplomats and Spies. Each Diplomat has a 20 percent chance to do so
per attempt. Spies have a 4O percent chance; veteran Spies have a 6O percent chance of
catching their fellow envoys. Cetting caught ends the interloper's turn'

ENrEmNc ENEUy Ctrtts
Diplomats and Spies can stip past enemy armies without pausing to observe zones of control,
using superior powers of persuasion and/or diplomatic immunity as a shield. Diplomats and
Spies are also subject to deportatior-r (a special form of "attack") even from civilizations with
which they are not at war. Any military unit can "attack" a Diplomat or Spy from a civilization
with which it is at peace, provided that the envoy is nearer to a city of the military unit's
culture than to one of its own cities. The offending envoy is returned to friendly territory.
Diplomats and Spies can travel overseas in ships as do other ground units.

Diplomats and Spies are two of only four units that can enter defended enemy cities
(Caravans and Freight are the other two). A menu listing the tasks a Diplomat or Spy can
perform appears whenever you send your envoy on an urban mission' If, after you've

looked over your choices, you decide not to take any action, click the CANCEL button to
back out of the menu. Each task is fully explained below.

NTERNATIONAL INCIDENTS
Whenever a Diplomat or Spy successfully steals technology, sabotages a city
improvement, poisons the water supply, or incites a revolt in a city of a
civilization with whom you have signed a treaty, an international incident
almost inevitably occurs. Your victim is likely to treat your treachery as an

act of war, although a victim with whom you are allied may sometimes
choose to disregard your act. In addition, if you are governing your
civilization as a Republic or Democracy, there might be domestic

repercussions as well. Your government may collapse into Anarchy when the
scandal reaches the Senate floor.

Do not confuse international incidents with a Spy's ability to escape
unharmed after a mission - the two events are completely independent.

The only times when incidents do not occur are when you are already at war

with your victim and when the Diplomat or Spy fails in its mission.
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lNvrsrrcart Ctrv
your Diplomat or Spy unit gathers information about the rival city's production and

development. In game terms, this option shows you the enemy's Ct'tv DtsruY. You can

examine what armies are defending the city and what improvements have been built there.

When you exit the CIrY DISPLAY, you return to the Mnr window. Your Diplomat has been

eliminated, or your Spy has been charged one-third of a movement point for her efforts.

There is no possibility that your envoy is detected. Until the end of the turn, you may click
on the city again at any time to review the knowledge you have gained.

EsrasltsH ENas,A.ssv

your Diplomat or Spy unit establishes official contact with the rival civilization, setting up

an office in the city to which you sent him or her. If you sent a Diplomat, he stays there to

head the office, so the icon disappears; if you sent a Spy, she has been charged one-third

of a movement point for her efforts. There is no possibility of international embarrassment.

In game terms, you can access information about your rival's type of government, treasury,

number of armies, the name of its capital city, treaties with other civilizations, diplomatic
states, and technological advances whenever you look at your FoREIGN MINISTER'S Report

(see Advisors for the complete scoop). It is only necessary to establish an embassy once

with any particular civilization.

Srnar AovnNct
your Diplomat or Spy attempts to steal one civilization advance from a rival civilization. In
game terms, a Diplomat can only confiscate one advance per city. A spy can make more

than one attempt per city, although her chance of capture increases with every additional
mission. If you send a Spy, she has the option to try the more difficult task of filching a

specific advance from the list of unique technologies your rival has.

Dven if he succeeds, a Diplomat disappears in the process (his cover is blown). If she

evades capture, a Spy returns to the closest friendly city, and is promoted to veteran status

for her work. While veteran status cannot improve her ADM rating of zero defense, it does

increase her chances of escaping detection on later missions.

If you have already stolen a civilization advance from this particular city, or if the enemy

civilization has discovered no technology worth stealing, and your envoy is undetected, a

Diplomat unit loses its turn but is not destroyed. If the enemy civilization has discovered

no technolory worth stealing, a Spy remains empty-handed' The only way a Spy can fail to

steal an advance is if she has opted to confiscate a particular technolory.
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lNousrru.r.r- Sa.sor,qc r
Carefully maneuvering in the back streets, your envoy manages to infiltrate some critical city
organization or defense. ln game terms, your Diplomat or Spy destroys either whatever item
the rival city currently has under production. or one of the rival city's existing
improvements- the item targeted is a matter of random chance. lf you send a Spy, she has
the option to try the more difficult task of destroying a specific target from the list of existing
improvements that city has.

Regardless of his success, a Diplomat is lost in the effort (think mad, suicidal bombers
if it helps). If your Spy is not captured, she returns to the closest friendly city, and is
promoted to veteran status for her work. While veteran status cannot improve her ADM
rating of zero defense, it does increase her chances of escaping detection on later
missions. The only way a Spy can fail to complete her sabotage is if you have opted to
destroy a particular improvement.

If your envoy destroys a critical improvement, it might throw the city into unrest
(Temple, Cathedral), weaken its defenses (City Walls. Coastal Fortress), or cut its
production (Factory, Solar Plant). Diplomats and Spies never destroy Wonders of the World.

INcrrr A REVoLT

Your Diplomat or Spy contacts dissidents within a city and provides the necessary means
for them to overthrow their current regime" In game terms, for a suitable payment. the city
revolts and joins your civilization. The amount needed to finance a revolt depends on the
size of the city and its proximity to the enemy civilization's capital. If you wish to avoid an
international incident, you must subvert the city by paying double the listed amount, as the
dialog box warns.

Enemy capitals never agree to revolt, and neither do cities in a Democracy. Cities with
Coufthouses cost twice as much to bribe. Cities under Communism tend to remain expensive
to bribe even when they are situated far from their capital. Also, it costs less to push a city
already in civil disorder into open revolt than it does to undermine a contented city.

A Diplomat is lost in a successful revolt (he stays to organize the new government). A
Spy returns to the closest friendly city if she is not captured, after appointing a new city
government. A successful Spy is promoted to veteran status.

If you don't have enough cash to finance the project, your envoy doesn't even attempt
to incite the natives. He or she escapes outside the city if you refuse to pay the cost.

If the overthrow is successful, all units within one square of the revolting city that
belong to that rival civilization also revolt and join your regime. All other rival units who
counted that city as home are disbanded. All existing city improvements except Temples
and Cathedrals remain intact.
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lNvEsrtc,ul CtrY
YourDiplomatorSpyunitgathersinformationabouttherivalcity,Sproductionand
development. In game termsl this option shows you the enemy's Ctrv Dtsrlnv' You can

examinewhatarmiesaredefendingthecityandwhatimprovementshavebeenbuiltthere.
When you exit the Ctrv Dtsrlav, you return to the Mar window' Your Diplomat has been

eliminated,oryourSpyhasbeenchargedone-thirdofamovementpointforherefforts.
There is no possibility tnat your 

".ruoy 
ii detected. until the end of the turn, you may click

on the city again at any time to review the knowledge you have gained'

Esre.grtsH EtvtsessY

your Diplomat or spy unit establishes official contact with the rival civilization' setting up

anofficeinthecitytowhichyouSenthimorher.IfyousentaDiplomat,hestaysthereto
head the office, so the icon di"upp.u.., if you sent a spy, she has been charged one-third

of a movement point for her efforti. There is no possibility of international embarrassment'

In game terms, you can access information about your rival's type of-go-vernment' treasury'

number of armies, the name of its capital city, treaties with other civilizations' diplomatic

states,andtechnologicaladvanceswheneveryoulookatyourFonntcnMlntstnR'sReport
(seeAdvisorsforthecompletescoop).Itisonlynecessarytoestablishanembassyonce
with any particular civilization.

Srle.l Aovlt tcl
your Diplomat or spy attempts to steal one civilization advance from a rival civilization' In

game terms, a DiPlomat can only confiscate one advance Per city' A Spy can make more

thanoneattemptPercity,althoughherchanceofcaptureincreaseswitheveryadditional
mission. If you send a sfy, stre ias tne option to try the more difficult task of filching a

specific advance from the list of unique technologies your rival has'

Evenifhesucceeds,aDiplomatdisappearsintheprocess(hiscoverisblown).Ifshe
evadescapture,aSpyreturns.totheclosestfriendlyCity,andispromotedtoveteranstatus
for her work. While veteran status cannot improve her ADM rating of zero defense' it does

increase her chances of escaping detection on later missions'

If you have already Stolen a civilization advance from this particular city, or if the enemy

civilizationhasdiscoverednotechnologyworthstealing,andyourenvoyisundetected,a
Diplomatunitlosesitsturnbutisnotdestroyed.lftheenemycivitizationhasdiscovered
no technology worth stealing, a spy remains empty-handed. The only way a spy can fail to

stealanaavanceisifshehasoptedtoconfiscateaparticulartechnology.



INnusrrual S,,rgor. cI
Carefully maneuvering in the back streets, your envoy manages to infiltrate some critical city
organization or defense. In game terms, your Diplomat or Spy destroys either whatever item
the rival city currently has under production, or one of the rival city's existing
improvements - the item targeted is a matter of random chance. If you send a Spy, she has
the option to try the more difficult task of destroying a specific target from the list of existing
improvements that city has.

Regardless of his success, a Diplomat is lost in the effort (think mad, suicidal bombers
if it helps). If your Spy is not captured, she returns to the closest friendly city, and is
promoted to veteran status for her work. While veteran status cannot improve her ADM
rating of zero defense, it does increase her chances of escaping detection on later
missions. The only way a Spy can fail to complete her sabotage is if you have opted to
destroy a particular improvement.

lf your envoy destroys a critical improvement, it might throw the city into unrest
(Tempte, Cathedral), weaken its defenses (City Walls, Coastal Fortress), or cut its
production (Factory, Solar Plant). Diplomats and Spies never destroy Wonders of the World.

INcrrr A RrvoLT
Your Diplomat or Spy contacts dissidents within a city and provides the necessary means
for them to overthrow their current regime" In game terms, for a suitable payment, the city
revolts and joins your civilization. The amount needed to finance a revolt depends on the
size of the city and its proximity to the enemy civilization's capital. If you wish to avoid an
international incident, you must subvert the city by paying double the listed amount, as the
dialog box warns.

Enemy capitals never agree to revolt, and neither do cities in a Democracy. Cities with
Courthouses cost twice as much to bribe. Cities under Communism tend to remain expensive
to bribe even when they are situated far from their capital. Also, it costs less to push a city
already in civil disorder into open revolt than it does to undermine a contented city.

A Diplomat is lost in a successful revolt (he stays to organize the new government). A
Spy returns to the closest friendly city if she is not captured, after appointing a new city
government. A successful Spy is promoted to veteran status.

If you don't have enough cash to finance the project, your envoy doesn't even attempt
to incite the natives. He or she escapes outside the city if you refuse to pay the cost.

If the overthrow is successful, all units within one square of the revolting city that
belong to that rival civilization also revolt and join your regime. All other rival units who
counted that city as home are disbanded. All existing city improvements except Temples
and Cathedrals remain intact.
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..'r srRlAL Sasoracr
,.rrefr-rlly maneuvering in the back streets, your envoy manages to infiltrate some critical city
--rganization or defense. ln game terms, your Diplomat or Spy destroys either whatever item
-;re rival city currently has under production, or one of the rival city's existing
rnrprovements- the item targeted is a matter of random chance. If you send a Spy, she has
the opiion to try the more difficult task of destroying a specific target from the list of existing
irrprovements that city has.

Regardless of his success, a Diplomat is lost in the effort (think mad, suicidal bombers
il it helps). If your Spy is not captured, she returns to the closest friendly city, and is
promoted to veteran status for her work. While veteran status cannot improve her ADM
rating of zero defense, it does increase her chances of escaping detection on later
rnissions. The only way a Spy can fail to complete her sabotage is if you have opted to
destroy a particular improvement.

If your envoy destroys a critical improvement, it might throw the city into unrest
(Temple, Cathedral), weaken its defenses (City Walls, Coastal Fortress), or cut its
production (Factory, Solar Plant). Diplomats and Spies never destroy Wonders of the World.

iNclrr A REVoLT

Your Diplomat or Spy contacts dissidents within a city and provides the necessary means
for them to overthrow their current regime. In game terms, for a suitable payment, the city
revolts and joins your civilization. The amount needed to finance a revolt depends on the
size of the city and its proximity to the enemy civilization's capital. lf you wish to avoid an
international incident, you must subvert the city by paying double lhe listed amount, as the
dialog box warns.

Enemy capitals never agree to revolt, and neither do cities in a Democracy. Cities with
Courthouses cost twice as much to bribe. Cities under Communism tend to remain expensive
to bribe even when they are situated far from their capital. Also, it costs less to push a city
already in civil disorder into open revolt than it does to underrrine a contented city.

A Diplomat is lost in a successful revolt (he stays to organize the new government). A
Spy returns to the closest friendly city if she is not captured, after appointing a new city
government. A successful Spy is promoted to veteran status.

lf you don't have enough cash to finance the project, your envoy doesn't even attempt
to incite the natives. He or she escapes outside the city if you refuse to pay the cost.

If the overthrow is successful, all units within one square of the revolting city that
belong to that rival civilization also revolt and join your regime. All other rival units who
counted that city as home are disbanded. All existing city improvements except Temples
and Cathedrals remain intact.
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PorsoN rur, W.trtR SuPPt-Y

Only Spies can attempt to weaken the resistance of a rival city by poisoning the water

supply. In game terms, a successful attempt reduces the target city's population by one

point. If your Spy is successful and undetected, she discards her environment suit and

returns to the closest friendly city for promotion to veteran status'

Pmsr Nucru.n Drvlcr
Only Spies can attempt to plant nuclear devices in rival cities. In game terms, this is the

only way to nuke a city protected by the SDI Defense improvement. This is the most difficult
mission to accomplish, and the likelihood of capture is high. nurthermore, there is the

possibility that your Spy will be caught red-handed, causing a major international incident'

if ttri" hupp.rrs, every civilization in the world will declare war on you, appalled by your

atrocity (unless you have a Fundamentalist government).

SETTLERS & ENGINEERS
Settlers are groups of your most resourceful and adventurous citizens. As independent

pioneers, they perform two critical functions for your civilization; they found new cities and

ih.y "".r. 
as civil engineers, improving the terrain for your empire's benefit. After your

civilisation develops the Explosives advance, the Dngineer unit replaces the Settlers unit
on the pRoDUCrroN menu. These industrial-era citizens have better training and better

equipment than your basic Settlers unit. Dngineers can accomplish all the same tasks as

Setgers can, and they can perform them twice as quickly. ln addition, Dngineers have the

unique ability to Transform formerly unimprovable terrain like Desert, Glacier, and

Mountains squares.
your civilization produces Settlers and Engineers in the same manner as it does any

other unit, with one caveat. When one of these units is completed, the population of the

city that produced it is reduced by one point (one citizen on the PoPULArlon Rosrnn),

representing the emigration of these pioneers. If a city has only one population point when

it iomptetei the task of building a Settlers or Dngineer unit, the city disappears when its

populaiion is absorbed into the new unit. This is one of the onty ways to eliminate a city

that is in a poor or inconvenient location.
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FouNorNc Nrw Crrrrs & INcruesrNc ExrsrrNc ONrs
To found a new city, move a Settlers or Engineer unit to the desired location and press the
BuLo @ key, or choose Bullo NEw cnv from the oRDERS menu. The unit disappears as the
people it represents become the first population point of the new city.

The Aoo ro CIrY order can be used to increase the size of an existing city with Iess than
ten population points. Move a Settlers or Engineer unit into an existing city and press the
Burr-o @ key or choose ADD ro Crrv from the ORDERS menu. The unit is absorbed into the
city, adding one point to its population.

MeruNc ltvtprovr,ra rNrs
Settlers, and later Engineers, can make a number of agricultural and industrial
improvements to your civilization's topography. Each task takes a certain number of turns
to complete, depending on the terrain being improved. some improvements can only be
undertaken after your civilization has acquired certain technologies. Engineers, being
better trained and equipped, can accomplish tasks twice as fast as Setflers. Engineers are
also the only units that can Transform terrain. Teamwork makes these units work faster.
You can combine Settlers and/or Engineers to accomplish tasks more rapidly. For example.
two settlers units work twice as rapidly as one, and three .rn ,c.o*plish a task in one-
third the standard time. one Settlers unit and an Engineer can also accomplish a task in
one-third the standard time, since the Engineer naturally works faster than the Setlers.

There is no limit to the number of times your Settlers or Dngineers can build new
improvements on any given terrain square - if the changing n."d" of your civilization
demand clearing, irrigation, reforestation, clearing. pollution clean-up (detoxification), and
reforestation in succession, the land can take it. If an option is grayed out on the ORDERS
menu, that task cannot be accomplished at this time. perhaps undertaking another
improvement will make the desired option available in the futurl. For instance. a plains
square surrounded by Forest has no access to water and cannot be irrigated. you,ll need
to clear at least one of the adjacent Forests (one that shares a side with ihe target square)
and irrigate it, before irrigation becomes available to the target square.

We've extracted all the variations into a table which lists the task, the shortcut key, the
required advance, if any, and the terrain types which benefit from this improvement. Full
explanations of each activity appear after the table.
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TASK SIIORTCUT
KEY

BDQUIBED
ADVANCE

TDBRAINS TIIAT BDNEFIT

lrrigate o Desert, Grassland, Hills, Plains, River

Clear E Forest, Jungle, Swamp

Build Farm E Refrigeration Any Irrigated Land Square

Build Fortress B Construction Any Land Square

Mine M Desert, Hills, Mountains

Reforest @ Grassland, Jungle, Plains, Swamp

E Any Polluted Land SquareClean up

Build Road @ Any Land Square

Build Railroad ts Railroad Any Road Square

Transform o Explosives Any Land Square

Build Airbase tr Radio Any Land Square

IRRrc.trr
Depending on the form of government employed by your civilization, irrigation can improve
the agricultural production of a city's relatively level terrain. A suitable square can be

irrigated if it shares one side with a source of water (Ocean square or terrain with a river
running through it) or another irrigated square (diagonal doesn't count). Although your city
square might be irrigated when the city is founded, it does not count as a source of water
for further irrigation. Sometimes you might find it necessary to irrigate squares to which
your city has no access, in order to extend irrigation into squares the city uses. When your

Setflers or Engineer unit is positioned in the appropriate terrain square, choose the BUILD

IRRTGATToN option on the oRDERS menu or press the D X.y.

Crlen
Clearing terrain improves the movement point cost of dense terrain (although it eliminates
the defensive bonus), and provides land suitable to further improvement through irrigation

or reforestation. Sometimes a terrain square might need to be cleared to allow for irrigation

access, and later reforested to restore valuable resources. When your Settlers or Dngineer

unit is positioned in the appropriate terrain square, choose the Cmnce ro GRASSLAND

(sometimes Cnancn ro Platns) option on the OnoEns menu or press the f key'
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Burro Fanrut

Planting market gardens and other high-yielcl farmland is the post-industrial farmer,s task.
once your civilization has discovered the Refrigeration advance. Setflers or Engineer units
can intensify the food output of irrigated land by another 50 percent in cities that build the
Supermarket improvement. When your Settlers or Engineer unit is positioned in the
appropriate terrain square, choose the IMpRovE FnRrqlano option on the onorns menu or
press the E key.

Bullo FoRrRrss
Building Fortresses can be essential for defense of terrain that is not a city site. Fortresses
provide a defensive bonus to rural or frontier units in the same way the City walls
improvement benefits urban defensive units (see Combat for the full details). In addition,
representative governments can station troops in Fortresses that are within three squares
of a friendly city without incurring a field service penalty (see Happiness & Civil Disorder
for complete details). once your tribe has discovered the Construction advance, this option
becomes available in the onoEns menu. When your Settlers or Engineer unit is positioned
in the appropriate terrain square, choose the Buno F.RTRESS option or press the @ key.

MrNr
Mining terrain allows full utilization of the natural resources present. It is especially useful
in special terrain tike coal and cold. when your setflers or Dngineer unit is positironed in
the appropriate terrain square, choose the BurLD MINE option on the o"o.^" menu or press
the @ key.

Rlrorusr
Reforestation improves the shield production of most terrain (though it increases the
movement point cost of open terrain if there is no road or railroad through the square).
Reforesting Plains and crassland squares also improves their defensive bonus. when your
Settlers or Engineer unit is positioned in the appropriate terrain square, choose the CnaricE,
To FoREsr option on the Onnnns menu or press the @ key.

Cn,rN Up PouunoN
Detoxifying squares by cleaning up the pollution there restores the full (pre-pollution)
production capacity to the affected squares. A long-term benefit of clean-up is the reduced
chance of global warming, which might otherwise occur (see Terrain & llovement for
details). Both industrial pollution and nuclear contamination can be eliminated by clean-
up efforts. When your Settlers or Engineer unit is positioned in the appropriate terrain
square, choose the cr-Enn up poLLUrroN option on the oRDERS menu or press the B key.
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Burr-o Rono
Building roads across terrain reduces the movement point cost of that square by one-third,
provided that the moving unit enters from an adjacent road square. Depending on the form

of government under which you civilization operates, it can also improve the trade

production of the square. Roads are the foundations for railroads. When your Settlers or

Engineer unit is positioned in the appropriate terrain square, choose the Butlo Rono option

on the OnoEns menu or press the E X.y.

Buno Re.nRo.q.o

Laying track across terrain eliminates the movement point cost of that square providing the

moving unit enters from an adjacent railroad square. Railroads also increase shield

production by 50 percent, rounded down. You can only build railroads where you have

already built roads. When your Settlers or Engineer unit is positioned in the appropriate

terrain square, choose the Butlo Ratl,Rono option on the Ononns menu or press the @ key.

Tnq.Nsponpt
Modern equipment and engineering techniques allow workers to transform even the most

inhospitable land into a productive terrain. Once your civilization has discovered the

Dxplosives advance, this option becomes available to your Dngineer units. When your

Engineer unit is positioned in the appropriate terrain square, choose the TRANSFoRM option

on the ORDERS menu or press the @ X.y.

Burr-o AtRsA,sr

Buil<ling rural airbases allows your air units more flexibility in their flight plans and enables

them to patrol a greater area. Once your civilization has discovered the Radio advance, this

option becomes available on the ORDER menu. When your Settlers or Engineer unit is

positioned in the appropriate terrain square, choose the BUILD AIRBASE option or press the

E xev.
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Zulu Warrior

\.

EXPLORERS
Explorers are non-combat units that can treat all terrain as roads. Their bravery and
resourcefulness makes them ideal for opening up new continents and discovering the far
reaches of a landmass quickly. Explorers can ignore enemy units' zones of control;
however, for diplomatic purposes (peace treaties and alliances) your rivals consider
Explorers as dangerous as they do combat units.

BARBARIANS
Barbarians are small tribes of raiders that are not part of any opposing civilization. They
always carry red shields. You can set the likelihood and frequency of barbarian attacks in
the initial game choices you make. You might encounter them periodically as your
civilization begins to expand and grow. They sometimes invade lrom the sea; other times
they arise suddenly in unsettled parts of any continent. Barbarians might attempt to
capture or destroy your cities, and pillage your fields and mines. Most barbarian tribes are
accompanied by a leader.

Because barbarians can appear along any coast or in any unsettl ed area, it is important
to defend your cities with at least one military unit. Barbarians (and rival armies) can walk

right into an undefended city, capturing it with only minor bloodshed (the captured
city loses one population point, just as any city taken by force does - see

Capturing Cities under Cities for the gory details).

Even if barbarians capture a city or several cities, they do not become a
rival civilization - that is, they do not join the space race, or negotiate

treaties, or earn rank in historians' reckonings. Sea raiders can be fought
on land or engaged at sea in their ships. Land barbarians arise in areas
that are outside the radius of a city. As time passes, they appear at
even farther distances from civilization. Thus, expanding your network
of cities over a continent eventually removes the threat of land
barbarians, because the entire area has become more or less civilized
by your urban presence.
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ReNsoitztrNc BenseRrAN LrloERs
When you attack and destroy stacked barbarian units, the leader units fall with their troops
and are also destroyed. However, if a barbarian leader stands alone in a square, and your
army wins an attack against him, he is captured. His compatriots immediately give you gold
to ransom him back-the amount they pay is based on the barbarian level you chose in
game setup. Barbarian leaders who have lost their armies attempt to escape. If not
captured in a few turns, they disappear.

{
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Other cultures share your world in Cioilization IL lf your attitude is
expansionist and your home continent is large, you might seek out_
and find - your rivals early in the game. lf you concentrate on

perfecting your own cities or find yourself limited by a small
continent, it might be centuries before you encounter other

players. Whether you opt for peaceful communications or
aggressive action depends on your style.
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,,]'' ,.,, ,,,:,WitabiiShlag:e*baljieslin 1,our riviils' Ci1lei altows you to increase 'yQur negotiating'powcr; By ghecJrilrg

,,,,,ry6uiirumoiYtiMr{sta($,:ieporto, iou,,can,s9e whethet for examp-le, the bellicose'lndiansrhaveithe'city'ba6e lo
:, ,iacX,::Up,:,tfreti,thieatsr:,ol whettrer.tfretr are,just o-luffing. Youll have a betteri<led of wheh to .baek'doivn and

when to press for concessions.

YOUR RIVAL,S ANTECHAMBERS
When you meet with an emissary of a rival ruler, the decor
of his antechamber can tell you much about the relative
size and type of government employed by the enemy

civilization. One alcove displays icons relating to the
military might of your rival, the other icons represent his

or her knowledge and advancement. Decorative details
indicate what type of government is in power.
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CONDUCTING DI PTOMACY WITH
COMPUTER OPPONENTS

Diplomacy is conducted face to face with one rival emissary at a time. An opponent can
contact you any time after units from each of your civilizations have met, and the reverse
is also true. You can contact an opponent any time after your units have been adjacent to
his or hers. Just select the Seno EMrssARy option from the noRErcN MrNrsrER's report in the
ADVISoRS menu.

In game terms, once you choose the SEND EMrssAKy option, a dialog box opens, offering
you several responses from which to select your intent. The form of government under
which your civilization currently operates can influence the choices you have; see
Governments for the details.

Estabtishing embassies with other civilizations can be a very useful preparation for
negotiations. Your Fonrrcri MINTsTER collects information from all of your embassies. From
him you can learn important facts about your opponents, including the personalities of
their leaders, their diptomatic states with respect to all civilizations with whom they have
contact, the number and names of their cities, the extent of their technological advances,
their current research project, and the amount in their treasury. This information is not
available for civilizations with which you have not established an embassy.

Mooo AND PERSoNALITY
The tone and result of any negotiations are greatly influenced by the mood of your rival.
The opposing leader might be antagonistic, obsequious, or somewhere in between. This
mood depends on the leader's personality and how your two civilizations compare to each
other and to the rest of the world. You might pick up cues about a rival's mood from the
body language of the emissary.

A rival leader's personality might be aggressive, rational or neutral. Aggressive leaders
are more tikely to lean toward war or demand high payments for peace. Rational leaders
are more likely to offer peace and might only be bluffing when asking for payment. lf you
have broken previous peace agreements with any civilization, your perfidy is remembered
and influences all rivals' degree of antagonism.

If you are the largest, most powerful, and richest civilization in the world, all rivals are
likely to be very demanding or antagonistic. However, if a particular opponent is puny in
comparison to your might, his or her natural tendency to belligerence might be overridden.
A civilization threatened with extinction is more interested in survival.

Leaders with whom you are allied tend to become jealous as your civilization grows
larger and more powerful; they expect to be appeased with gifts of cash or knowledge. On

the other hand, allies who leap ahead of you may be generous when asked to share their
good fortune.
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RrpurerroN
Your reputation is based not on how peaceful or how warlike you are toward your neighbors,
but on how often you keep your word. Breaking alliances or treaties can blacken your
reputation in the international community. Savagely sacking the city of a treaty partner with
Legions, or breaking a cease-fire to bombard your opPonent's city by Stealth Bomber are

acts likely to be deplored throughout the known world. The actions of your Diplomats and
Spies can also damage your standing. Your computer opponents learn from your actions and
adjust theirs to fit their expectations. If you habitually break treaties, other Ieaders will have

no qualms about doing the same to you. It is important to note that the most severe censure
is reserved for the ringleaders in group actions. If you break your word because you were
"incited" by another player, the diplomatic penalty is drastically reduced. For example, if you
have signed a fieaty with the Romans, and the Creek emissary asks you to declare war on
your erstwhile friends, it is a chance for you to break your treaty with the Romans at a much-
lessened penalty than if you had been the principle figure of treachery.

Over long periods of time, if you mend your ways by keeping your word to other rulers,
the black marks on your reputation can be partially erased and your honor somewhat
redeemed. If you build the Eiffel Tower Wonder, the process of character redemption is

speeded by a "lump sum" 25 percent shift in your favor, followed by a more rapid recovery
over time. Only through the effect of the triffel Tower can a player who has
broken his word regain a spotless reputation.

Finally, your reputation matters on the domestic front, too. When you
choose to govern your civilization as a Republic or Democracy, your
Senate pays careful attention to your conduct in foreign affairs. They can,
for instance, force you to sign a cease-fire or peace agreement. They are
also vigilant in trying to force you to keep your agreements. If they catch
you circumventing their oversight by intentionally provoking an enemy (by

refusing to leave enemy territory during a peace treaty, for instance, or if
a Diplomat or Spy causes an international incident), your government is
likely to collapse into Anarchy because of the scandal'
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THE FIVE DIPTOMATIC STATES
ln Ciailization, all negotiations ended with an offer of peace or a declaration of war. In
Cioilization II, however, there are finer gradations of posture, or diplomatic state, than
just these two options. The relationship between two cultures can be expressed as one of
five different states: alliance, peace, cease-fire, neutrality, or war. Each has repercussions
in the movement and position of armies and other units, as well as on the international
reputation of the participants. A short description of each state Follows.

AtlraNcr
ln an alliance, you and your ally agree to full (or almost full) cooperation against your
common enemies. This shared purpose and trust manifests in a relaxation of restrictions.
You can freely enter each others' territories, ignoring zones of control, although you cannot
stack your units with those of your ally or actually enter each others' city spaces. If you have
convinced a weaker power to ally with you, that ruler will expect occasional awards for his
or her faithful service. Your ally also expects your military assistance if he or she is attacked.

Because an alliance involves a great deal of trust and cooperation, it is more difficult
to cancel than other types of agreement. You cannot simply back-stab an ally by attacking
him or her, but must first cancel your agreement during diplomatic negotiations. All units
nearer to one of your former ally's cities than to one of your own are returned from the
field to the closest friendly city. The reverse is also true: your former ally's armies are
returned to his or her territory at the same time.

Breaking an alliance, for any reason, is remembered as a major transgression by all of
the computer-controlled players. lf you unilaterally cancel an alliance, your reputation
suffers a "black mark" that is only very slowly erased by time. To cancel an alliance without
receiving a black mark. you must maneuver your ally into terminating the agreement for you.

Precr
A peace treaty is in theory a permanent arrangement, in which you and your rival agree not
to attack each other or even enter the other's territory with military units. ln
Cioilization II a ruler's territory encompasses any space within the radii of his or her
cities. Units that violate this agreement may be asked to leave - and their failure to do so
immediately can be considered a treaty violation, even if circumstances (like opposing
units' zones of control) render the trespassing unit temporarily immobile.
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Since it is a degree less cooperative than an alliance, there is no barrier that prevents

you from breaking a peace treaty at any time - other than your concern for your reputation.
Breaking a peace treaty is a serious matter, and your ruthlessness is long remembered by

all other cultures, not merely the one you double-crossed. If you wish to avoid the black
mark on your reputation, you can try taunting the other leader into declaring war on you.

If he or she falls for the maneuver, you reputation remains spotless, though your military
preparedness might suffer as your armies absorb his or her first strike.

peace treaties are most useful when you want a long period of quiet on a particular

border, since their recognition of territorial borders keeps enemy units from harassing you

and fortifying near your cities. By the same token, they impede you from entrenching your

units in your treaty-partner's territory.

Cresr-rtnr
A cease-fire is an agreement with a former enemy to end a war. Your enemy might agree to
a cease-fire because he or she wants to make peace, is tired of fighting, or simply wants

to get some breathing space before attacking you again. Once a cease-fire is signed, your

former enemy ceases attacking your units and cities for approximately 16 turns.

Although a cease-fire enjoins you from attacking your former enemy, there are no
territorial restrictions on where you may move your units - you can remain in your fortified
positions, even adjacent to enemy cities. Of course, maintaining military units near enemy

cities is considered a sign of bad faith and will lead to friction in the future.

Unlike a peace treaty, a cease-fire is only a temporary agreement whose effects dwindle
with time. Once the cease-fire expires, your civilizations remain in a state of neutrality
(described below) until some other negotiation or aggression takes place. A cease-fire is
automatically extended for an additional l6 turns or so whenever tribute is paid by either
side. A message informs you when a cease-fire you have signed expires. Violating a cease-

fire is an act of treachery that is remembered internationally, and that blackens
your reputation.
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NrutRtrrrv
This state represents not so much an agreement as a wary agreement to disagree - you are
not openly at war with an enemy, but you have no formal connection, either. The lack of
binding paperwork means that you can freely start a war at any time simply by attacking
an enemy unit or city. on the other hand, you might also send an emissary to start
negotiating a peace treaty or even an alliance with a neutral rival.

Territory is considered important while cultures maintain a neutral stance, and refusing
to remove a unit that has entered the opponent's territory might be enough provocation
for a declaration of war. The expulsion of your Diplomat or Spy from an opponent,s
territory is not in itself a contravention of neutrality.

Wan
This diplomatic state represents the likelihood of open hostilities at any point in which your
units contact your opponent's units. However, there are times when you might enter or
remain in a state of war without the exchange of gunfire, as when continents separate your
main forces from the enemy's.

wars can start for innumerable reasons, ranging from self defense to greed and
conquest. War might be openly declared after a breakdown in negotiations or in return for
offenses rendered by ill-placed troops, or it can start with a sudden sneak attack.
Civilizations at war with yours might drag their neighbors into the conflict, too, by activating
alliances (paying their allies to assist them in the attack).

Once you are at war with another civilization, that ruler considers you a hated enemy
unless and until you sign a cease-fire or other, more permanent, agreement. you must
make up separately with each opponent (even those allied with a civilization with whom
you have already negotiated). If, for instance, the Vikings and the Sioux were allies in a war
against you, you must negotiate one agreement to end hostilities with the Vikings and a
separate one to placate the Sioux.

NEGOTIATIONS
To begin negotiations with another ruler, simply pull down the Fonercn MrNrsrER's report
from the AovrsoR menu, and click the Seno E,nrssnRv button. The options avaitable to you
depend on your current diplomatic state and the attitude of your rivat. If you send too many
emissaries, a leader can get annoyed and refuse to speak to you. Wait a few turns for his
or her impatience to wear off, then try again.
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lf you are at war with a rival, he or she
might make a demand that you must satisfy
if you wish to progress in your negotiations
or might even refuse to meet with you. lf
you are in a state of neutrality or better and
have not exhausted your welcome, you
progress to the DrrlouncY menu. Again, the
options available to you depend on your
current diplomatic state. We've prepared
several tables to clarify your choices. The
table below displays the gist of your
emissary's. polished phrases, the states in
which he or she is allowed to offer such
remarks, and the opponent's probable
response. Most results are self explanatory;
the two which direct you to other menus are
expanded on below.

DrprouecY MENU

DIPLOMATIC OPTION WIIEN OFFEBED RESULT

"Consider this discussion complete.
"suggest a permanent strategic alliance."

always except war end conversation
peace possibly sign alliance, might ask

for concession

"suggest a permanent peace treaty."

"Request a gift from you, our gracious allies."

"flemand tribute for our patience."

"lnsist that you withdraw your troops."

T Cancel this worthless alliance."

cease-fire/neutral possibly sign peace treaty, might
ask for concession
possibly receive gift, but possibly

lower ally's esteem

possibly receive tribute,
possibly declare war, possibly

no reaction

peace/cease-fire

/neutral

peace possibly withdraw, possibly

declare war

'Wi"t to offeryou agift..."

always exgjpt \{ar
always excePt war

919 "!,"f.94"t btr.k -qtk
go to PRoPoSAL menu
go to Crrr menu
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Piopose.r MrNu

COMMENT

"HAVE l Pnoposel To MAKI..."
Once you have your rival's ear, you can make a variety of suggestions. Common sense tells
you that the better an opponent likes you, the more likely he or she is to agree to your
proposal. Opponents also take your relative standing in the game into account. They are
more likely to be magnanimous if you are far behind than if you are the pre-eminent power
in the world. The following table gives the gist of your emissary's remarks and the rival's
likely response.

BDSULT

Iever mind Return to DIPLoMACY menu

lsk to exchange knowledge Possibly exchange advance, possibly receive as a gift or for a fee

\sk to declare war against an enemy Demand bribe of gold or knowledge to attack an enemy

\sk to share world maps Possibly exchange maps

t

Exchanging Knowledge: Civilizations that are not extremely antagonistic might accept
an offer to trade civilization advances. They negotiate by requesting a particular
advance from you. Your options include accepting the deal as offered, vetoing the
exchange, or offering an alternative advance instead ofthe one they requested. They,
in turn, can accept or decline your revised offer. Sometimes an opponent thinks less
of you for offering lesser alternatives. You may continue trading as many technologies
as you possess, provided the other party is interested. Occasionally, you might be
offered an advance as a gift or for a monetary fee.

Declaring War: Civilizations who see an advantage in changing the balance of power
might be persuaded to declare war on a mutual enemy. They usually request a cash
payment for their trouble, but might demand two advances in lieu of gold.

Exchanging Maps: Civilizations might agree to exchange knowledge of the world in the
form of accurate maps of territory they have explored. If they accept, the darkness
is rolled back in your MAp window to represent their information.
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"HAVE e Gtrr ro OFFER.."
Sometimes rivals appreciate a tangible result more than mere flowery words. If you'd like

to improve an opponent's attitude toward you, you have the option of offering a gift.

Several categories of persuasion are available: knowledge, money, and troops.

Grrr MtNu

COMIIENT BESTJI]T

Never mind Return to DIPLoMACY menu

Offer knowledge Cive knowledge, improve attitude

Offer money The more money, the better the attitude

Offer military unit Transfer military unit

Offer Knowledge: You can agree to offer knowledge to cement a better relationship.
your rival suggests an advance they are interested in. You can agree to that choice,

change your mind about the exchange, or make a counter-offer. Your rival's opinion

of you improves with each gift you make.

Offer Money: You can attempt to offer a gift of cash to placate your rival. A dialog box

lists your three levels of generosity. If you change your mind, the Nevnn MIND option
is always available. Your rival's opinion of you always climbs if you give him or
her gold.

Offer Military Unit: You can attempt to offer one of your existing military units to
bolster a friend's army and encourage his or her good opinion. If the leader feels

your technology is superior, a list of your cities appears. choose one to see the

roster of units stationed there. Click on a unit to send. That unit becomes part of
the other civilization's army, and no longer draws support from your city'
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As we explained in the Introduction, there are two ways to win
Cioilization II. You can either beat the other civilizations into space by being

the first to successfully colonize a distant system, or conquer all the other
civilizations in the game.

fHE SPACE RACE
The environmental pressures of growing populations in the modern

rl world are forcing humans to look into space for resources and room to
live. The question is not whether humans will travel to the stars, but
when. The final act of stewardship you can perform for your civilization

is to ensure that they lead this exodus.

The history of your civilization ends when either you or
'r't one of your rivals reaches a nearby star system with

colonists. lf your spaceship is the first to arrive, you
receive a bonus to your civilization score in recognition
of this final accomplishment. Regardless of how many

colonists your spaceship is carrying or how fast it is, if a
rival makes planetfall first, you receive no bonus.

No civilization can undertake spaceship component construction untiI one civilization
has built the Apollo Program Wonder. Thereaftet the race is on and any civilization that

has acquired the necessary advances can begin building the parts of a spaceship.
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Spaceshipsareinmanywaysaone-shotdeal.Eachcivilization,includingyours,can
build only one spaceship ai a time. Restrictions prevent you from building a second, back-

up ship once you launch the first' Once launched' ships cannot be recalled or turned

around. You can construct a second spaceship only if your current ship explodes in space

or if your capital city is captured while your spaceship is under construction (the

conquerors burn it on the launch pad)'

SPACESHIPS

The purpose of your spaceship is to carry as many colonists as possible to another star

System.Ataminimum,itmustprovidelivingspaceforcolonists,life.support,energy
sources, propulsion power, and iuel for the engines' Spending more. time constructing

additional components can result in a faster voyage and a higher colonist survival rate'

As each new component is completed, the spAcESHrr display aPpears, showing where the

component is positionej- rna ,pdrting the statistics and specifications. All spaceships

have the same charact..i"ti.", 
'population, food, energy, mass' fuel' flight time' and

probability of success. We'll explain each in turn'
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PopurertoN
This figure represents the number of pioneers the spaceship is outfitted to carry. The more
citizens it carries to the new planet, the higher your bonus.

Supponr
This figure shows what percentage of accommodations on the ship is currently serviced by

life support: air, nutrient, and waste systems. Pioneers not provided with life supPort
cannot survive the voyage.

ENEncv
This figure indicates what percentage of the energy required by habitation and life support
modules is currently being provided. If sufficient energy is not available to power life
support and habitation, the probability of success will be very low.

Mess
All of the components, modules, and structures add to the mass of your spaceship. The

greater the mass, the more power is required from propulsion parts to move it.

Furr
This figure indicates what percentage of the fuel your propulsion units require is currently
aboard. If insufficient fuel is provided, the propulsion components aboard cannot work to
their maximum power and the ship cannot attain its best possible speed.

FucHr Ttmr
This calculation indicates the number of years required for your spaceship to reach the

nearest star, based on the ship's current mass and engine power. Adding more engines and

fuel reduces flight time.

Ptone.rtrtrv oF SuccESs

This figure incorporates all the other data (including the amount of food and energy

available and the estimated flight time) in an estimate of the approximate percentage of
colonists who are expected to survive the voyage. The faster the flight, the higher the

expected survival rate.
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Splcr SHrp LeuNcH
To send your spaceship on its voyage, click on the Lnuncn button. You cannot retrieve a
spaceship once it has been launched.

CoNsrnucrroN
Your spaceship is such a large undertaking that it cannot be built whole cloth the way
improvements are built-it is, instead, constructed of parts. There are three types of
spaceship parts: components, modules, and structures, each of which we describe in
detail below. You must achieve a new civilization advance to make each type of part
available for construction. However, the delivery of spaceship parts to your capital city is
handled automatically as each part is completed.

Though you can construct parts in any order, and most likely will have multiple parts
under production simultaneously, all modules and components must eventually be
connected to structural parts if you want them to function. Unconnected modules or
components are emphasized to signal that they are not working. Once sufficient structural
parts have been added to provide supply and support lines, the problem disappears.

CorvtpoNrNrs
To build spaceship components you must have achieved the technological advance of
PLAsrrcs. You can then build components at a cost of l60 shields each. There are two kinds
of components, propulsion and fuel. As each component is completed, you choose which
type has been built.

Propulsion Components: These parts are the engines that provide the power for
space flight. More engines mean the ship travels faster, reaches its destination
sooner, and has a higher probability of a successful mission.

Fuel Components: These parts provide fuel for the propulsion units. In order for the
propulsion units to perform at maximum levels, you must provide one fuel
component for each propulsion component.
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MoourEs
Spaceship modules require the advance of Superconductor and cost 52O shields each to
build. They exist in three types: habitation, life support, and solar panels. As each module
is completed, you choose which type it is and add it to your ship.

Ilabitation Module: Each habitation module provides living space, community
services, and recreational facilities for lO,0O0 colonists.

Life support Module: Each life support module provides the food and other
requirements for the IO,OOO colonists carried in one habitation module. Colonists
carried in a habitation module that doesn't receive life support have a very low
probability of surviving.

Solar Panel ltodule: Dach solar panel module provides enough enerry to Power two

of the other types of module. Modules that don't receive power cannot function
properly.

Srrucrutnr Supponr
Structural units require the advance of Space Flight and cost BO shields each to build. You

must build sufficient structural units to connect the components and modules together.

Parts that are not connected do not work and provide no benefit to the ship'

CoNQIERING THE WORTD
When striving to win this way, aggressiveness helps. Your object is to take over any and all

rival civilizations. Note that if you vanquish other civilizations early enough in the game,

some new tribe might develop a Settlers unit and found a civilization using the color
originally assigned to the vanquished culture. In this way, some civilizations "re-slart."

Eventually, if you're lucky, you might be able to subjugate the entire world. If at any time
you control the only settled civitization, you win, and the End Came sequence proclaims
you the ruler of the world.

Brooorusr OPTIoN
If you prefer to eschew space exploration altogether, you can choose

an optional rule at the initial setup of the game that disables the
spaceship building sequences. Although you can still achieve,
say, the Space Flight and Plastics advances, the spaceship

parts remain grayed out on any menus on which they appear,
and you remain planetbound. Thus, your only possible method

of victory is total world domination.
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SCORING
Completing a Cioilization II game can take many hours, especially if you are playing at
one of the tougher levels of competition. There are several ways to get a general idea of
how you're doing along the way.

TuroNr Roou
As your civilization achieves certain
milestones, some of which are keyed to
numbers and sizes of cities, attitude of
population, and civilization advances,
your citizens spontaneously show
their approval - first by building and
subsequently by offering to make additions
to your THRoNE Roou. Periodic reports notify
you of these events.

Do you have to take the time to direct
the additions to your throne room? No. If
you choose to, you can completely ignore it
with no repercussions. Turn off Tnnonn
Roou on the Cnnpnrcs OrrroNS menu, and
you won't even know it's there.

However if, like most of us, you enjoy
making improvements to your seat of
power, click once to see the schematic
overlay. The colored elements of the overlay
represent areas that you can change. Dach
element has four different looks, representing the increasing decorative sophistication of
your people. Once you have indulged your tastes in interior decor to their fullest, your
people update the various objects d'art scattered about your chamber. You can view the
current state of your throne room at any time by selecting the VrEW THRoNe Rooll option from
the VrEw menu.
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Dt,r,tocRRprttcs
This option, available on the Wonlo menu, provides a number of real world statistics about
your civilization's health, growth, economic, and military status. Each measure shows both
an actual value and your rank among the world's civilizations. If you have established an
embassy with the nation that is top-ranked in a particular measure, your rival's achievement is
listed along with your own ranking. You can use the DEMoGRApHrcs report to compare your
performance with that of your rivals and to determine what areas of your civilization need
the most immediate attention.

CryruzerroN ScoRE
If you're the type who prefers the

concreteness of numbers, choose the
ClvrLrznrron Scone option from the Wonlo
menu for a numerical representation of
your progress. Cioilization II keeps a
running total of the points you've earned
for population size and various
achievements. It also keeps track of
penalties for pollution and other negatives.
This chart covers basic scoring:
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c'OFIDITION POINTS SCOBED

Each happy citizen
Each content citizen
Each Wonder of the World that you possess

Each turn of world peace (no wars or combat)

Dach futuristic advance

Each map square currently polluted

When you reach the end of the game (in 2O2O AD), this total becomes the basis of your
score. However, the level of barbarian aggression you chose affects the final tally. The
lowest level of activity (none) results in -5O points, the next higher level -25, and the normal
level causes no change. Playing at the highest level of barbarian villainy adds 5O points to
your final score.

The basic scoring goal-a challenging one-is to score 1,0OO points or more. Of
course, there are ways to score even higher, but they involve winning the game before time
runs out.

If you conquer the world before the last year of the game (2020 AD), Cioilization II
calculates an alternate score, based on the number of rivals you've squelched and the
speed with which you moved. You can earn up to 1,OOO points for conquered cultures, and
nearly as much for speed. Cioilization II compares this alternate score to your running
total and awards you the higher point value of the two.

If you successfully settle the stars, you earn a bonus based on the number of colonists
to reach Alpha Centauri. This bonus is added to your running total score when you
complete your mission.
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cioilization rr offers a number of options to keep the worlds you civilize
fresh' Undoubtedly, the most powerfut of these is the M,qr EDrroR. with this

tool, you can create your own worrds, determine the size and shape of the
continents. the type and extent of the terrain, and the starting Iocations of alt
the civilizations in the game.

You can literally create any worrd you rike. However, it is possible for a
custom-drawn map to violate the map conventions that cioitization rr needs
to run a successful game. Therefore, it is important that you, as map designer,
include a sufficient combination of plains and crassland squares for every
civilization to have at least one potential city site. The world also must have at
least one ocean and preferably more than one continent. An ,,illegal,, map will
lower the quality of your game by forcing your computer opponents to ptay at a

significant disadvantage - and hence pose a much less interesting challenge.
To begin using the Mar EotroR, double-ctick the MAp EorroR icon in the Windows program

group to which you assigned ciuilization rr. once you're in the program, you have a
couple of screens, a tool box, and a few menus that let you create your own worlds. trach
of these components is described below.
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YOUR TOOLS
The main features of the Mar Eo[on are the Toolrnn and three display areas: the MAP, WoRLD,

and Srarus windows. In brief, the Tooltsox holds your terrain type "brushes," the tools you

use to place squares into the Mar window. The Wonlo window allows you to quickly center
the MAp window around any place on the planet you're creating. The SrArus window shows
you the brush you are currently using, its position in the M.qr window, and the dimensions
of the map.

THE Toornox
The TooLBox contains all the basic types of terrain available in Cioilization II, plus three
special icons: River, City, and Special. When you select one of these icons, it becomes your
brush, and you can then use the brush cursor to place that terrain (or river or city) onto
the world. When you use the Crry icon, you can set the starting locations for some or all of
the game civilizations.
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Placing Terrain: Click on the terrain type you want to "load" your brush. Then, hold
down the Isnrrtl ltey and click anywhere on the map (even atop existing terrain) to
place that type of terrain square there. To place larger areas, you can choose a
larger brush size (see below) or drag the cursor while you hold down both the Isnittl
key and the left mouse button.

Placing Rivers: To place rivers onto the map, first click the RrvEn icon. once your brush
is "loaded," you can Iay rivers in the same way as you do terrain. Note that you can
also remoDe rivers by holding down the [S,rrit]key and right-clicking on a location.
You can lsnin]-right-click-and-drag to remove a long length of river.

Placing Starting Locations: To place a city square on the map, click the Crry icon.
When your brush has thus been loaded, you can place cities in the same way as you
do terrain or rivers. As soon as you place a city, you are prompted to choose which
civilization will start at that location when the game begins. Civilizations that
already have starting locations are noted in parentheses. Note that you can remoDe
a city by holding down the lsiiril Xey and right-clicking on a location, or simply by
placing that civilization in a different location. lf you place starting locations for
some civilizations but not others, Cioilization If will decide where to place the
unassigned ones. When you load a map you have created (to use in a game), you
will always have the option to ignore the pre-set city locations and use random
locations instead.

Multi-terrain Brushes: You might find it convenient to paint your map with a brush that
contains more than one type of terrain. To do so, you use the Special brush, which
operates like the cut-and-paste functions of many applications. First, lay down an
area of terrain squares on the map that is exacily the size and the types that you
wish to have fill your brush. Next, select a multi-square brush of the same size as
this area (multi-square brushes are described below). Click the Special icon on the
Tooltsox. Finally, hold down the lsnttl key and right-click on the terrain area (you can
use any existing map section). This "grabs" that terrain and uses it to fill your brush.
Click anywhere with the brush to place an area of terrain that is an exact copy of
the area you "grabbed."
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Mep WtNoow
The Mar window is the one you'll use the most, the one in which you actually place terrain
squares. This is where you build your world. Clicking anywhere in this window centers the
map at the location you clicked (the cursor location). The Mrr window can also be sized,
like most windows; cliclr-and-drag a side or corner of the frame to the dimensions you like.
A large Mrr window is most useful for creating detailed continents.

To paint using the current brush, hold down the lSrrtt] key while you click or
click-and-drag.

To remove rivers or cities from squares, hold down the lsrrrtil key and right-click.

If the current cursor location is a basic terrain, without a city or river, you can select
that type of terrain as your brush without recourse to the Toorrox. Hold the ls,ltrlkey and

right-click on the spot.

Wonro WrNpow
This window shows the entire map of your world in miniature. Click anywhere in the Wonl-o

window to center the Map window on the spot you clicked'

Smrus WrNoow
The SrArus window is a convenient quick reference. It shows the dimensions of your map,
the current cursor location, and the current brush.

THE MENUS
The Mexu Bnn (along the top of the screen) provides access to the following menus. Each

option on each menu is described briefly.

Eorrot MENU
This menu contains options for loading and saving maps.

New Map: This option creates a new, blank maP into which you can place terrain.

Load Map: This option allows you to load a previously created map. This can be a map
you have made or one from a saved game.

Save IIap: This option allows you save the map you are currently editing. If you have

not already named it, you will be prompted for a name'

Save Map As: This option allows you to save the current map under a new name.

Quit: choose this option to stop using the Mar Eorron and return to windows.
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Vrrw MrNu
This menu contains options that let you adjust the
location of your windows.

amount of detail you see and the

Z,oom, ln @ : This option enlarges the view by one level, lessening the amount of the
world you can see.

Zoom Out @: This option constricts the view one level, increasing the amount of area
you see.

llax Zoom In ([ctrr] E): fnis option zooms the view in to maximum magnification.
Standard Zoom ([srrttl@): This option resets the zoom to the default level.

lledium Zoom Out ([snii] @13 This option sets the zoom at a level roughly midway
between the default and the maximum.

l[lax 7,oom, Out ([ctr]l E): ffris option zooms the view out to see the maximum area.

Arrange lllindours: This option cleans up the desktop, returning the windows to their
starting configuration.

Center View @: This option centers the Mar window on the current cursor location.

Mm MrNu
This menu contains options to get your map started, to check your map when it's done,
and to help you recover from mistakes.

Generate Bandom Ilap @: This option creates a world in the same way as the map
generator does when you start a new game. You will be asked all the world
customization questions tltat Ciailization II normally asks.

Generate Blank Map @: Choose this option to generate an ocean world, a map filled
with water, as your blank canvas.

Set lillortd Shape @: This option allows you to select a flat or round world, which
determines whether or not units will be able to cross from the western edge of the
map to the eastern (think of it as the International Date Line, if you will), and back.

Analyze l[ap N: This option searches for potential problem areas in your map. This is
especially useful for avoiding "illegal" maps.

Undo Last Change @: This option cancels the last edit you made to your world.
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BnusH MrNu
The items in this menu allow you to change the characteristics of the brush you use to
insert terrain on your map. The brush can be various sizes and shapes, giving you the
flexibility to quickly and easily create the worlds you want.

fxl [rr l: This option sets the size of the brush to a single terrain square.

3.x5 lrz): This option gives you a brush that is 5 squares by 5 squares (it looks like a
5x5 diamond). Selecting a terrain type from the TooLBox to use with this brush
allows you to create 5x5 blocks of that terrain type.

5x5 [r5-l: This option sets the brush size to 5 squares by 5 squares.

Cross [FZl: This option gives you a cross-shaped brush to work with. This brush is the
same as the 5x5 brush, but with the top, bottom, and side squares (all four corners)
lopped off.

City Radius [F5-l : This option allows you to paint with a brush the same shape as a CIrY

RADIUS.

Toors MrNu
The tools in this menu add some special controls to fine-tune your map building.

coastline Protect @: This option locks all ocean squares into place, allowing no
changes to oceans until you toggle the option off again. This makes it easy to fill in
terrain without worrfng about overwriting oceans and changing your coastline
by mistake.

Warning: If you start a new map (containing only ocean) and you have CoRsrl,lxE

PRorECr turned on, you will not be able to paint any terrain onto your world. Be sure
this option is turned off when you start a new map.

Autoscroll During Paint G]: when turned on, this option causes the MAP window to
automatically scroll in an attempt to follow your brush (the cursor) as you paint. This

might slow the program significantly on some computer systems.

Set Resource Seed @ : The pattern of Srrcnl RESoURCES that is scattered over the map

is determined (in a manner too complex to describe here) by a number generated

when the game creates a map. The Mnr Eorron allows you to set this number and

see its effects immediately. You do this by simply entering any number you choose

into this option's dialog box. Click OK to see the effects of your number.

If you set the value to "l," the pattern of resources will be random. (Note that, even if
you set a number other than "1," when you load this map to use in a game, you are still
given the option of using a random pattern')
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This section details each of the menus and major screens in the game and the parts
and options of each. Refer to the body of the manual for the whys and wherefores (all
we're discussing here is the howto). The screens are covered alphabeticaily, for ease
of reference.

THE CITY DISPLAY
You can direct the operation of each city from the Crrv DrspLAy. Here, you assign citizens
to work in the surrounding fields, mines, forests, and fishing grounds. This display
collects in one place all the crltical information concerning the pictured city's status,

including how many shields it produces; how much food and trade income it is
generating; what it is producing and how close the item is to completion; the

happiness of the population; who is defending the city; and what improvements you've
already built.
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Population Roster

Food Storage Box

Resource Resource Bars

lJnit Roster
Production Box

General lnlormation
Roster

lmprovement Roster

The City Display

You can open the Cnv Dtspmv in many ways.

. Position the cursor over a city in the Mnr window then click on that city'

. Pull down the KTNCDoM menu and choose Hno Cnv, then select the city you want.

. Position the cursor or the current active unit on a city, then press Gr,tErl .

o Double-click on any city name in the Cnv Srnrus report.

. Double-click on any city name in the AmnuoE ADVISoR'S report.

You can close the CIrv DIsrmv by clicking the Dxlr button or tne S button in the top
left-hand corner of the window. If you have the DNTER KEy cLosEs ctrY scREDN option (one of
the GaMr Or1toNS accessible through the Gaun menu) enabled, you can just press [enterl .

Cioilization II has a Crry Drsrlay that is similar to, but not the same as, those in past
Cioilization games. Those of you familiar witlt Cioilization or CioNet should take the
time to learn the differences. We'll discuss each section of the display in turn.

Two important new features are the Zoorq buttons in the top lefLhand corner of the
window frame. You can click on E to contract the ClrY Dtsrlay and E to expand it again.
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Population Roster

Trrrr Bnn
Along the top of the display is the TIrLe BAR. The name of the city, the current date, the total
population of this city, and the amount you have in your treasury are noted here.

PopurlrroN RosrER
Near the top of the display are icons representing the city's population. Each citizen icon
in the Porul,qrroN RosrER represents one population point. (Note that each population point
represents a different number of citizens as the game progresses; the actual population is
listed in the TrrlE BAR.) In addition to the usual workers, a city can support three different
types of Specialists.

Citizen icons can be happy, content, unhappy or
very unhappy. If the number of unhappy people
exceeds the number of happy people (with content
people and Specialists ignored), that city goes into
civil disorder (see Civil Disorder for details).

Sprcrnlrsrs
Citizens who are not working in the city radius are Specialists. For an example, click on a
productive city radius square; the workers there become Dntertainers (one citizen in the
PoPULATtoN RosrER is replaced by an entertainer icon). Specialists no longer direcfly
contribute to the resources a city generates. However, they might be useful in adjusting the
amount of luxuries, taxes, and research the city generates. Specialists do consume food
like other citizens. There are three types of Specialists: trntertainers, Scientists, and
Taxmen. cities must have a population base of five or more to support raxmen

or Scientists.

Entertainers: Citizens removed from the work force immediately become
Entertainers. trach Entertainer adds two Luxury icons to the tally in the
Arponrronvrm bar. These additional luxuries are added before the effects of
improvements such as Marketplaces and Banks are calculated. Creating
Entertainers has the result of creating more luxuries, thus making more
citizens happy.
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Taxmen:ClickonanEntertainericoninthePoPULATloNRosrnntoputhimtoworkasa
Taxman.EachTaxmanaddsthreeTaxiconstotheArronrroNMENTbar(insteadofthe
two Luxuries the Entertainer used to generate). No tax collection is made if a city is

in civil disorder (see Civil Disorder for details)'

scientists: click on a Taxman icon to creaLe a scientist. Each scientist adds three

Science icons to the total in the ArronrronmEnr bar (instead of the taxes the Taxman

usedtogenerate).Thisadditionalresearchisaddedbeforetheeffectsof
improvementssuchaSLibrariesandUniversitiesarecalcutated.AswithTaxmen,
Scientists are only useful if your city is not in civil disorder'

Click on a Scientist icon to return it to Entertainer status'

Foop Sron.tcr Box
Any surplus food generated by your city each turn accumulates in this

mx. rne capacity of tt 
" 

Uo* expands as the city's population increases'

When the box overflows, your city's population grows by one point' and

a new citizen is added to the PoPULArton RosrnR' The Fooo SroR'qcE Box

empties and begins to fill again the next turn'

If one of your cities is not producing enough food to feed its

population, the shortage is subtracted from the reserve in the Fooo

Sro*ou tsox. lf the box is empty and the city still has a food shortfall'

any Settlers or Dngineer units which draw food from its stores are

disbanded,onePerturn,untiltheshortfalliscorrected'lfthereareno
settlers or Dngineers, or if a shortfall still exists after they are lost' the

city loses oni point of population, each turn to starvation' until an

equitibrium is reached.

The Cranary improvement has the effect of speeding population-

growth. When a city has a Ctranary, the Fooo SroRlcn Box only half

Impties when it overflows and creates more people' The box empties

only to the granary line.
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Tnr Rrsoutcr Bens
The RESoURCE bars compile all the resources generated by the city,sworkers each turn. Food, shields, and trade good" u." collected eaihturn from the Crry RADrus squares being worked by citizens. The amount
of any particular resource collected might be modified by the presenceof a certain improvement in the iity, tt e form of governmentyou choose, or by your ownership of a certain Wonder (see
City Inprovements for details).

Foon
The top bar represents the state of the city,s food harvest each turn.
Each population point (citizen icon) in your city consumes two units of
food each turn. Also, some units consume food as part of their support
needs. Any surplus or shortfall is noted on the right side of ttre Uar.
Excess accumulates in the FooD Sronacr Box.

Tnror
The center area contains the Tnaon bar and the AppoRrroNMEnr bar. Together, these representthe state and disbursal of the city's trade income each turn. The Tnaor bar lists the totaltrade goods produced on the left, including any derived from Tn,qoE routes. Depending onyour type of government and each city's distance from your capital, some portion of thearrow icons might be lost as corruption; this is noted on the right side of the bar.

The APPORTIONMDNT bar notes how the income from these trade goods is divided into taxes(gold), luxuries (gobrets), and research funding (beakers). These numbers depend on yourtrade rates (see Kingdom Menu for details) and the assignment of the city,s specialists.The apportionment is figured after the losses to corruption have been subtracted.

S u rclos
The bottom bar represents the state of the city,s production each turn. Depending on theform of government under which your civiliiation operates, some of the shield iconsgenerated each turn might be required to maintain units thut a city has previously built.support requirements are noted on the left side of the bar. Any production capacity lost towaste is noted in the center of the bar. Production is indicated on the right side of the barand accumulates toward what the city is building in the pRooucrrox Box.

If the city's industrial capacity is not sufficient to maintain the existing units, theshortage is indicated. If your turn ends and there is such a shortage, enough units aredisbanded to make up the difference, beginning with the ones fartheit from the city.
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Rrsourct Mel
Immediately below the Porur,Rrron Rosrnn is a detail map showing all of
the discovered terrain squares within a city's radius. The city square
itself is always under production. For each population point (each
citizen in the roster), you can work one additional square. The
maximum number of squares a city can work is the number of citizens
plus one or twenty-one, whichever is smaller. Note that it is possible to
have more citizens than there are squares to work.

Depending on the type of terrain in a map square, citizens working
there can produce food, production shields, and/or trade goods. Most
squares produce a combination of several resources. Clicking on any
square under production (except the city square, which remains
permanently under production) temporarily takes that citizen off work.
Click on an unoccupied square to put the citizen back to work in a new
place. You can move people from one square to another however you
wish to change the mix of resources the city is harvesting. Citizens removed from work are
temporarily converted into Specialists.

When the city population increases, each new citizen is automatically assigned an area
to develop. You might want to review the map of a city that has just increased in size to be
certain that workers have been placed as you wish.

PRooucrroN Box

Below your Fooo Sronace Box is the PRoDUcrroN Box. Any production
(shield icons) generated by your city each turn accumulates in this box.
The capacity of the PnooucrroN Box changes to reflect the cost of the
unit, improvement, or Wonder currently under construction. When the
box is full, the item is complete. The box empties, and the new item is
ready for use. The item being built is noted at the top. The items
available for building depend on the advances your civilization
has achieved.

When the discovery of a new advance makes available a unit that
supercedes units currently being built, your production is automatically
upgraded to the new unit. If you are building a Wonder and another
civilization completes it before you can, you are reminded that you must
change production in that location.
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Some Wonders on the PRoDUcrtoN menu might be marked with an asterisk (.) before
their name' This indicates that the Wonder's special ability has been made obsolete by
someone's discovery (not necessarily yours) of the terminating advance. you may still build
obsolete wonders to gain points toward your final score (see Scoring for details).

CueNcr
You can use the Cnexcie button to switch production to another item at any time before the
production of the existing item is completed. If you have already accumulated sufficient
shields to construct the new item, any excess is lost, and the item is immediately
completed. Otherwise, the accumulated shield icons roll over toward the new item. Note,
however, that changing the production assignment often results in a significant loss of
efficiency, which is reflected as a loss of accumulated shields.

This button changes to Auro orr if you set the city to automatic production mode.

Buv
You can speed the completion of an item by clicking the Buy button. A dialog box shows
how large a cash outlay the rush job requires (see Rush Jobs for why you might choose this
option). If you have sufficient funds in your treasury, you are given the option to buy the
item outright.

PnooucrroN MENU BurroN
These buttons are not in the Pnooucrron Box, but rather on the PRoDUcrroN menu from which
you choose the next item you wish constructed.

Auto: This button allows you to hand the city's production choices off to your advisors
(you get to choose the Military Advisor, the Domestic Advisor, or both) each option
causes your cities to be run using a different philosophy). The game automatically
decides what to build next after each item is completed. To take back the
responsibility for these decisions, click the Auro OFF button in the PRooucrron Box.

Ilelp: The Help button calls up the Ctvruornon entry for whatever item is highlighted.
cheat: when the cnrRr menu is enabled this button allows you to select a unit

improvement or Wonder from the PRooucrrox menu and build it instantaneously,
without interrupting your regular production in any way.



UNrr Rosrrr
Below the RESoURCE Mar is the Untt RosrER. This shows all of the units that
call this city home. The status of each unit (fortified, veteran. or
whatever) is indicated on the unit's shield . Food and shield icons below
these units indicate any resources required by each as support. The
amount and type of support that units need depends on your
civilization's chosen form of government (see TJt)es of Government).
Additionally, if your civilization operates a Democracy or a Republic,
armies on foreign duty whose absence is causing unhappiness are
noted. If the city does not generate enough resources to maintain all of
the supported units, units left unsupported are disbanded, beginning with those farthest
from the city. Click on any unit icon for its exact location. The SUPPoRTED UNIr INFoRMATIoN

window that opens also gives you a few useful options:

No changes

Center map on unit

Center map on unit and close city screen

Order unit to return home

Disband Unit

These are all exactly what they sound like.

I Tr,tP IOVEIT,IE NT RO STE R

Below the UNrr RosrER is a list of all of the existing improvements and Wonders of the World
in the city. Each entry in the list includes the item's icon and name. If the improvement is
one you can sell, there is a gold icon next to the listing. Click on the listing to sell the
improvement. (You can not sell Wonders.) Improvements are added to the roster as they
are completed. Any improvements destroyed by disaster or bombardment are removed
from the list, as are any improvements you sell. Note that Wonders will remain on the roster
even after their special ability has become obsolete.

GrNEner INEoRrtnrtoN Box
What information is in the box in the bottom center of the CIrv DIsrmv depends on what
you want to see. Three of the buttons in the bottom right-hand corner of the display control
this area.
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City lnlo in the General lnformation Box

:!l]:,1?"#::^ilT:il"ffii}il,ffi .T:'H 
the deraurt disprav the rirst time you open

abbre'iation or rhe nime or,,. n#.'.or'#'";'.r'",'"H:::".1rJr:f i,."xi:l,i..,lll":1"::";of these units to give it orders. rne o.oer's ,Ii't-,ro," in the Urur InroRrrlarrox window are:

Ciry Iruro CseRr

. No changes

. Clear orders

. Sleep / Board next ship

. Disband
o Activate Unit
. Activate Unit and close City Display

Dach does exacfly what it sounds like it does.
once your civ,ization has discovered the Trade_advance this area rists items in demand,and items the city can suppry. lt arso summa.ir".'arr" income r."- t.ro" -rtes if you haveany' A city can have ,o ,"^11-:.- trro" -r-i." in-l"p.-tio, ut ,ny ti-.. ilci oestination cityis listed' along with the commodity traded ,; il" income generated each turn.The threat of porution as a resurt of the industriar production and smog in the city isrepresented by cautionary triangres -r.r..o *iir, 

"xutt-ano-cross ;";;; in. _o.. of thesethat appear in the cnuEnnr trnonmarron b; il;'s;"rter is the rikerihood a random terrainsquare within the city radius wiil become poiiri"lo ,n," ,r.r.
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H,rpprNrss CHanr
Click the Harrv button to see this chart. The HAppTNESS chart breaks down
the factors affecting the happiness of a city's population into a series
of citizen icon representations. trach row encompasses the effects of
the previous row and adds the results of specific measures.

The first row shows the natural happiness of a city's population
before any adjustments. The number of content citizens is determined
by the difficulty level at which you are playing.

The second row shows the effect luxuries have in the city, if any.
Every two units of luxuries make one content person happy or one
unhappy person content. Note that contented persons are made happy
before unhappy persons are made content.

The third row adds in the benefits of city improvements like
Temples, Cathedrals, and Colosseums.

The fourth row adds in the effects of martial law and field duty. Any
units imposing martial law are shown in this row. Under a Republic or
a Democracy, martial law does not work, and this row instead displays
any unhappiness generated by having units in the field:

The fifth row adds in the effects of any Wonders of the World, whether in this city or
elsewhere, that influence the population's happiness. Additionally, the fifth row reflects
the attitudes shown in the Porularlox RosrnR, since all of the adjustments have been
factored in.

FonrrcN SrRvrcr Mep
Click the MAp button to see a miniature map of the world. The city
location is noted on this map, and so are the locations of all of this
city's units assigned to foreign service.

Foreign Service Map in the General
lnformation Box
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Happiness Chart in the General
lnlormation Box
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Tur BurroNs
In the bottom right-hand corner are two arrows and a few buttons. Here's what each does:

. The arrow buttons allow you to scroll through your cities one at a time, in
alphabetical order. These buttons are not active when the Crry DrspLAy pops up
in response to a report.

. INFo changes the display in the Grnennr- lNFoRrvrArroN box to the Crry Inro chart.

. Harrv changes the display in the QEnEruu- INFoRMATToN box to the Happiness chart.

. MAP changes the display in the GEnEnal INFoRMATToN box to the FoRErcN Snnvrce MRr.

. VrEw shows you a view of the city as seen from the air.

. RErmnE allows you to change the name of the city.

. Exrr closes the Crrv Drsrlav.

THE MENU BAR
As is usual in Windows applications, a menu bar spans the top of the Cioilization II
window. There are eight menus: G*nn, Klncoou, VrEw, ORDERS, Aovrsons, WoRr,o, Cnear, and
CrvrLopEDrA. You can open any menu by clicking on its name or by holding [e tl and pressing
whichever letter in the menu name is underlined. Having opened a menu, double-click on
any option to activate it or use the arrow keys to move the highlight to that option, then
press linrsl . Most options also have a shortcut key, which is noted next to the option on

the menu. Even when the menu is not
open, you can use the shortcut to activate
an option. Any option which is grayed out is
currently unavailable.

Genr
The options on this menu are what we call "meta{ame functions"; that is, they affect the
game as a whole.

G,qnl OrroNS [cTr!O
This option calls up a checklist of other options. Each of these is a toggle; those with
checked boxes are currently "on," and those with empty boxes are "off ." Click on an option
to toggle it on or off. Note that some options, such as TuronrnL nnr-r, might affect game
speed. When you have these options set as you want them, click OK to return to the game.
If you change your mind and wish to discard your changes, click on CnncEr- instead.
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Sound Effects: includes battle noises, message alerts, and construction sounds. If you
want to hear the audio cues that Ciailization II provides, make sure this box
is checked.

Nways wait at end of turn: guarantees that your turn will not end until you press

ffiterl . If this option is not checked, you need only Press lEiteil to end a turn when
you have no active units to move.

Autosave each turn: automatically saves your game every turn and backs it up to a
save file every four turns. If something dreadful happens and you need to restart the
game, you can use one of these backup filesjust as you would any saved game.

Show enemy moves: makes the progress of any enemy units within observation range
of your units and cities visible. When this option is not checked, you see only those
enemy moves which result in combat with your units.

No pause after enemy move6: normally, Cioilization II pauses briefly after each
enemy unit moves. This gives you time to actually see every enemy move. If you turn
this option on, there is no pause; enemy units will move as quickly as possible.

Fast piece slide: increases the speed at which all units move from square to square.
Checking this option will speed up the game, but might make some unit movements
difficult to follow.

Instant advice: when turned on, this option allows your Advisors to provide helpful
hints whenever they have an opinion to proffer. Otherwise, they'll keep silent until
you ask for their input.

Tutorial help: when active, provides even more advice for novice players.

Move units w/ mouse (cursor arrows): As in the original Cittilization, in
Cioilization II you use the keyboard controls (specifically, the numeric keypad) to
move your units. If you would rather use the mouse-and-keyboard method
introduced in CioNet, turn this option on. You will then be able to position the
mouse just to the side (or top or bottom) of the active unit (the cursor will change
to reflect the fact that you are giving movement orders) and click to have the unit
move in that direction. The keyboard controls remain active regardless.

Enren key closes City screen: when this option is checked, the Ctrv DIsrlRv closes any

time you press [Er-rteil . Otherwise, the Crv Drsplav remains visible at all times once
opened, unless you click the Exrr button to close it. Note that turning this option on
removes your ability to use lrntei] (when the viewing cursor is on a city) to open the
CITY DISPLAY.
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GRnpHrc OprroNs @ tr
This option also opens a checklist of other options. Each is a toggle; those with checked
boxes are "on," and those with empty boxes are "off ." Click on an option to toggle it on or
off. Note that some options, such as Crry ANruRrroNs, might affect game speed. When you
have these options set as you want them, click OK to return to the game. If you change
your mind and wish to discard your changes, click Crxcrl instead.

Throne Room: you will not be notified of the spontaneous improvements to your
TnRonn Roou that your citizens offer unless you have this option turned on.

Diplomacy Screen: when this option is checked, diplomatic discussions take place on
the full Drrlouncv ScReEn, with a portrait, military and technical information, and
perhaps the animated herald (see the next option). lf you turn this off, diplomacy is
a spartan matter carried on in text boxes.

Animated Heralds! whenever you make contact with a representative of another
civilization, the communication will include an animated Herald unless this option
is turned off.

City Animations: every time a city completes an improvement, you'll visit that city to
view the building. Turn this off if you'd rather send an assistant to cut the ribbon at
the opening ceremonies.

Town Council: an animated Town Council will convene occasionally to offer you
advice. If you'd rather not listen to them, turn this option off. You can still ask them
for advice using the TowN CouNCrL option on the ADVtsoRS menu.

Large Video Windows: if you are playing on a high-performance system, you might
want to watch each Wonder of the World video in the LnncE VrnEo window. Check
this to do so. Otherwise, the video will appear in the standard window.

Crrv Rrponr OploNs @ tr
This option also opens a checklist of other options. Each toggles reporting of an aspect of
city information. Those with checked boxes are "on," and those with empty boxes are "off ."
Click on an option to toggle it on or off. Note that some options might affect game speed.
When you have these options set as you want them, click OK to return to the game. If you
change your mind and wish to discard your changes, click CnncEr- instead.

l{Iarn when city growth halted (Aqu€ductlsewer System): when one of your cities
reaches the maximum population that its current infrastructure can support, you
will receive a warning of the situation only if this option is checked.

Show city improvements built: when on, this notifies you of the completion of any
improvement to a city. This is especially useful when you have a city in automatic
production mode.
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Show non-combat units built: if on, this notifies you when a city has completed
production of a non-combatant unit (a Diplomat, for instance). This is especially
useful when you have a city in automatic production mode.

Show invalid build instructions: if you assign a production order to a city that is not
valid (building a Wonder of the World that another city has already completed,
for example) you will not receive notification of the problem unless this option is
turned on. This is especially helpful when you have cities set in automatic
production mode.

Announce cities in disorder: when this is on, you will be notified of any city that goes
into civil disorder.

Announce order restored in city: if this is checked, you will be notified when any city
in disorder has been calmed.

Announce "We Love The King Day": if the citizens of a city are particularly happy with
your rule, they have a celebration in your honor. You won't know about it unless this
option is turned on.

Iilarn when food dangerously low: cities running at a harvest deficit can quickly
deplete their stores of food. You will be warned of the impending starvation of your
people only if this option is checked.

Illlarn when new pollution occurs: industrial civilizations often produce waste
products that are unfriendly to the environment. News of ecological damage will
only reach your ears if this option is turned on.

Warn when changing production will cost shields: changing the production
assignment of a city when it has not completed its previous assignment often results
in a substantial loss of production efficiency and accumulated shields. Unless this
option is checked, you will not be notified or have the option to verify your orders
when this is the case; you will simply have the penalty deducted.

S.wr Ge.ltr @ E
Use this option to save your game. Cioilization II suggests a name for the save file, but
you can type in any name you like (as long as it is eight characters or less). The default
extension for saved games is .sAV. The only limit on the number of saved games you can
have is the capacity of your hard disk.

Loa.o GenE @ E
Use this option to load a game saved previously (including autosaved games). Select one
of the files listed in the window, then click OK.



Setting the Tax Rates

RrrrRr @@
Retiring is one way of ending your game. when you retire, the game shows you how your
civilization did in comparison to the others (which it does not do if you simply quit). The
closing displays are exactly the same as if the game had come to a conclusion on its own.
First, of course, you must confirm that you want to retire.

Qrr lcirl l!
Choose this option if you just want to exit the game without all the closing displays. You
have a chance to confirm or cancel quitting.

KrNcoou
This menu includes options that affect not just one city, but your entire civilization.

Tax Rarr lSfrrtltl
Choose this option to ad.just the proportion
of taxes (gold icons) to science (beaker
icons) to luxuries (goblet icons) that eactr
city generates each turn. As the percentage
of any one of these increases, the
percentage of one or both of the others
must decrease.

VInv TURoNE RooM tsfrrrf tr
As you progress through the game, your
achievements and skill in management are
acknowledged periodicaliy by your people.
The citizens express their favor by
spontaneously adding to the grandeur of
your THRoNE Room, which is located in your
Parnce, which is in your capital city. (lf you
want to, you can relocate your THRoNE RooM
ancl capital by constructing a new PRr-nce in
any city you control.) This option allows you
to take a look at the status of the chamber
from which you rule.
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FrNo Crrv tahrrl O
Select this to choose from a list of all your cities. The Map window will center on the city
you pick.

REVOLUTION fsnittl E
Choose this option when you want to switch forms of government. You must have acquired
specific technological advances to choose a type of government other than Despotism.
Usually. a revolution brings on a period of Anarchy. This can last for several turns.
Eventually, you'll receive notification that your citizens are ready to choose a new type of
government. AU the options available to you are listed. Click on your choice.

Note that once the period of Anarchy ends and you have chosen a new government,
you can use this option for the rest of that turn to freely switch your form of government
without provoking further Anarchy.

Vrrw
This menu includes options that affect the views in the various game windows.

Movr Prccrs @
Use this option to switch the Mar window from Vrew PrecEs mode into Movr PIEcn mode. The
current active unit will be centered in the Mar window, blinking.

VrEw Prccrs p]
Use this option to switch the Mnr window from MovE PIECE mode into Vtew PIEcES mode. The
terrain cursor unit will be centered in the MAP window, blinking. You can use the keys on
the numeric keypad to move this cursor just as you would a unit.

Zoout IN @
This option incrementally increases the size of the map squares shown in the current MAP

window. This option functions in the same way as ttre ffi button in the upper teft-hand
corner of each window.

Zoom Our @
This incrementally decreases the size of the map squares shown in the current Mar window.

This option functions in the same way as ttre @ button in the upper left-hand corner of
each window.
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Max Zoorra IN tZirrl@

;Tr?i:,:*. 
automaticarry zooms in to the maximum size map square in the current

SmNoaRo Zoott tshril A
This option resets the square size in the current MAp window to the defaurt size.
MfOtUtr,t ZOOI,t OUr {slritil@

Il;:?:H: ::ffii 
. a medium size map square in the currenr Mar window. a size that we

Max Zoo,lr Our tZtrll@
This option automatica,y zooms out to the minimum size map sguare in the current MApwindow, showing the entire known world.

SHow Map Gnro @ @
Select this to superimpo":.u..s.ig on the map in the Mnr window. This can help noviceplayers become famiriar with tie i""-"i.t"-rr"ment system used in cioirization II.
AnncNcr WrNoows
This option returns the screen to its originar configuration. onry the MAp window, the sr ruswindow, and the Wonlo window."_;';;;""

Suow HroorN TrnnnrN @

:;',,111,:"-T#',"#:1Y l"#:LXff.improvement 
graphics rrom a, terrain. so that you can

CrNrtR Vmw @
This option automaticary centers the current Map window on the current active unit. Ifthere is no current active unit, nothing 6;;".-



Onorns
This menu lists the orders you can give the current active unit. Note that orders that are
not appropriate for the active unit, or not currently available, are grayed out (or not listed).
Some options have different results (and different text) depending on what type of terrain
the unit is standing on.

Burr-o Nrw Crrv,/forN Crrv @
This option tells a Settlers or Engineer unit to create a new city where it stands. If the unit
stands in an existing city with fewer than eight population points, the option reads JorN Crry
instead, and the unit adds itself to the city as a population point.

Buno Rono/RerrRoAD E
This option tells a Settlers or Engineer unit to build roads across the square in which it
stands. If you have discovered the Railroads advance, the option might read Buro Rarr,Roao.
In this case, your unit can improve existing roads to railroads.

Butn Inruc.uroN,/CHasrct ro... E
Use this option to order a Settlers or Engineer unit to irrigate the square in which it stands.
If the introduction of agriculture requires or will cause the square to change type, the option
will read Cnance ro instead, followed by the type of terrain that will result. For example, if
your unit is on a Forest square, the option might read Cnanon ro Pr,arns. These alternate
orders tell the unit to enact the change. Note that this change does not include irrigation;
you can only do that once the terrain is suitable. For details on which terrain types can be
transformed to which others, please refer to the Poster. If your unit stands in a square that
will not benefit from irrigation, the option will be grayed out.

Buno MINrs/CHINCE ro... M
Use this option to order a Settlers or trngineer unit to mine the square in which it stands. If
the introduction of mining requires or will cause the square to change its tpe, the option will
read Cnaxcn ro instead, followed by the type of terrain that will result. For example, if your
unit is on a Crassland square, the option reads CnRxcn ro FoRESr. These alternate orders tell
the unit to enact the change. Note that this change is in place of the mining. For details on
which terrain types can be transformed to which others, please refer to the Poster. If your
unit stands in a square that will not benefit from mining, the option will be grayed out.



TnnNsEoRu ro...@
This option tells an Engineer unit to drastically change the terrain type of the square in
which it stands. For example, if your unit stands in a Mountains square, the option reads
TRANSFoRIUI ro HILLS, and it orders the unit to do exactly that. For details on which terrain
types can be transformed to which others, please refer to the poster.

Bunn Arnnasr @
This orders a Settlers or Engineer unit to build a military Airbase (not an airport) in the
square it occupies. once it is built, your air units can land for fuel and repairs at
the Airbase.

Burro Fonrruss @
This orders a Settlers or Engineer unit to build defensive fortifications in the square it
occupies. Once it is built, your units can occupy the Fortress to enhance their defensive
capabilities.

CrmN uP PoLLUrroN E
Use this option to order a Settlers or Engineer unit to detoxify a polluted square.

Prne.cr tsrilrtl E
This option tells a unit to wreak havoc on the square it occupies, which could mean
collapsing mines, destroying irrigation, ripping up roads, or other destruction.

UNloao @
Cive this order to a ship to activate all its passenger units, allowing them to move ashore or
onto another ship. The ship must be adjacent to a land square, a city square, or another
friendly ship, You can also click on the ship to bring up a box showing all of the shipboard
units, then click on each one that you want to unload.

GoTo@
This option allows you to send a unit directly to one of your cities. Select a city from the
list (only those which the unit can reach on its own will be listed), and the unit will go there
without further orders. (Note: the original function of this order, sending a unit to a
destination square, is now a mouse function. click-and-hold on the square to which you
want the current active unit to go until the mouse cursor changes to a "CoTo" arrow, and
the unit proceeds to the selected square without further orders.)
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Pentnnon @
This movement order is available only to Paratrooper units currently located in an Airbase

or a city with an Airport. Choose any unoccupied square no more than ten squares distant

from the unit's current location. The unit will move immediately to that square. This order

uses all but one of the Paratrooper's movement points for that turn'

Arru-rrr I
Use this order to move a unit that has not yet moved this turn from any of your cities served

by an Airport to any other (friendly) city with an Airport. This travel uses all of the unit's

movement points for that turn. Only one unit may be airlifted from or into each city

per turn.

Ser HouE Crw @
Use this option to reassign a unit to a specific city for support. In order to be reassigned a

unit must be in a city other than the one it currently calls home. lf the unit is not in a city,

this order causes the unit to move directly to the nearest city under your control.

Fonrrrv @
Select this option to order a military unit to dig in and fortify itself in the square in

which it stands. This enhances the defensive capabilities of the unit for as long as it
remains fortified.

Sr-Erp p
When you order a unit to sleep, that unit is assigned the task of remaining in the square it
o..rpi.". The unit maintains this posture until you wake it (activate it) or an enemy unit

approaches an adjacent square. You can click on a sleeping unit and give the Acrtvrre Unlr

orOer at any time to wake it and return it to active status. Units boarding a ship to
undertake naval transport automatically assume sleeping status when they ship out.

DtssA.No tshirtl O
This order allows you to dismiss a unit from active duty. The unit disappears completely

and irrevocably, so be careful when invoking this option. If you disband a unit in a city

square, one half of the units construction cost is immediately added to the Pnooucrton Box

inthat city. This represents the redistribution of support and retraining of soldiers.

Acrrve.rr Ur.rrr @
This orders the unit at the cursor location to become active. If there is more than one unit

in that square, you can select which unit you want to activate'
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Werr @
Use this to order the current active unit to wait for orders until you have given every other
active unit something to do. Note that if you give another unit the WArr order, that unit will
get in line behind the first unit you ordered to wait, and so forth.

SruP TunN lspacebarl
Use this order to pass over a unit for a turn. The unit takes no action, but will repair itself
somewhat if it has been damaged.

Aovrsons
These options all provide reports on the overall picture of your civilization's strengths
and progress.

TowN CouNcrl @ tr
The TowN CouNcrL is a video-animated meeting of all your advisors. In it, you can ask one
or all of them for advice on your current situation.

Crrv Srerus [Ft 
-l

This report lists vital statistics for all the cities in your empire, in the order in which they
were founded. This information includes how many of each resource type (food,
production, and trade) each is collecting, what each city is building, and how close it is to
finishing that assignment. You can double-click on any of the listed names to open the Crrv
Drsrlay for that city.

DrrrNsr MrNrsrrn [rz-l
The DEFENSE MINISTER reports on your military assets. This includes information on every one
of your existing units, plus statistics on past performance in battle and casualties to date.
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Forurcs MrNrsrrn{Fsl
This report is a summary of everything you know about the other civilizations with whom
you have made contact. This report includes thumbnail sketches of each (the name and
title of the leader, your current diplomatic status with them, and their leader's current
attitude toward you). If you have an embassy with a civilization, you also find out how much
gold they have in their treasury.

You can double-click on any of the leaders (or the SEno Eulssrnv button) to begin
negotiations with that ruler immediately.

If you have established an embassy with a
INTELLTcENCE opens the INTELLTGENcE Rnronr, which
complete list of their cities and notice of which
to build.

Arlrunr Aovrson [FTl
This advisor summarizes the relative
happiness of your citizens. For each city,
this report details the base status of its
population (happy, content, unhappy, and
specialist citizens) and the effects of any
influences (Temple improvements, for
example) which, directly or indirectly,
modify the happiness of the people. If any
city is about to go into civil disorder (next
turn) or will remain in civil disorder unless
you do something, that city will be clearly
marked. Double-click on any of the listed
city names to open the CIry DIsn-Rv for
that burg.
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Tnnor Aovrson [rs-l
Your Trade Advisor reports on the percentages of trade you
have earmarked for luxuries, tax revenue, and scientific
research funding in each city. In addition, this report covers
those improvements to your cities which require maintenance
payments. Comparing your total tax revenue (income) with
your maintenance cost total (expenses), you can see whether
the treasury of your civilization is increasing each turn,
shrinking, or remaining the same. lf your treasury is shrinking,
this might be a good time to increase taxes or adjust
individual cities to produce higher revenue. In an emergency,
you might wish to sell an improvement to raise cash. In
addition, your trade Advisor keeps tabs on the market for
every trade cargo in the game. Click the Surrly Ario Druano
button to see a list of Commodities. Click on the commodity
in which you are interested, to see a list of cities interested in
that cargo. The OK button lets you choose another cargo and
the CANCEL button returns you to the TRADE ADVTSoRS Report.

ScmNcr Aovrson [ro-l
Your Science Advisor keeps a record of the advances your
civilization has already achieved and the progress of your
scientists toward the next advance. (Advances that your
civilization was the first to learn appear in white type.)

Click the Goal button to see the entire list of advances and help options that
are available.

Note that it is possible to continue making advances beyond the list that defines
civilization up to the end of the twentieth century. These continuing advances are called
FuruRE TECri, and each one you acquire adds to your civilization score.
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Wonro
This menu allows you to view statistics comparing the progress ol'the vvorid's civilizations.

WoNorns oF rHE Wonln [i7']
This option shows the icon for each Wonder that has been br-riit and ideniifies both its
location and the culture that (currently) owns it. If a Wonder was built btlt has since beetr
destroyed, l.hat fact is also noted.

Top 5 Crrrus l,'c I
This option brings up important siatistics
about the top five cities in the worlcl,
including their population size arrd citizens'
attitudes, the culture to which they belong,
and any Wonders present. City rank is
determined on the basis of the number of
happy citizens, content citizens, and
Wonders of the World there. This list might
even conlain information on places you

didn't know existed (your civilization has yet
to discover them).

C rvr itz.r.rtoN Scorr [r=s 
-l

Use this option to find out your score so far.
This is based on the total number of
citizens in your entire civilization, Wonders
you have Lruilt, bonuses for various
measures like world peace, and sitniiar
penalties for negatives like pollution. If you
have enabled Cheat Mode during your game
it is noted in your score.

DlH,toczuq.rurcs m
This option shows you a list of demographic statistics and tile ranhing cf your civilization
for each measure mentioned. If you have diplomatic relations rvith civiliz;;ti*ns whose ranh

in a particular category is higher than yours, ihat culture's sta{.istics are Iisteri as well.
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Sn,rcrsuns [-7]
When you contacL your space advisors, they report the progress

of any spaceship under construction. Select from the menu the
civilization whose spaceship you wish to examine. Your
advisors present a picture of the construction accomplished to
date and their assessment of what the craft can carry, its
estimated flight time, and its probability of success.

The space race begins once the Apollo Program Wonder ofthe
World has been constructed. Thereafter, any civilization that has

the requirecl technologies can begin building parts of a spaceship.

Once the space race begins. it is important to maintain a

watch on the spaceships of your rivals. You need to assess

when they are likely to launch so that you can plan the size of
your own ship and its launch date. If you conclude that your
ship construction is too far behind to catch up, it might be

necessary to mount a military campaign to capture the enemy

capital. Capturing an enemy capital destroys a spaceship,
whether it is under construction or already launched.

CHEnr
This menu contains options designed as crutches for those of you too loathsome and

pathetic to be able to win on your own. No, seriously, these are aimed at novice players

who might want (or need) a head start, so that they can "jump the learning curve" and

enjoy some of the more advanced portions of Ciuilization IL More experienced players

might want to use these to cut out some aspect of the game that they find less than fun,

so as to enjoy the rest that mllch more. Whatever your reasons for cheating, remember that
using this menu goes on your permanent record.

Toccm Cnta.r Moor @ts
Use this to toggle Cllt:Ar MODE on and off. You cannot use any of the other options on this

menu unless this one has been enabled. Once you use this cption, euen if Aou neuer

actually use anA of the other cheat options, the fact that you have cheated is noted
permanently on your civilization score'
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Cru,trt UNIr Isnirtl[Ft I
This option creates a new unit at the current cursor location. You can generate any type of
unit that you can currently build, or use the buttons at the bottom of the window to select
from lists of Obsolete or Advanced units. Other buttons determine whether or not the
created unit is a veteran and which civilization has control of that unit.

Rrvr,rr- M,rp IsnFtl frz I
Use this to view the map of any civilization (what they have discovered to date), or to have
the entire world revealed to you.

Srr Huu,tN Pr-,ryrn bhn @
This option allows you to abandon your rule and take control of whichever civilization you
would prefer to run. You can also abdicate completely and watch the game play against itself.

SEr Ge,vtt Yle.n [S,rirtl f r+ I
Use this to turn the calendar forward or back to whatever game year you like. You will be
prompted to enter a number of "Turns trlapsed." This is the game's way of expressing
years. There are several different time scales for years versus turns, depending on the
difficulty level and how far the game has progressed. It might help to know that there are
55O turns in a Chieftain level game, 5OO in Prince level, 45O at King level, and 4OO at both
the Emperor and Deity levels. After these turns, there is always a grace period of twenty
years between the last turn (2OOO A.D.) and the end of the game (2O2O A.D.). Nothing but
the year (neither your civilization nor any of your opponent's) will be affected.

Krn Crvrr-rz,crroN fshrrl [F-51

You can completely eliminate any civilization, including your own, with this option.

TrcHNor"ocY ADVANCE ts,nil @
This option allows you to immediately confer on any civilization (including your own, of
course) whatever advance they are currently researching.

DtscovrR All TrcuNoLoGrES @ f shrtl@
This option is a double-edged sword. The first time you use it on any civilization, it confers
knowledge of every possible advance (excepting only Future Tech). If, however, you use it
on the same civilization twice, the second application takes away euery adrsance, even
those discovered honestly.
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Foncr GovnnNrtrNr tstrttl tF7l
Use this to change the government of any civilization to the type you wish it to be, whether
or not that form of government has been discovered.

CHe.Ncr TrRnels AT CuRSoRlshril@
This option gives you the ability to instantly determine the improvements made to the
square that is the current cursor location. You can add or remove any improvements
appropriate to the type of terrain.

DrsrRov An UNtrs Ar CURSoR @ ts'rTtl tr
This quite simple destroys any units at the current cursor location.

CH,rNct MoNrv lstilrl @
Use this to specify the amount of funds in the treasury of any civilization.

S.wr as ScrNlRto
This allows you to save the current game situation as a scenario file.

Cvnopron
The Crypornora is an onJine encyclopedia of Cioilization If. The entries under each topic
appear alphabetically, and each includes detailed information about the item, its historical
importance, and its significance in the game.

Ctvnrza.tloN ADVANCES

This option focuses on the advances. The Crv[orrorA entry describing each advance
automatically appears when you acquire that advance.

Crrv IupnovEMENTS

This option culls the list to include only the structures you can build in a city to improve
its working.

WoNorRs oF THE Wonro
To narrow your choices down to information about the various Wonders, use

this option.
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Mrr-rrRny UNrrs
The title of this topic might be slightly misleading, as Cioilization II considers all units to
be military, even Diplomats, Caravans, and Settlers.

GovrRNrvtENrs
If you want information on the various forms of government, this is the place.

TrnnnrN Typls
This option provides the entries for each type of terrain square and special resource that
exists in Cioilization II.

Geur Coxcrprs
This option includes all the information not covered under any of the other focused topic
lists, including things like Pollution, Disbanding, and Fortresses.

Smncu Crvrr-oprota
This option lets you choose from every topic in the CrvrlornorR (for those times when you're
not sure what type of item you're looking for).



Population Research
lndicator

Date

Treasury

Tax Rate

I\ilap

Window
Mode

l\,4ovement

Home City

Nationality

The Status window

THE STATUS WINDOW
The information displayed in this window helps
you keep abreast of the status of your
civilization and your turn. Note that you can
click anywhere in this window to toggle the Mar
window between VrEw Precns mode and MovE
Prr,cns mode,

Wop.rn Prncr Bln
At the top of this window is a bar indicating the
accumulated turns of world peace. World peace
is a situation in which no civilizations are at war.
Each turn of peace adds to your civilization
score. (This bar might not become visible for
quite a while, if ever.)

Sutrtuenv Box
Below the peace bar is a quick reference box
summarizing data you'll find useful during
the game.

PopuLl,rroN
This figure reports the current size of your
civilization's population.

DLrt
The date is reported in years B.C. or A.D. A
normal game begins in 4OOO B.C. Each turn
represents the passing of a period of years.
Depending on the current date, turns might be
I year, 2, 5, 10, 20, 25, or 50 years long.
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Trunsunv
This figure reports the amount of gotd currently in your treasury. If it increases each turn,
you've got a surplus; if it decreases each turn, you're operating at a deficit.

Tnror B,rmNcr
The figures that appear here represent the percentages you've set for the spending of your
trade income. They are, in order: taxes, luxuries, and research. (Note: multiply the number
shown by I O to get the actual percentage.) Each of these three by-products of trade has its
benefits. As time passes and cities grow, you might have to adjust the trade rates to provide
a minimum amount of taxes and science research while providing more luxuries to keep
the population sufficiently happy. To adjust trade rates, pull down the Krncoou menu and
select the T,cx RArn option.

ScrrNtrrrc Rlsr,qtcH
The research indicator is a graphic representation of your progress toward the next
advance. The beaker notes your progress, and it changes as you get closer to your current
research goal. Once the new discovery is reported and your scientists are sent off to study
something else, this indicator is reset.

ENvrnoNptrNr
If there is any danger of global warming, the environment indicator graphicalty represents
the extent of this risk. With the first case of pollution, the sun icon appears, at its lowest
setting. If pollution continues, the sun changes to indicate the "progress" of pollution. If
pollution is not brought under control when the indicator is at its highest, the planet suffers
a bout of global warming, then the indicator reverts to a setting that reflects the
new equilibrium.

Pollution and environmental problems can also be caused by nuclear reactor
meltdowns and fallout from nuclear weapons. For more information on pollution and global
warming, see PlanetarJr Caretaking.
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w Acrrvr UNrr/LocerroN Box
Below the SuuuaRv Box is an area dedicated to information on the current cursor location.
This is normally the current active unit, but might also be a terrain square you have
selected. Note that for the purposes of this information box, cities are ignored. The
following information is included, not necessarily in this order.

Moor
Whether the Map window is in Vrnw PTECES or MovE PTECES mode is noted.

lcoNs
Ifthere are any units at the current location, each will be represented by its icon. These icons
are complete with the colored shield denoting nationality and the bar showing damage status.

NerroN,rr-rrv
If there are any rival units at the current location or if you are viewing a unit, rather than a
terrain square, the name of the civilization to which each unit betongs is displayed.

Ho,r,tr Crrv
If there are any of your units at the current location, the name of the city from which each
unit derives support is displayed. This is normally the city where the unit was built. You can
transfer a unit to another city by moving it there and using the Snr Houn Crry order. This
can be useful when one ofyour cities is threatened with capture, since all units supported
by a captured city are destroyed.

UNrr Tvpr
If there are any units at the current location, the type of each unit is displayed. For your
units, the box also tells you whether or not it is a veteran unit.
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MovEurNr
lf there are any of your units at the location, the number of movement points the active

unit has remaining are noted. (If you are finished moving a unit, but it still has movement

left, use the SKIP Tum order to end that unit's movement for the turn')

Note that points are shown as fractions when the unit is moving along a road (roads

triple movement, making fractional movement points necessary). The fraction indicates the

lowered attack strength as well as the use of movement points. For example, a unit that
begins with I movement point and moves one square along a road would show 2/5
movement points remaining, which also equates to 2/3 attack strength'

Also remember that units beginning on a square containing a railroad and moving along

the railroad spend no movement points until they leave the railroad'

TrRRq.tN

This is the terrain type of the square. This terrain report disregards the Presence of a city,

but does mention other improvements such as irrigation, roads, and railroads. If there are

special resources available at that site, they are also noted.
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THE MAP WINDOW
The Mnp window is the isometric map, the window in which you view and move your active
units. The area shown in this window is the section of the world outlined on the map in the
Wonlo window. You can move and re-size the Mnr window just as you would any other
window. (Note that, if you open so many rePorts, displays, and messages that you bury the
Map window, you can always close them all and bring it to the front of the heap by choosing
ARRANGE WINDows from the VIEw menu.)

Murrrpu WtNoows
If, for some reason, you would like to have more than one MAP window open (to keep an

eye on an especially valuable piece of real estate, for example), you can do so. Right-click

anywhere in the Wonr-o window. The new window acts just like the default one, except that
you have an additional button in the top left-hand corner. You can use this button to cycle

through the viewing modes for that window. The modes are: View Friendly Units, View

Enemy Units, View All Units, and Static View (which centers on the map square you choose
and stays'there).

Zoolut BurroNs
In the upper left-hand corner of the window frame are Zaom ln ffi ana Zoom Out W
buttons. Use these to customize the size of your map view. There are sixteen levels of
adjustment. You can also use any of the Zoot't options on the VtEw menu.

MovrNG THE VtEW
To reposition the Mne window so that it shows a different section of the game map, simpty
click on any map square in the window. Cioilization II redraws the map, centering on the
square you selected. If you want to center on a square that is not presently in the window,
you can also click on a location in the WoRLD window to center there.

CENrrnrsc oN A CtrY
Use the Frno Crry option on the KINGDoM menu to center the map on any known city,

regardless of where or whose it is.

CrNrrruNc oN A UNtr
To center the view on a particular one of your units, open the Ctrv Dtsrlnv for that unit's
home city. In the Unrrs RosrER, click on the icon for that unit. Use the CENTER MAP oN uNIr

option to center the Mar window on the unit.
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WORTD WINDOW

This window shows a map of the entire
known world. It is centered on the part of
the world shown in the M,qr window. The
rectangle delineates the edges of that
view, You can use the Wonlo window to
move around the Mae window more
rapidly. Click on a location in the Wonlo
window. and both windows shift to center
on that position.
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DESIGNERS'NOTES
opportunities like this don't come along every day. After all, games as much fun as
Cioilization- and as successful as Cioitization- are few and far between. And a game
of that caliber whose appeal is wide enough, whose subject matter is broad enough, and
whose structure is open enough to lend itself so easily to such a major expansion and
overhaul is a rare gem indeed. But by summer of 1994 it was clear that Cipilization II was
an idea whose time had come, and boy were we excited about itl

Of course, the biggest potential pitfall in working on a game like this is that none of us
wanted to go down in history as "the guys who broke Cioilizationl" Cigilization is about
as complex and finely balanced as games get, and any misstep would quickly throw that
magical pacing out of kilter. So just throwing in the kitchen sink wasn't going to cut it. trvery
addition or change needed to be carefully weighed to make sure it wasn't doing more harm
than good. on the other hand, we knew we wanted this to be a lot more than a simple
facelift-this was our big chance to take our favorite game and make it better than ever.

so we got our "fun experts" together and began the mammoth task of sorting through
ideas. And there were plenty of ideas. In the years since Cioilizafion first appeared, we
have received literally thousands of letters, phone calls, and e-mail messages offering
suggestions for improvements, additions, and sequels. Everything from quick notes
detailing pet peeves to full-scale design documents offering to remake the game from top
to bottom. Some ambitious folks on the Internet even compiled a most helpful database
of "cia rrproposals." And once we were willingto accept the previously unthinkable, that
Cioilization could actually tre improved, we even had a few ideas ourselvesl

Our ideas mostly fell into three major categories: ( I ) simple additions, such as new units,
city improvements, civilization advances; (2) major improvements to the game structure,
such as the overhauled diplomatic and combat systems; and (3) entirely new features, such
as map editors, scenarios, and rules customization.

When inventing new unit types we concentrated first on those which would fill gaps and
round out the existing Wpes. The fast moving units, for instance, suffered from the chasm
separating Knights and Armor we bridged it with Elephants, crusaders, Dragoons, and the
new cavalry unit. other classes of unit-artillery, infantry, naval, air-were similarly
examined. some units which were too powerful (e.g., chariots) were downgraded; others,
which we felt were under-used (e.g., Legions, Musketeers) were enhanced. we added a
modern form of each of the support units - Engineers, Spy, and Freight; each with exciting
new abilities. Finally, there were some genuinely new roles waiting to be filled - Explorers,
Paratroopers, Marines, Alpine Troops, and of course those pesky partisans.



cood ideas for new city improvements were perhaps the hardest to come by, since we

didn't want to clutter up the game with too much economic micromanagement. We thought

maps filled with railroads in every square were just plain ugly, so we introduced Farmland.

supermarkets, and superhighways to encourage a more well-rounded approach to civil

engineering. Similarly, since ocean squares seemed neglected, we added Harbors and

Ofishore platforms to provide more opportunities in coastal regions. We extended some

existing concepts (Bank, University, Aqueduct) with more specialized forms (Stock Dxchange,

Research Lab, Sewer System). And civic defense received a boost with-the arrival of Coastal

Fortresses, SAM Missile Batteries, Port Facilities, and Airports'

Wonders of the World were problematic for a different reason - traditionally they must come

in groups of sevenl It just didn't seem right to tack three wonders onto the end and talk about

the " l O Wonders of the Modem World." We noticed, however, that most of our best ideas fit into

the two gaps between the existing time periods (between Ancient and Renaissance, or between

Renaissance and Modem). So we decided to split the original seven Renaissance wonders into

two periods and use our new ideas to bring each group up to a full seven, bringing us to

28 total Wonders.

Time had shown that to experienced players some wonders were clearly more

worthwhile than others, so we undertook to rebalance the entire set. As a quick look

through the Wonders list will show, we in most cases chose to do this by enhancing the

effects of Wonders we thought were too weak (e.g., Great Wall, Lighthouse, Michelangelo,

Magellan, United Nations) or by extending or eliminating "expiration dates" to give a

Wonder's builder more time to reap its benefits (e.g., Colossus, Hanging Cardens, Great

Library, and many others). We wanted Wonders to have a decisive effect on the game, and

to figure prominently in players' strategic planning. Since different Wonder combinations

make for exciting new games, we tried to make all the wonders tempting.

only in two cases, the strTI Program and the PlT amids, did we find it necessary to "scale

back" Wonder effects. Throughout the Ciu II design, we have tried to play down rules that

tended to have the effect of "the rich get richer and the poor get Poorer"' SETI was as clear

example of this, since the first player to discover computers is pretty much by definition

ahead in the technology race; to double his technology output as a reward only served to

cement his lead. We lowered SETI's effect and added Research Labs as a possible catchup

mechanism for other players. Similarly, we liked the Pyramids' effect but found that

introducing it so early skewed the game wildly, so we moved it forward (Statue of Liberty)

and gave Pyramids a hardly disappointing new power'
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In terms of maior improvements to the game's structure, we were looking for additions
which would enhance the game's existing strong points, not distract from them. A proposal
for a full-screen tactical combat system which would be used to fight out most batues in
detail was dropped, for instance, because we felt it would detract from one of the game,s
great strengths, which is the ebb and flow of forces on the main strategic map. Instead, we
looked for a way to make strategic combat more interesting and realistic. What we arrived
at is the new "strength bar" system. which provides the added realism oF,,combat damage,,
but is simple enough not to fundamentally change the balance of the game. We also felt
strongly that players needed to have ways to repair damaged units quickly and get them
back into action, so we gave cities (especially those with Barracks) enhanced
repair abilities.

Another major improvement worth mentioning is the diplomatic system. Everyone
agreed that players needed more options when dealing with foreign powers - options like
alliances and temporary cease-fires. not to mention enhanced trading. The peace treaty was
revised to solve the "l hate it when they fortify units right next to my cities" problem. players
had also discovered numerous loopholes in the game which allowed them to run circles
around the computer players; we tightened these up mosfly by enhancing the role of the
Senate in Republics and Democracies. Finatly, we felt that computer players should have a
longer memory for betrayals committed by the player, so we introduced the concept of
"Reputation" to shade diplomatic negotiations. This system rewards players who keep their
word and penalizes those who behave dishonorably.

We also took another look at government forms. We noticed that many experienced
players used only the two most extreme forms of government: Despotism and Democracy.
That told us that something was out of whack, since we wanted all of the government forms
to be interesting; we wanted to see a civilization's government evolve over the course of
the game. so we significantly improved the "neglected" government forms: Monarchy
became better at supporting military units, Republic had its military discontent and Senate
rules relaxed somewhat, and communism was freed of "corruption,, and given some
enhanced abilities for spying and martial law. We made Republics and Democracies easier
to defend by loosening the "home city" rules and allowing units in nearby fortresses to
escape discontent. we introduced the concept of waste ("corruption for shields,,) to tame
Despotism. We also reigned in Democracy somewhat by strictly enforcing the Senate rules.

It was also clear that the forty bazillion or so hours of playing time which have occurred
between l99l and the present have served to vastty improve the world's overalt Cio-playing
skill. We who once confidently predicted of trmperor level that it could be beaten, "but not
consistently" now found ourselves competing to see who could score J5o percent, build a
size 42 city, or put a spaceship on Alpha Centauri while the turns were still moving in ten
year increments. without making the game more difficutt for beginners, we needed to
crank up the challenge level significantly for all the jaded experts out there.
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So we set to work on a new generation of artificial intelligence for the higher difficulty
levels. We watched our best players and taught the computer opponents to play in the
same ways that they did - to keep some settlers in reserve, for instance, and use them to
improve terrain and connect cities with roads. We taught them how to concentrate their
efforts on particular technology groups, and how to use their naval forces effectively to
support a beachhead. We also taught them some really nasty tricks that we won't spoil by
mentioning here. At the same time, we eliminated the quasi-cheating that irked some
experienced players - which meant we had to show the computer players how to use their
Caravans and how to build Wonders of the World. Finally, we added the new Deity difficulty
level for those who like their Cio really mean.

A brief word on history. Ciuilization II began as a day long brainstorming session
around Sid Meier's round table with Sid, Brian Reynolds, and Jeff Briggs. Brian then
retreated to the dales of Yorkshire for a year to formulate the design and put together a

series of prototypes which eventually became the game engine. Meanwhile, Jeff began
putting a first-rate team together and Doug Kaufman, one of our most exPerienced
designers as well as one of the world's great emeritus CiU exPerts, pounded away at the
prototype, finding loopholes and making sure it was actually possible to beat Deity level. If
you like the fact that you need an Aqueduct to get a city past size 8 now, you can
thank Dougl

As the project began to pick up speed, veteran Art Director Mike Haire and his team began
creating the game's all-new look. Mike andB,arb Jeznach devised the new isometric map view
which gives the terrain a much more realistic feel. Mike Bazzell drew those scary-looking
battleships and stealth bombers, not to mention the new spaceship screen, and tsob

Kathman brought you a choice of city architectural styles - the "medieval capital" is based
on a postcard Brian sent back from Richmond, North Yorkshire. Using models built by Murray
Taylor and Mike 8., Barb Bents-Miller pulled out all the stops to bring you the motion-captured
heralds for the diplomatic screen (we were glad when you finally got around to putting some
clothes on that Viking woman, Barb). Jerome Atherholt painted the Kings and Queens, Nick
Rusko-Berger designed the final word in throne rooms, and Stacey Clark Tranter created the
overhead city view. Nick also created the opening, based on an idea from Jerome and Stacey.

Civilopedia art was provided by Kat Seman and Barb J., and for help in some tight sPots, we

turned to Mike Bates, Betsy Kirk, Guy Sparger, and Chris Tamburrino.
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On the multimedia front, Mike Dly and Tim Train began digging through the archives for
wonders of the world movies, and started scripting the Town council (can you imagine
auditioning all those Dlvis impersonators?) Jason coleman, one of our hottest up-and-
coming programmers, provided the technolos/ we needed to make it happen, and joined
the team full time to implement all the major graphics screens. Dave Ellis put together the
"multimedia-pedia," and chris Taormino joined us to beat the startup menus into shape.
Mike Denman, Paul Rowan, and team (of cioNet fame), provided the excellent SMEDS
engine which got things offto a fast start on the code side. On the Sound side, Ken Lagace
found all those crazy aerial combat effects, and Roland Kzzo, ylark Reis, and Dave Dvans
arranged, recorded, implemented - and whatever else it is they do in that strange room -Jeff Briggs' finest scores.

If you appreciate the stability of the program itself, you'll want to thank Jen Maclean
and her QA team. Steve Moseley kept the bug lists coming, and James King, ,,Chrispy,,

Bowling, Jim Hendry, Mike Barker, Don Dmmet, as well as many others, held us to the
highest of standards. Among other things, they insisted we add a "more satisfying,, nuclear
explosion sound effect! Meanwhile, Jonatha caspian-Kaufman tackled the manual - on
one notable evening, we sat around with the names of civilization advances printed on the
back of 88 business cards to figure out what the technolo$/ tree actually looked like. Mick
Uhl masterminded the French and Cerman translation effort. On the Marketing side,
Lindsay Riehl, Paula scarfone, and Marcia Foster were remarkably patient with us, and
helped us "spread the good news." And heartfelt thanks to all the many others here who
have contributed to this projectl

And so, at long last, here it is: Cioilization lfl Before we run off to start our next great
game, we also want to thank all of the ciu players out there, especially those of you who
loved the game enough to send page after page of ideas and suggestions, because we
couldn't have done it without you. This game was created of, by, and for cia players, and
we only hope you enjoy playing cioilization rr as much as we have enjoyed creating it.

.7

t/ /,,'t' /.ti k

/ldln il.
Li" ',

/ Brian Reynolds
January, 1996
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scenario 24, l7l
science . , 3, ll-13,20,22, 39, 4l'

52-54, 62-65, 65-68, 90-91,
95, l08, 148, r59,167, r74

ScienceAdvisor . .'.'.90-91, 167

scientific reseznch . ' 64, 6A, 90-92, 167 , 17 4

Scientist. . . . 14, 43, 54,70' 90'92'
loa,147-14a,167,174

score (scoring) . . . . . . 4' 27 , 53' 90, 92' 9A'
l5l, 156-158, 151,
t67-t69,175, lBl

SDI Defense 106-107, ll4
Seafaring. ....37,91'93
sellingimprovements'. .......59
senat€. .....38,41.67,69, ll1, 124, lal
Send Emissary - . 39' 123, 127 ' 166
SetHomeCitY... ......164,175
SetResourceSeed... ....... 144
SetworldshaPe. .,,143
SfrTlProgram. ' '.41, l8O
Settlers, also see engineers. ' . . ' . 1, a-9, ll,

15-17, 19'20, 31, 34' 3A,
43, 45-46, 49,52,5s, 64'69,

76-79, Al-a1, aa,92,99, l0l,
lo7, ll4-ll&,155, 148,

t62-163, 172. la2
Sewer System . . 157, l8o
shareworldmaPs .. .,...... 129

shield icon . . . 9-lO, 15-16, 19,22,
52-33, 35, 3A, 52, 55, 59'

64-69, 78, 82-85, lOO. 1 I l,
ll7-llB, 149-152,175

shorebombardment .. .....,,54
Showenemymoves.. ....... 156

ShowHiddenTerrain. ...'... 16l
Show Map Crid option . . A' 32, 16l
silk... ....79
sizeofworld ......,,24
Skip Turn . . a5, 165, 176

skull,pollution .....,A2
Sleep... ......A7,tOO, 155, 164

SolarPlant. .... '80,1I5
SoundEffects ......156
space colonists bonus, see scoring
SpaceFlight ....154'135
spacerace. ...,.4'119, t51, 169

Spaceshipcomponent ..'..'. l5l
SpaceshipFlodute. ..... 132,135
Spaceship Structural . . . .132,134-135
Spaceships .2A, 152, 169
specialbrush '.....14f
specialresources .... -16,36,46,

77-7A, 144, 176
speciat terrain . . . . 56' 49' 74, ll7
Speciafists. .....55-54,62,71-75,

147, 149-lso
Spice.. .56,74
Spy.... ..3a,47,5a,6a,a7,1o3,

lo7, llo-114, 124, 127, 179
square, terrain . . 2, 6, 9-lO, 13, 17,

19-20,25-26, 52, 36, 45, 45-46,
49, 55, 55, 7 6'79, A2'a4,

lol-102, l07. I l5-1 la, l4l-142'
144, 150, 153, 172, 175

SsComponent ..,..131-132,134
SSModule. ....-132, 135

SSStructural. ......132, 134-135
StandardZoom.. .....' 145, 16l
Start a New Qame . . 22-24,63, 143

StartonPremadeWorld.. .....24
starting location . .23' l4l
Statue of Liberty . 65, lao
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Status window. . . 12,54, A2, l4O' 142, 16l,
173

StealAdvance ......'ll2
Stealth . . . . . 67 , 69, 86, lO2, 106, 124' lAz
Stealth Bomber . . . . . 67, 69, lO2, 106, 124
StealthFighter. .....1O0
Steel.. ..32'53
Stock Exchange . . 54, l8O
strategic alliance . 1A' l2A
strengthbar.... ..... 32'33, lOO, lO4, t8l
Structural, Spaceship. 132,134-135
submarine ..,..1o2-lo3
suicidebomberattack..,..., lO7

Summarybox... ...... 173, 175
Superconductor. . ......155
Superhighways. ..55, l8O
Supermarket .35,95, 117

supply and demand . .2O, lOA, 167

surplus . ... 11,15,44,54'55,59,
62, l09, l4A'149, 174

Swamp . . . .25,56,3A,77-79, 116

T
taxrates, restricted .......'.. 59
Tax Rates option . . . . .. . 3, 52, 62, 72, 159
taxrevenues .......,54
Taxmen. Specialists. . .70, 147-l4A
teamwork,settlers. ..'...58. 115

Technicalsupplement ......... 4

technologyresearch ....,..90-92
temperature,customize .,.....25
Temple. 4A,72, 1t5, 166

terrain, hidden. ......13, 17,16l
Terrain chart . , 36,54' 77

terrainconversion.. .......79
terrain square . . 6, 9-lO, l9-2O' 32,

36, 43, 46,53' 55,78,42,
a4, lol-102, l07, I l5-1 lB.

t4l, 144,153,172,175
terraintype ......8-lO, 25,36'57,

76-7A, 140-141,
144, 163, 176

Thecorporation .. .'..95,1O8

r94

TheRepublic. ....64,67
Theolos/. . .35,41,93-94
Throne Koom. . . 9a, 156, 157, 159

Title bar . 13, 44, 146-147
Toolsmenu. ...'.,.144
Top5Cities '...'..168
TownCouncil. ..,,, 157, 165, 185

Trade.. ... l,3,8, Il-15, 16-17, I
9-22,27, 34-36, 45-47, 50-54.
6t-74, 77-79, a2,90,97, rO3,
105. 108-109, lla, 129, 145,
149-150, 155, 165, 167,174

tradeadvance ......155
Trade Advisor. . . . 12,54, lO9, 167

trade goods. . . . . . A, ll, 16,20, 34, 36, 43,
45, 52,74,7A-79,97,

l08-109,149-150
traderate '.........55
traderoutebonus.. .,,..,,,.2O
trade routes. . . . . . 5, 20,54, lOA, 149, 153
Transform . ..... 34,58, ll4-116, ll8, 165

Transport. . . . ... 37, 47, A7, lO3, 1O8. 164

Treasury. ... 13,54,58-59'62,43,

tribute. .

97, l08, llo, ll2,123,
t47 , 151 , 166-167 , 17 | , 17 5-17 4

. 40, 126, l2A
Trireme. . 37,95
Tundra. ,,,25,45,77-78
Tutorial 7-9, ll'15, 15-19,

2t-22, 155-156
Tutorial help. . . . .. .. .8, 155-156

U
UndoLastchange . ..,...,,. 143
unhappiness .....70-72,152,154
unhappy citizens . 3a, 62, 6A,70'75
UnitRoster ...... 44, 64-65, 1lO, 146, 152
unit shield . . 33, 66-67 ' 69, 82-A3, IOO' 152
unittype ......173,175
United Nations. . . 41, l8O
University ...56,54, l8O
Unload. ... 165



V
veteranunit. ...,,,.175
View Hall of Fame , . . .24
View menu . .6,8, 32,85-86, 156, 145, 177
View Pieces 6, 85-a6, 160, 173, 175
Villages .... ll, 14' 17,27,4a,As

w
Wait. . . . . . . .. 6, 25, 70, 85, 127, 156, 165
war . . . l-2,27, 59-40,65, 69, 90, l1l, 114,

122-129, 175
Warlord. ...,26
Warriorcode. . ',,14,21
Warriors ......11-15,85
waste.. .....9,34-35,52,64-69,

133, r49,158, lal
We tove The Day. . . . ,75
Whales . . 16,78
window, Map 85-86, ll2,129, l4O,142-144,

146, 160-161, 175, 175, 177'178
Wine... .., '78
winning the game. 4, l3l, 133, 135, 157'l3A
wonders,destroyed'.,,,..4a,96
Wonders of the World . . . 5, ll,2l'

4r-42, 4A, 52, 54. 59, 62,
70,92,95-97, rO8. I 15, 152,
154, 16A, 17l, rao, ta2-185

WorldMap. .'......f40
Worldmenu ,....',137
worldpeacebar.... ....,,., 173

Writing. ....19,21,110

Z

zoneofcontrol. ......76,A4,aA
zoombuttons ......86, 146, 177

Zoomln ......145,160'161,177
Zoom Out . . a5, rus, 160,-161, 177
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